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Abstrac t 

This thesis consists of a prologue and six parts that address two aspects of orthogonal 
frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) communication systems: synchronization and 
channel estimation. For the synchronization aspect, focus is on estimators of time and 
frequency offsets that exploit the cyclic prefix. For the channel estimation aspect, a 
concept is presented and analyzed that exploits the frequency correlation of the channel 
and combines low complexity with high performance. 

Synchronization errors in OFDM can cause intersymbol and intercarrier interference. 
One way to suppress these interferences in OFDM systems is to track the carrier frequency 
of the received signal and the proper start of the OFDM symbols. The joint maximum 
likelihood estimator of symbol time and carrier frequency offsets for OFDM systems using 
a cyclic prefix is presented. The maximum likelihood estimator, derived for an additive 
white Gaussian noise channel, exploits the redundancy introduced by the prefix and is 
independent of how the subcarriers are modulated. Therefore, i t does not require extra 
pilot information. 

Some properties of practical OFDM systems change the premises of this estimator. 
In particular, in systems with pulse shaping, channel dispersion, or slowly changing 
synchronization errors, estimator performance can gain from more suitably chosen signal 
models. Three extended signal models, the associated maximum likelihood estimators, 
and structures for their implementation are presented. 

Furthermore, tracking synchronization of a multiuser OFDM system, which often has 
been questioned, is feasible using a scheme incorporating the above estimator concept. 
Simulations show that the symbol error rate in the uplink of a multiuser OFDM system 
is not noticeably affected in a system with coherently demodulated subcarriers and only 
little in a differentially demodulated system. 

Channel estimation is usually needed in coherent OFDM receivers in order to com
pensate for a frequency-selective channel. For this purpose, a channel equalizer needs to 
be fed estimates of the subcarrier attenuations. This thesis presents low-rank approxi
mations of the linear minimum mean-squared error channel estimator. These exploit the 
fact that the subcarrier attenuations are correlated. The approximation is based on a 
suitable transformation of the channel attenuations. 

Channel estimators based on the discrete Fourier transform are analyzed. The symbol 
error rate of systems employing these channel estimators may experience an irreducible 
error floor if the channel is not sample-spaced. This thesis also presents and analyzes low-
rank channel estimators using a transform based on singular-value decomposition of the 
channel attenuations. These channel estimators are proposed to be designed generically, 
i.e., for particular fixed, assumed channel correlations and signal-to-noise ratio. The 
resulting channel estimators, with suitably chosen fixed design parameters, combine low-
complexity and high performance. 
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Preface 

One important skill for a flute player, in the words of my music teacher years ago, 
is "being performer and audience, simultaneously". Listening to and judging your own 
performance, she taught, makes a good musician. I have realized that this skill also helps 
making a good researcher. Countless times of re-reading my own draft manuscripts, 
trying to imagine how they would be read by others, weighing, discussing, and rewriting 
them have resulted in this thesis. 

Background 

In the beginning of the nineties I visited Luleå University of Technology a number 
of short periods. I worked with the processing of ultrasonic signals, results of which 
were later part of my licentiate thesis. These visits turned out to be the prelude of a 
longer stay in Luleå starting in the fall of 1993 when I became a graduate student. As 
any such new start, this move came with new experiences and challenges. There were, 
for example, the Ught and beautiful summers but also the area's peripheral geographical 
location, noticeable in many aspects of everyday life. Some of the new opportunities and 
chances have influenced my work and the writing of this thesis so much that I like to 
mention them here. 

Among the new opportunities was the challenging one of learning a new language. 
I still don't comprehend that I think, dream, and count in a language that appeared 
indecipherable only a couple of years ago. Thinking in another language puts ideas in 
new and sometimes unexpected perspectives. This sentence, not to mention the rest 
of this thesis, would have been different if Dutch had been the mother tongue of every 
Swede. 

Furthermore, during my years as a graduate student I've had the opportunity to teach 
various undergraduate courses. I've liked this teaching very much. Not only did I learn a 
lot, I 'm sure it has also improved the way I documented and presented the ideas in this 
thesis. 

Finally, I've been working together with a lot of people. During two and a half 
years, for instance, I had my office at Telia Research AB in Luleå and I worked in 
a team of Telia's employees. We contributed to the European standardization of the 
third generation personal communication systems, the UMTS, within ETSI. During the 
last two years I also worked together with people from Ecole Nationale Supérieure des 
Télécommunications (ENST) in Toulouse, France. The mutual support of both coop
erations has at times crucially accelerated this thesis' development. I feel privileged 
having been part of these cooperations and, having worked with my fellow students and 
colleagues. 
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made clear in the preceding prologue, which introduces, summarizes, and comments on 
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This thesis comprises the original contents of six of my publications: [1-6]. Four of 
these have been or wil l be published as a book chapter [1] and as journal papers [2,5,6]. 
Two are published as research reports [3,4] and are currently being reviewed for possible 
publication as journal papers (an earlier version of [3] is being reviewed). 

The work resulting in [1-6] has also, in parallel, served the European standardization 
of the UMTS within ETSI. The technical documents [7-11] are standardization con
tributions to ETSFs working group SMG2, where standards for the radio interface of 
terrestrial UMTS are being developed. 

Finally, results were also presented at conferences, symposia, meetings of the Eu
ropean COST 259 action, or pubhshed as research reports, see [12-26]. My licentiate 
thesis [27] in 1996 included three of the above publications, along with the research 
report [28]. 

1 Introduct ion 

In digital radio communication systems information symbols are transmitted by means 
of suitably chosen waveforms that modulate a carrier signal with a suitably chosen fre
quency. In most systems variable factors imposed by the radio environment and hardware 
imperfections generate fluctuations in how these waveforms actually are received. For 
example, channel dispersion and alterations in the symbol rate and the carrier frequency 
affect the transmitted signal [29]. 

Because of these fluctuations, the receiver's knowledge of the transmitter's symbol 
rate, carrier frequency, and waveform constellation is not always sufficient to assure re
liable detection. In order to detect the information symbols reliably, the receiver may 
need to counteract the channel uncertainties. Synchronization with the remote transmit
ter and equalization of the channel are often necessary [30,31]. 

The requirements on the synchronization and equalization depend, among other fac
tors, on the type of modulation. For example, differential demodulation usually reduces 
the need for channel estimation and equalization at the receiver. This thesis is con
cerned with how channel uncertainties are estimated in orthogonal frequency-division 
multiplexing (OFDM) transmission systems [32]. I t addresses the estimation of symbol 
time offsets, carrier frequency offsets, and channel dispersion. With the aid of these esti
mates a receiver can reduce the negative effects that synchronization errors and channel 
dispersion have on system performance. 

Synchronization and channel estimation in OFDM are each associated with particular 
challenges and difficulties. For OFDM-synchronization the main challenge is the high 
sensitivity to frequency offsets as compared to single carrier systems [33]. Although 
timing requirements for OFDM may not be so tight as for single carrier systems, OFDM 
prompts for symbol synchronizers which do not resemble traditional synchronization 
schemes for single carrier systems by their structure [34]. For OFDM channel estimators 
the main challenge is to find high performance yet implementable estimator structures 
[35]. 

The core of the thesis investigates two estimation concepts, one for synchronization 
errors and one for channel dispersion. The synchronization concept exploits a redundancy 
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that is present in most OFDM signals and known as the cyclic prefix. This redundancy 
facilitates the estimation of symbol time and carrier frequency offsets. In addition to 
publications associated with this thesis, important recent contributions on this estimation 
concept are [36-40]. 

The channel estimation concept exploits the frequency correlation of the channel. In 
many OFDM systems this concept can improve channel estimation significantly, even if 
the channel statistics are not exactly known at a receiver. In addition to publications 
associated with this thesis, other recent OFDM channel estimation contributions are 
found in [35,42-48]. 

For a number of wireless applications OFDM has been or is currently being inves
tigated. Recently, the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) has 
based some European broadcast standards on OFDM. First, the digital audio broad
casting (DAB) [49] standard, filed in 1995, and the terrestrial digital video broadcasting 
(DVB) standard [50], filed in 1997, use OFDM. Differential demodulation reduces the 
need for a channel estimator and a channel equalizer in DAB receivers. For the coher
ently demodulated DVB signals channel equalization is necessary. Both audio and video 
receivers need to synchronize their oscillators and clocks to the transmitter's. DAB sig
nals facilitate synchronization by regularly inserted null symbols while the DVB standard 
defines a pilot pattern consisting of pilot tones and scattered, boosted pilot symbols. 

Currently, two more European standardization procedures, where OFDM plays or has 
played a role, progress within ETSI. First, in the standardization of the radio interface 
of the universal mobile telecommunications system (UMTS), OFDM was a technically 
promising candidate. The OFDM-based proposal [51] incorporated differential modula
tion and, as a future extension, coherent demodulation. Synchronization was proposed 
to be accomplished by the concept described in this thesis. The OFDM-based proposal 
was, however, abandoned in favor of the two final code-division multiple access (CDMA) 
proposals. Secondly, OFDM is also subject of research for use in wireless local-area 
networks. In 1997, ETSI announced a new standardization project for broadband radio 
access networks (BRANs) [52]. OFDM is one of the candidates for this new standard 
which is scheduled to be completed during 1999. 

The synchronization concept presented in this thesis applies to general OFDM signals 
with a cyclic prefix. None of the above applications is, therefore, excluded from the 
estimation concept as such. A number of system aspects, however, influence how the 
concept actually would be embedded in a system or receiver design. This thesis addresses 
a few of these system aspects. In particular, i t evaluates the time and frequency offset 
estimators in a number of practical, dispersive and fading channels. I t also investigates 
how the concept could be used for tracking in multiuser OFDM systems such as the 
above UMTS proposal or future, fourth generation personal communication systems. 

Channel estimators that are designed using the proposed methods in this thesis, are 
apphcable to those of the above OFDM applications employing coherent demodulation of 
the subcarriers. In particular, DVB receivers could be equipped with channel estimators 
based on the channel estimation concept in this thesis. Investigation of the explicit 
application to DVB is, however, beyond the scope of this thesis. 
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Figure 1: An OFDM system. 

2 Cyclic-prefix based synchronization (Parts 2-4) 

This prologue focuses on how the different parts of this thesis are related. In particular, 
the choice of OFDM signal models, the assumptions, etc. are highhghted. In this section 
the sensitivity of OFDM systems to synchronization errors and the synchronization con
tributions of this thesis are outlined. Section 3 addresses the effect of channel dispersion 
on OFDM systems and outlines the channel estimation concept. Finally, Section 4 of 
this prologue summarizes the more important contributions of this thesis. 

2.1 Modeling synchronization errors in OFDM systems 

OFDM is a block transmission system where data symbols are transmitted in parallel 
on a large number of subcarriers. A baseband OFDM system model, shown in Figure 1, 
illustrates the transmission concept. The complex data symbols axe modulated on N 
subcarriers by an inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT). To form the OFDM symbol 
the last L samples are copied and put into a preamble usually referred to as the cyclic 
prefix. This data vector is digital-to-analog converted and transmitted over a channel, 
whose impulse response we assume is shorter than the length of the cyclic prefix. One 
OFDM symbol thus has duration (N + L)TS where Ts is the system's sampling period. In 
spite of the loss of transmission power and bandwidth associated with the cyclic prefix, 
the simple channel equalization i t yields generally motivates its use [32]. 

At the receiver the signal is sampled, the cyclic prefix is removed, and the resulting 
data vector is demodulated by a discrete Fourier transform (DFT). In this thesis, the 
data symbols then pass a frequency domain equalizer and a decision device. Channel 
coding, usually necessary in fading radio environments, is not addressed in this thesis. 
We evaluate system performance by the uncoded symbol error rate. 

Part 1 of this thesis introduces OFDM. I t wi l l be published as [1] and describes 
OFDM, its prevalent problems, and recent research associated with these. 

Parts 2-4 address two uncertainties at the OFDM receiver, the first of which is i l 
lustrated by the block transmission characteristics in Figure 1. During each time period 
of duration (A'' + L)TS the receiver captures N samples from the serial stream of incom-
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ing samples to be processed by the DFT. The block marked 'Serial/Parallel' includes 
this operation. In general, it is not obvious at the receiver which iV-block of samples is 
the most suitable to capture. Because of propagation delays in the channel and sample 
clock imperfections at the receiver front-end, the receiver usually must track the symbol 
timing. 

The second receiver uncertainty, not illustrated in Figure 1, is due to oscillator imper
fections in the receiver front-end and Doppler effects in the radio channel. These affect 
the received baseband OFDM signal and increase the symbol error rate of the system, if 
left uncompensated. Often, a receiver needs to track these frequency variations. 

We model the above two uncertainties as follows. First, the symbol time offset is 
modeled as the unknown index of the first sample of the OFDM symbol on an arbitrary 
but fixed time scale. The various adopted signal models assume perfect sample clocks -
in [53], for instance, the effects of sample clock offsets in OFDM systems are investigated. 

Secondly, carrier frequency variations are modeled by an unknown, constant carrier 
frequency offset. If not explicitly stated otherwise, the frequency offset is normalized to 
the carrier spacing of adjacent OFDM subcarriers. We disregard any other frequency 
effects. The effects of phase noise are investigated in, e.g., [33,54-56]. 

The signal models in Parts 2-4 form the basis for the derivation of estimators based on 
the maximum likelihood (ML) criterion. With the choice of our signal models, the causes 
of the symbol time offset and carrier frequency offset are transparent to the ML estimator. 
For instance, a time offset estimator, derived from one of the signal models in this thesis, 
does not distinguish between time uncertainties introduced by radio propagation or those 
caused by a receiver symbol clock offset. Similarly, a frequency offset estimator does not 
distinguish between offsets caused by the radio channel or those caused by transmitter 
or receiver oscillators. 

The estimators assist the synchronization of the OFDM communication link. How 
to compensate for the offsets depends on the type of system. In a broadcast system the 
time offset estimate is typically used to identify the suitable block of samples making up 
the OFDM symbol to the receiver DFT. In addition to compensation of frequency offsets 
in the analog receiver front-end, frequency compensation can take place digitally, in front 
of the receiver DFT, with the aid of the frequency offset estimate. 

In the uplink of a multiuser system that divides users across the subcarriers, these 
ways of synchronization at the receiver are not applicable. In this case all transmitted 
signals must be time- and frequency-aligned. Therefore, multiuser synchronization is 
more difficult than broadcast or downlink synchronization [57]. 

2.2 The effects of time and frequency offset 

In OFDM systems orthogonality of the subcarriers is crucial. Whereas the cyclic prefix 
is a means to maintain orthogonality in a dispersive channel, symbol time and carrier 
frequency offsets may also cause the loss of subcarrier orthogonality. If not compensated 
for, thay can limit the performance of an OFDM system because they cause intersymbol 
interference (ISI) and intercarrier interference (ICl). Figures 2, 3 and 4 illustrate the 
effect of synchronization errors on an OFDM system with 256 subcarriers and a 10-
sample cyclic prefix. The subcarriers are modulated with 16-QAM symbols. 
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Figure 2: The symbol time offset requirements. The transmitted OFDM symbol with a 
cyclic prefix whose length exceeds that of the channel impulse response (top). The cyclic 
prefix and the symbol's tail are identical (the dark areas). As long as a receiver captures 
an OFDM symbol starting in the allowable region, the OFDM symbol appears cyclic, 
orthogonality is maintained, and ISI and ICl are avoided (bottom). 

Symbol timing offsets degrade the system's performance in a non-graceful way. Be
cause the OFDM signal is extended with a cyclic prefix, a receiver can capture an OFDM 
symbol, after it has passed through a dispersive channel, anywhere in a region where the 
symbol appears cyclic without sacrificing orthogonality, see Figure 2. Capturing a sym
bol outside this interval, however, causes ISI and ICl, and, consequently, a performance 
degradation. 

A small time offset is translated by the receiver DFT into a linear phase distortion 
across the subcarriers without causing ISI or ICl . The left part of Figure 3 shows the effect 
of a small time offset on a transmitted signal which is only affected by synchronization 
errors (neither channel dispersion nor additive Gaussian noise distort the symbols). It 
shows the complex-valued data symbols after the receiver demodulation by the DFT. 

Because a symbol time offset is indistinguishable from delays introduced by a dis
persive channel, a channel estimator may identify small time offsets as being part of the 
channel dispersion. A channel equalizer fed with the channel estimates thus acts as a fine 
time-synchronizer by backrotating the received symbols in the left part of Figure 3. In 
differentially modulated systems [58], small time offsets do not cause a large performance 
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in-phase component in-phase component 

Figure 3: The input symbols of a 16-QAM constellation to the detector for two symbol 
time offsets in a system with a 10-sample cyclic prefix. Left: the effect of 1 sample offset; 
Right: the effect of 25 samples offset. No additive noise. 

degradation either, because they only result in small phase differences between adjacent 
subcarriers or consecutive OFDM symbols. 

The right part of Figure 3 shows the effect of a large time offset, that exceeds the 
length of the cyclic prefix. In this case, random distortion due to ISI and ICl dominates 
the phase rotation of the symbols. This distortion is in practice hard to counteract and 
is investigated in, e.g., [59,60]. 

Figure 4 shows the effect of a frequency offset on the same example system. The 
data symbols suffer from both a common phase rotation and ICL This property is also 
recognized and investigated in, e.g., [33]. A channel estimator cannot distinguish between 
phase distortions due to channel time dispersion and phase distortions due to oscillator 
impairments. Therefore, the above common rotation of the subcarriers may be identified 
by a channel estimator and compensated for by the channel equalizer. In [33], the 
distortion is shown to be similar to additive Gaussian noise. Therefore IC l is often 
addressed by the degradation of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) it causes. 

2.3 Maximum likelihood offset estimation 

The above synchronization effects have motivated many people to search for synchro
nization schemes for OFDM systems, see, e.g., [36-41,57,61-64]. Estimation methods 
described in the literature belong to one of two groups: those that base the estimates 
on pilot information, see, e.g., [57,61-64] and those that base the estimates on the sig
nal's statistical properties, see, e.g., [36-41]. The offset estimation concept presented in 
Parts 2-4 of this thesis belongs to the latter group. 

Part 2 of this thesis presents the joint ML estimator of the symbol time and car
rier frequency offsets in OFDM systems employing a cyclic prefix for the additive white 
Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel. The ML estimator operates on the received signal in 
front of the receiver DFT. It does not need pilot information, is independent of how the 
subcarriers are modulated, and dependent on the SNR and the length of the cyclic prefix 
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in-phase component 

Figure 4: The input symbols of a 16-Q A M constellation to the detector for a 7% frequency 
offset. No additive noise. 

L. By simulation the performance of the estimator is illustrated both for the AWGN 
channel and for a dispersive channel. 

By the time it was pubhshed as [2], some other contributions had independently 
reported estimators that exploited the cyclic prefix, see, e.g., [36,37]. Later, other such 
contributions were published in [38-41]. A recent conference paper compares several 
cyclic prefix-based methods in an indoor radio channel [65]. The paper shows that the 
ML estimator performs best in these channels if the receiver is assumed to know the 
average SNR. 

We model the received OFDM signal r(k) as 

r(k) = s{k - e)e^EklN + n(k), (1) 

where the signal s(-) models the transmitted OFDM signal. I t is distorted by additive 
white Gaussian noise n(-). The model accounts for uncertainties in the symbol time and 
carrier frequency. The uncertainty in the arrival time of the OFDM symbol is modeled 
as a delay in the channel of 6 samples, where 9 is integer-valued and unknown. The 
uncertainty in carrier frequency is modeled as a complex multiplication of the received 
data by eP

7Z£k/N

> where e is the normalized frequency offset (normahzed to the intercarrier 
spacing 1/(2VTS)), and N is, as before, the number of subcarriers. 

The assumptions about the statistical structure of the transmitted OFDM signal s(-) 
are crucial in this model. They allow explicit expressions of the joint ML estimator of 
6 and e from the received signal r(-) without the need for additional pilot information. 
We assume that the transmitted OFDM signal is Gaussian, because it is the sum of 
many independent, similarly distributed stochastic variables [66, pp. 368-369]. Because 
of the cyclic prefix, s(-) is not stationary, but contains correlations between the signal's 
redundant samples. 

In many practical systems the model (1) may be too much of an abstraction of 
reality and the performance of the ML estimator may not be satisfactory. Therefore, 
we also indicate how the above estimator performs in a fading and dispersive channel. 
We illustrate that the performance in such channels is limited by an error floor. This 
aspect is further addressed and elaborated in Part 3. 
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2.4 Pulse shaping, multiple symbols, and channel dispersion 

The estimator in Part 2 is optimal for the AWGN channel. The choice of this model 
yields a useful estimator structure, but some of its simplifications limit the performance 
in practical systems. Part 3, published as [3], extends the results of Part 2 by the choice 
of more general signal models and investigates means to improve the performance of the 
ML estimator for model (1) in more practical situations. 

The work in Part 3 explores the balance between the extent to which OFDM models 
are simplified and how useful resulting ML estimators are in terms of performance and 
complexity. On one hand, simphfied models of the OFDM system allow for simple, 
explicit ML offset estimators. On the other hand, we show that by incorporating more 
sytem characteristics the estimator performance may sometimes improve significantly 
without compromising estimator complexity too much. Whether the presented estimators 
in Part 3 are of much practical value or not, thay all give, an illustrative view on the 
offset estimation problem and comprehension of how a maximum likelihood estimator 
exploits signal correlations for offset estimation. 

The received OFDM signal is modeled in three different ways. First, some proposed 
OFDM systems include pulse shaping of the OFDM signal at the transmitter in order to 
suppress the out-of-band emission [51,60]. Other contributions report pulse shaping to be 
beneficial for system robustness against Doppler effects in the radio channel, and against 
frequency or timing errors, see, e.g., [67]. Shaping of the transmitted signal changes its 
correlation properties. This property is not included in the signal model (1) in Part 2 
and could degrade the performance of the associated ML estimator. Therefore, in Part 3, 
we first adopt the signal model 

where g(-) is the transmitter pulse shape. In Part 2 g(-) is a rectangular window. We 
restrict ourselves to the kind of pulse shaping that windows the transmitted OFDM signal 
as in (2), and do not address pulse shaping by filtering the transmitted signal as proposed 

A second model insufficiency in Part 2 is that in many radio apphcations, time and 
frequency offsets vary only slowly in time. Consecutive OFDM symbols suffer, therefore, 
from approximately the same offsets. This property is not recognized by the signal 
model (1), but can be used to improve the performance of the offset estimator. The 
second model in Part 3 recognizes this property, and differs only from model (1) by the 
correlation properties of the transmitted signal. We model the received signal as 

where s(-) is the transmitted signal which we now assume contains M consecutive OFDM 
symbols that are affected by the same symbol time and carrier frequency offsets. 

Finally, in a dispersive, fading channel environment the estimator based on (1) is still 
applicable but its performance shows an error floor, as illustrated in Part 2, and it is 
no longer optimal. (Besides, in an AWGN channel the OFDM system designer would 
typically refrain from using a cyclic prefix and the above estimator would not be of 

r{k) = g(k - 6)s{k - e ) e j 2 ^ N + n{k), (2) 

in, e.g., [67]. 

r{k) = s(k - e)e?2™klN + n(k), (3) 
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any use.) Therefore, Part 3 investigates, for dispersive channels, the potential of using 
channel knowledge in the estimator design. The received signal is modeled by 

r(k) = (h*s)(k-9)+n(k), (4) 

where h(-) is the known channel impulse response. For two reasons, we refrain from 
incorporating the frequency offset in this model. First, for many practical systems, the 
frequency offset estimator in Part 2 has sufficient performance. Secondly, we have not 
found tractable estimator structures for a model incorporating a frequency offset and 
channel dispersion. 

We assume receiver knowledge of the channel. While this assumption holds for some 
applications (such as copper wire channels), the receiver will have to track a time-varying 
channel in others (such as DAB and DVB). W i t h our assumption the resulting ML 
estimator performance gives an upper bound on the performance of an estimator that 
does not use pilots and is therefore useful when evaluating other estimators' performances. 

Part 3 presents the three ML estimators, based on the models (2)-(4) above, and 
suggests an implementation structure for each of them. It also illustrates by simulation 
how each of the estimators improves the performance of the estimator based on model 

(!)• 

2.5 Multiuser synchronization 

OFDM has attractive properties for multiuser systems because it intrinsically supports 
both time-division multiple access and frequency-division multiple access (across the 
subcarriers). The OFDM-based radio interface [51], proposed for the UMTS is such 
a multiuser system. Along with its evaluation in ETSI during 1997 came the need 
for algorithms synchronizing multiple users in the uplink. Multiuser synchronization is 
more difficult than downlink or broadcast synchronization because each user has its own 
synchronization errors and orthogonality is only maintained if all users are synchronized 
with the remote base station receiver, and thus with each other. 

Not many contributions address this problem in the literatme. The possibihties 
of multiuser OFDM, the requirements, and a synchronization scheme are investigated 
in [57]. 

Part 4, published as [4], shows the feasibility of uplink tracking synchronization of a 
multiuser OFDM system. I t focuses on the system aspects of time and frequency syn
chronization and describes a synchronization scheme using a cyclic prefix based estimator 
for a multiuser OFDM system. In this paper, we think of the received signal as 

M - 1 

r(k) = £ sm(k - e m y " ' N + n(fc), (5) 
m=0 

where M is the number of transmitted signals. We assume that different users are as
signed to different subcarriers and that the subcarriers of each user are grouped together. 

We describe a multiuser offset estimator based on the concept presented in Parts 2 
and 3. Rather than the optimality of the estimator, this paper focuses on its applicability 
in a particular system scenario. We present a synchronization scheme and a base station 
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receiver structure for a multiuser scenario. The work in Part 4 supported the OFDM-
based proposal for the UMTS radio interface [51]. In conjunction with this work, the 
related technical documents [7-11] were presented within ETSI. 

3 Transform-based channel estimation (Parts 5-6) 

3.1 The effects of channel dispersion 

One of the key properties of OFDM systems is that channel dispersion affects the trans
mitted data symbols multiplicatively - the subchannels appear as orthogonal, flat fading 
channels. Differential demodulation of the subcarriers (in time or in frequency) is a 
feasible way to exploit this system property [49,58]. 

Receivers with coherent demodulation may also gain from the mentioned system prop
erty: equalization can effectively be performed by a one-tap equalizer for each subcarrier. 
In such a system a channel equalizer must, however, be fed estimates of the channel atten
uations. The transmission of pilot symbols that support the channel estimation decreases 
the data rate of the system compared to differential systems. On the other hand, coherent 
systems often have lower symbol error rates than differential systems. 

In this thesis we assume that the radio channel is slowly fading, that is, we assume 
that the channel does not change during the transmission of one OFDM symbol. In 
Parts 5 and 6, we adopt a multipath channel model [31] 

<?(T) = £ > m 5 ( r - T m T s ) (6) 
m 

where ak are zero-mean complex Gaussian variables, and Ts is, as before, the sampling 
period of the system. We assume that the channel is shorter than the cyclic prefix, 
rm < L. The insertion of a cyclic prefix then avoids ISI and preserves the orthogonality 
between the subcarriers. The OFDM system can equivalently be modeled with the simple 
input-output relation [32] 

yk = hkxk+nk, k = Q,..,,N-1, (7) 

where xk is the transmitted symbol, yk is the received symbol, and nk is a sample from 
a complex-valued AWGN process at the kth. subcarrier. The complex-valued channel 
attenuation hk is given by 

h = G(^,), (8) 

where G(-) is the frequency response of the channel g(r). 
Two properties of the channel attenuations, can be used in to design good channel 

estimators. Both properties are related to the fact that the channel delay spread is 
short compared to the symbol length. First, the N frequency samples hk are correlated. 
Secondly, suitable transformation of the attenuation vector [/lo^i • • • ^ A T - I ] t concentrates 
the channel channel power into a subspace with a small dimension. The first property 
allows to improve on the performance of channel estimators, not using the correlation; 
the second property allows to make tractable approximations of this improved estimator. 
Parts 5 and 6 each address one particular choice of transformation. 
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3.2 DFT-based channel estimation 

Effective compensation of the channel dispersion in coherent systems is usually performed 
via the estimation of the subchannel attenuations, seed, e.g., [35,44-48]. The concept in 
Parts 5 and 6 allows the design of low-complexity channel estimators the performance 
of which is close to the optimal linear minimum mean-squared error (LMMSE) channel 
estimator. 

Channel estimators described in the literature are either assisted by pilot symbols [45] 
or used in a decision-directed scheme [35,44]. In the estimation concept of Parts 5 and 6 
we assume that all transmitted data symbols in an OFDM symbol are known by the 
receiver. This may either be due to the insertion of an entirely known OFDM symbol 
or in a decision-directed scheme where we assume correct decisions. A straightforward 
estimate of the channel attenuation of the kth. subcarrier is, from (7), 

This least-squares (LS) estimator, does not recognize or exploit correlation between chan
nel attenuations. Exploiting the correlation may smooth and improve estimator perfor
mance, significantly. 

The LMMSE estimator of the channel attenuations exploits the channel frequency 
correlation optimally in terms of mean-squared error (among all linear estimators) but 
is of little practical value because of its computational complexity. 

This has been recognized in [21,46,47] where an estimator is proposed which also 
exploits the frequency correlation of the channel. This estimator uses a transform-based 
design procedure, where the channel attenuations are transformed into the time-domain 
by means of a DFT. Channel estimation is then performed in the time-domain and the 
channel estimates are transformed back to the subcarrier domain. 

Part 5, which will be published as [5], analyzes these DFT-based channel estimators. 
One of the conclusions is that the symbol error rate performance of systems employing 
DFT-based channel estimators experiences an error floor if the channel is not sample-
spaced, that is, for non-integer r m in (6). Radio channels are generally not sample-spaced 
and DFT-based channel estimators must be designed with care. Part 5 also suggests 
ways to design such channel estimators and compares their performances both in terms 
of system symbol error rate and computational complexity. 

3.3 SVD-based channel estimation 

Part 6, pubhshed as [6], introduces the singular value decomposition (SVD) as a trans
formation tool in the design of channel estimators. The resulting estimator structures 
are similar to the DFT-based channel estimators in Part 5. In the ideal situation where 
the channel correlation and the SNR are known, the proposed estimator design yields 
optimal low-rank approximations of the LMMSE estimator in terms of mean-squared 
error. 

Since the channel correlations and the SNR usually are not known at the receiver a 
channel estimator is proposed to be designed generically, i.e., for particular fixed assumed 
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correlations and SNR, as also proposed in, e.g., [45]. Part 6 analyzes the effects of mis
match between true and assumed values in the estimator design. As for the DFT-based 
estimators in Part 5, an error floor bounds the performance of the low-rank estimators. 
The estimation concept is presented for the case where all the symbols in an OFDM 
symbol are known. The concept is, however, also applicable in a pilot-symbol assisted 
modulation scheme [68]. This is illustrated by comparison of the proposed concept to 
another channel estimation scheme [45]. 

Part 6 shows that SVD-based, generically designed estimators can combine low com
plexity with high performance. The relevance of this estimation concept was recently 
confirmed in [48] where it was further evaluated and extended to include time correla
tion. 

4 Contributions 

Summarizing, the more important contributions of this thesis are: 

• This thesis presents the joint M L estimator of time and frequency offsets for OFDM 
systems with a cyclic prefix in an AWGN channel. The estimator's performance 
is independent of the type of modulation of the subcarriers and does not require 
pilot information. Simulations show the performance of the estimator in both the 
AWGN channel and in a dispersive and fading channel. (Part 2) 

• This thesis shows the feasibility of uplink tracking synchronization of a multiuser 
OFDM system. It describes a multiuser symbol time and carrier frequency syn
chronization scheme - including a structure for the base station - incorporating an 
estimator based on the cyclic prefix. This synchronization scheme was a part of 
the OFDM-based UMTS proposal [51]. (Part 4) 

• The theory of optimal rank reduction by the SVD yields a new tool to design low-
rank channel estimators. A channel estimator is proposed to be designed generically, 
i.e., for particular fixed assumed correlations and SNR. Such an SVD-based generic 
channel estimator combines low complexity with high performance. (Part 6) 
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Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiplexing 
(OFDM) 

J.J. van de Beek, P. Ödling, S.K. Wilson, and P.O. Börjesson 

1 Introduction 

Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiplexing (OFDM) is the modulation technique for 
European standards such as the Digital Audio Broadcasting (DAB) [1] and the Digital 
Video Broadcasting (DVB) [2] systems. As such it has received much attention and has 
been proposed for many other applications, including local area networks [3] and personal 
communication systems [4]. OFDM is a type of multichannel modulation that divides 
a given channel into many parallel subchannels or subcarriers, so that multiple symbols 
are sent in parallel. Earlier overviews of OFDM can be found in [5,6]. 

The first multichannel modulation systems appeared in the 1950's as military radio 
links, systems best characterized as frequency-division multiplexed systems. The first 
OFDM schemes were presented by Chang [7] and Saltzberg [8]. Actual use of OFDM 
was limited and the practicability of the concept was questioned. However, OFDM was 
made more practical through work of Chang and Gibby [9], Weinstein and Ebert [10], 
Peled and Ruiz [11], and Hirosaki [12]. The type of OFDM that we wil l describe in this 
article uses the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) [10] with a cyclic prefix [11]. The DFT 
(implemented with a fast Fourier transform (FFT)) and the cyclic prefix have made 
OFDM both practical and attractive to the radio link designer. A similar multichannel 
modulation scheme, discrete multitone (DMT) modulation, has been developed for static 
channels such as the digital subscriber loop [13]. DMT also uses DFTs and the cyclic 
prefix but has the additional feature of bit-loading which is generally not used in OFDM, 
although related ideas can be found in [14]. 

The choice for OFDM as transmission technique could be justified by comparative 
studies with single carrier systems. However, few such studies have been documented in 
the literature, see, e.g., [15]. OFDM is often motivated by two of its many attractive 
features: it is considered to be spectrally efficient and it offers an elegant way to deal with 
equalization of dispersive slowly-fading channels. We concentrate here on such channels. 

Multiuser systems that use OFDM must be extended with a proper multiple-access 
scheme as must single carrier transmission systems. Compared to single carrier systems, 
OFDM is a versatile modulation scheme for multiple access systems in that it intrinsi
cally facilitates both time-division multiple access and frequency-division (or 'subcarrier-
division') multiple access [4]. In addition, considerable attention has been given to 
the combination of the OFDM transmission technique and code-division multiple ac
cess (CDMA) in multicarrier-CDMA systems, MC-CDMA, see [16] and the references 
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therein. 

OFDM also has some drawbacks. Because OFDM divides a given spectral allotment 
into many narrow subcarriers each with inherently small carrier spacing, it is sensitive to 
carrier frequency errors. Furthermore, to preserve the orthogonality between subcarriers, 
the amplifiers need to be linear. OFDM systems also have a high peak-to-average power 
ratio or crest-factor, which may require a large amplifier power back-off and a large 
number of bits in the analog-to-digital (A/D) and digital-to-analog (D/A) designs. A l l 
these requirements can put a high demand on the transmitter and receiver design. 

OFDM has been successfully used in both the European DAB and DVB systems [1,2]. 
DAB is expected to be fully launched during 1998-2000 and is already broadcast on a 
trial basis in many countries. OFDM has also been a topic of research for use in wireless 
local-area networks and is a candidate for the European broadband radio access network 
standard [3] currently being developed by the European Telecommunications Standard 
Institute (ETSI). 

For the standardization of the European third generation personal communications 
system within ETSI, the universal mobile telecommunications system (UMTS), OFDM 
was a technically promising candidate stressing versatility of services and resource al
location [4]. The OFDM-based proposal was, however, abandoned in favor of the two 
final CDMA-based proposals that were more thoroughly investigated and had broad sup
port. OFDM is now under investigation for the fourth generation mobile communication 
system. 

In addition to these radio systems, multicarrier techniques have also been used for 
broadband wired applications. Multicarrier modulation, in the form of the DMT mod
ulation applied to the twisted copper-pair channel, has been adopted as the modulation 
technique for the asynchronous digital subscriber loop (ADSL) [13] in the US and is now 
one of two candidates for the very high bit rate digital subscriber loop (VDSL) being 
standardized by the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) and by ETSI [17]. 

This paper proceeds as follows. We describe the principles of the OFDM transmission 
technique in Section 2. In Section 3 we describe how to generate OFDM signals by means 
of an FFT, how to suppress out-of-band emission and how to reduce the dynamics of 
the transmitted signal. Section 4 describes receiver operations such as synchronization, 
channel estimation and equalization. 

2 Principles of O F D M 

OFDM is a block transmission technique. In the baseband, complex-valued data symbols 
modulate a large number of tightly grouped carrier waveforms. The transmitted OFDM-
signal multiplexes several low-rate data streams - each data stream is associated with 
a given subcarrier. The main advantage of this concept in a radio environment is that 
each of the data streams experiences an almost flat fading channel. The intersymbol 
interference (ISI) and intercarrier interference (ICl) within an OFDM symbol can be 
avoided completely with a small loss of transmission energy using the concept of a cyclic 
prefix. 
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Figure 1: The real parts of three of the basis functions (with indexes 1,2 and 7) that 
constitute a baseband OFDM signal (left) and the concept of densely packed subcarriers 
in OFDM (right). 

2.1 Signal characteristics 
An OFDM signal consists of N orthogonal subcarriers modulated by N parallel data 
streams. Each baseband subcarrier is of the form 

Mt) = ^ h t , (i) 

where fk is the frequency of the fcth subcarrier. One baseband OFDM symbol (without 
a cyclic prefix) multiplexes N modulated subcarriers: 

s ( t ) = - L E XkMQ 0<t<NT, (2) 
v i v k = 0 

where xk is the fcth complex data symbol (typically taken from a PSK or QAM symbol 
constellation) and A T is the length of the OFDM symbol. The subcarrier frequencies fk 

are equally spaced 

fk = jyy' (3) 

which makes the subcarriers <j>k(t) on 0 < t < NT orthogonal. The signal (2) separates 
data symbols in frequency by overlapping subcarriers thus using the available spectrum 
in an efficient way. The left half of Figure 1 illustrates the quadrature component of 
some of the subcarriers of an OFDM symbol. The right half of Figure 1 illustrates how 
the subcarriers are packed in the frequency domain. 

Figure 2 shows time and frequency characteristics of an OFDM signal with 1024 
subcarriers. As the OFDM signal is the sum of a large number of independent, identically 
distributed components its amplitude distribution becomes approximately Gaussian by 
the central limit theorem. Therefore, i t suffers from large peak-to-average power ratios. 
In addition, OFDM signals of the form (2) can have large out-of-band power as illustrated 
in Figure 2. Large peak-to-average power ratios also cause out-of-band emission because 
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Figure 2: Time and frequency characteristics of an OFDM signal with 1024 subcarriers. 

of amplifier non-linearities. Section 3 discusses ways to deal wi th high peak-to-average 
power ratios and out-of-band power. 

The OFDM symbol (2) could typically be received using a bank of matched filters. 
However, an alternative demodulation is used in practice. T-spaced sampling of the 
in-phase and quadrature components of the OFDM symbol yields (ignoring channel im
pairments such as additive noise or dispersion) 

VJV k = 0 

0 <n < N - 1, (4) 

which is the inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT) of the constellation symbols 
xk. Accordingly, the sampled data is demodulated with a DFT. This is one of the key 
properties of OFDM, first proposed by Weinstein and Ebert [10]. The DFT, typically 
implemented with an FFT, actually realizes a sampled matched-filter receiver in systems 
without a cyclic prefix. 

2.2 OFDM with a cyclic prefix 

Two difficulties arise when the signal in (2) is transmitted over a dispersive channel. 
One difficulty is that channel dispersion destroys the orthogonality between subcarriers 
and causes intercarrier interference (ICl). In addition, a system may transmit multiple 
OFDM symbols in a series so that a dispersive channel causes intersymbol interference 
(ISI) between successive OFDM symbols. The insertion of a silent guard period between 
successive OFDM symbols would avoid ISI in a dispersive environment but it does not 
avoid the loss of the subcarrier orthogonality. Peled and Ruiz [11] solved this problem 
with the introduction of a cyclic prefix. This cyclic prefix both preserves the orthogonal
ity of the subcarriers and prevents ISI between successive OFDM symbols. Therefore, 
equalization at the receiver is very simple. This often motivates the use of OFDM in 
wireless systems. 
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Figure 3: The concept of a cyclic prefix: the last part of the OFDM symbol is copied as 
a prefix of duration A. 

The cyclic prefix, illustrated in Figure 3, works as follows. Between consecutive 
OFDM symbols a guard period is inserted that contains a cyclic extension of the OFDM 
signal. The OFDM signal (2) is extended over a period A so that 

s r ø = -TS £ -A<t< NT. (5) 
v A fe=0 

The signal then passes through a channel, modeled by a finite-length impulse response 
limited to the interval [0, Ah]. I f the length of the cychc prefix A is chosen such that 
A > Ah the received OFDM symbol evaluated on the interval [0, NT], ignoring any noise 
effects, becomes 

r(t) = s(t) * h(t) = 4 = £ Hkxke?2^ 0<t<NT (6) 
v i v k = Q 

where 

Hk = A* h{T)e-^hTdr (7) 

is the Fourier transform of h(t) evaluated at the frequency f k . Note that within this 
interval the received signal is similar to the original signal except that Hkxk modulates 
the fcth subcarrier instead of xk. In this way the cyclic prefix preserves the orthogonality 
of the subcarriers. 

Equation (6) suggests that the OFDM signal can be demodulated as described in the 
previous section, taking an FFT of the sampled data over the interval [0, NT], ignoring 
the received signal before and after 0 < t < NT. The received data (disregarding additive 
noise) then has the form 

yk = Hkxk, k = 0,...,N -1. (8) 
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The received data in Equation (8) can be recovered with N parallel one-tap equalizers. 
This simple channel equalization motivates the use of a cychc prefix and often the use of 
OFDM itself. Because we ignore the signal within the cyclic prefix this prefix also acts 
as the above mentioned silent guard interval preventing ISI between successive OFDM 
symbols. 

The use of a cyclic prefix in the transmitted signal has the disadvantage of requiring 
more transmit energy. The loss of transmit energy (or loss of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)) 
due to the cychc prefix is 

NT 
^loss = NT + A' ^ 

This is also a measure of the bit rate reduction required by a cychc prefix. That is, if 
each subcarrier can transmit b bits, the overall bit rate in an OFDM system is NT+&. 

bits per second as compared to the bit rate of £ in a system without a cyclic prefix. If 
latency requirements allow, these losses can be made small by choosing a symbol period 
NT much longer than the length of the cyclic prefix A. 

2.3 Channel noise and Doppler spread 
In this paper we devote little space to the radio channel as it is described in length and 
detail in other parts of this book. However, we mention a few channel impairments that 
are important for OFDM. OFDM systems often experience not only channel dispersion 
as addressed above, but also additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN), Doppler spreading 
and synchronization errors. Many of these impairments can be modeled as AWGN if 
they are relatively small. Synchronization errors such as carrier frequency offsets, carrier 
phase noise, sample clock offsets and symbol timing offsets are discussed in Section 4. 

The inclusion of Gaussian noise in the signal model (2) yields a received OFDM signal 
r(t) = s(t) * h(t) + nt(t) and Equation (8) extended with.a noise term becomes 

yk = Hkxk + nk k = 0 , . . . , N - 1, (10) 

where nk is the FFT of the sampled noise terms nt(nT),n = 0 , . . . , N— 1. If the received 
noise rit(t) is white, the noise nk after the FFT will also be white. 

In a fading channel the channel variations affect the performance of the OFDM sys
tem. For a fixed sampling period, the OFDM symbol length increases with the number 
of subcarriers and so does its sensitivity to channel variations. To illustrate the effects, 
consider an OFDM system in a flat-fading channel, a channel with a time-varying one-tap 
impulse response a{t). The transmitted OFDM signal is multiplied with this time-varying 
scalar which yields the received r(t) = a(t)s(t). The multiplication appears as a convo
lution in the frequency domain causing spreading of the subcarriers and, consequently, 
ICl . The sampled signal after the DFT is of the form [18] 

N-l 

yz= £ xkA{k - 1 ) ( l l ) 

where A(k — I) is the DFT of the now time-varying channel tap a(nT), n = 0 , . . . , N — 1. 
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In some cases the above spreading may be desirable as i t is a way to introduce 
diversity [18]. A frequency domain channel equalizer can exploit such diversity. Other 
systems requiring orthogonality between subcarriers may suffer from the spreading. For 
a fixed sampling time the IC l due to the Doppler spreading increases with the number 
of carriers. Russell and Stiiber [19], using a central limit theorem argument, characterize 
the effect of the ICl as an additive Gaussian noise with a variance that increases with the 
number of subcarriers. This noise is correlated in time, but white across the subcarriers. 
The ICl leads to an error floor which may be unacceptable. Antenna diversity or coding 
are suggested to reduce this error floor [19]. 

2.4 Design of OFDM signals 

The number of subcarriers N, the bandwidth of each subcarrier j f ø , the bandwidth of 
the system B « ^ , and the length of the cyclic prefix A are all important parameters in 
the design of an OFDM system. 

First, the length of the cyclic prefix should be chosen to be a small fraction of the 
OFDM symbol length to minimize the loss of SNR (or data rate) in (9). Because the 
size of the cyclic prefix is directly related to the delay spread r of the channel, a rule of 
thumb is that the length of the OFDM symbol A T > r or, equivalently, the number 
of subcarriers N > TB. However, if the OFDM symbol length NT is too long the ICl 
caused by Doppler spreading in the fading channel can become performance limiting. If 
the intercarrier spacing is chosen much larger than the maximum Doppler frequency 
f d , the system is relatively insensitive to the Doppler spread and the associated ICL 
Therefore, the number of subcarriers should satisfy f& < j$f or equivalently N < jr. 
The above two constraints result in the following restriction on the number of subcarriers 

TB < N < (12) 
Id 

Equation (12) also states a requirement on the delay- and Doppler-spread of the 
physical channel for proper design of an OFDM system. The far left hand side and the 
far right hand side also lead to far <§; 1, which means that the more the channel is 
underspread, i.e., the more correlated in either time or frequency, the easier it is to find 
a suitable number of subcarriers N. 

Example 1: The UMTS has been assigned frequencies in the 2.2 GHz 
band. Operators expect to be assigned 5 MHz for uplink and 5 MHz for 
downlink transmission and therefore in the following we assume a sample 
frequency of 5 MHz. A proper design of a radio interface based on OFDM 
depends on the characteristics of the radio environment in these bands. For 
the evaluation of the UMTS, ETSI has developed a set of channel models 
that describe the environment for different transmission situations (indoor, 
pedestrian, vehicular) [20]. The system should typically be used in all these 
environments and therefore we base our design on the worst values for the 
Doppler frequencies and channel delay spreads. 
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The vehicular channel models all adopt a mobile speed of 120 km/h. This 
speed corresponds to a maximum Doppler frequency of about 250 Hz. Fur
thermore, if we want om system to accommodate echoes up to about 10 /usee, 
we require (12) 

50 < N < 20 • 103 (13) 

Since the effects on the system performance of violating either the left or 
right hand requirement are different, it is not obvious how to choose N. One 
possible design could be, for instance, the geometric mean of the boundary 
values: N « 1000. A typical UMTS radio interface thus could use 1024 
subcarriers implemented with an 1024-point FFT. 

The length of the cyclic prefix must be larger than the channel impulse 
response, that is A > 10 usee. A possible design example of a 64-sample cyclic 
prefix (12.8 psec) leads to a reduction of the data rate and transmission power 
of 6%. If we modulate each subcarrier with a QPSK symbol, we have b = 2 
bits per subcarrier giving us an overall raw data rate of j$z% — 9.4 Mbits/sec. 
Similarly, an extension to 16-QAM symbols would give 18.8 Mbits/sec raw 
data rate. 

2.5 Coding 

Error control coding is an essential part of an OFDM system for mobile communication. 
OFDM in a fading environment is almost always used with coding to improve its perfor
mance and as such is often referred to as Coded OFDM or COFDM [6]. For an uncoded 
OFDM system in a frequency selective Rayleigh-fading environment, each OFDM sub-
carrier has a flat-fading channel. Accordingly, the average probability of error for an 
uncoded OFDM system is the same as that for a flat-fading single-carrier system with 
the same average geometric mean of the subcarriers' SNRs. 

Just as we can introduce time diversity through coding and interleaving in a flat-
fading single carrier system, we can introduce frequency diversity through coding and 
interleaving across subcarriers in an OFDM system [4,21]. However, since OFDM in 
itself does not increase the system bandwidth, it can never introduce frequency diversity 
on flat fading channels. 

W i t h coding and interleaving across subcarriers, the strong subcarriers help the weak 
ones. Over a single OFDM signal, we cannot guarantee that the interleaved subcarriers 
are all independent. In [22,23] we find that the achievable frequency diversity in a 
COFDM system is limited by the number of resolvable independent paths in the channel 
impulse response. One heuristic explanation is as follows. Coding diversity requires 
independent SNRs on each path to get the full diversity of the code. In an OFDM 
system the SNRs of different subcarriers are usually correlated because the channel length 
is small compared to the OFDM symbol length NT. How correlated the subcarriers are 
depends on the number of resolvable taps. In the extreme case of a one-tap channel, the 
SNR on all the subcarriers is the same. So regardless of the interleaving or power of the 
code interleaving in frequency will not increase the diversity. As the number of taps in 
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Figure 4: A block diagram of an OFDM transmitter. 

the channel increases the correlation between subcarriers decreases but they will never 
be totally independent. 

3 O F D M transmission 

3.1 Signal generation 

Equation (2) shows an ideal OFDM signal, which could be generated by a bank of 
oscillators. Such an implementation could, however, become prohibitively complex as the 
number of subcarriers becomes large. Similar to the demodulation of the data samples 
with the DFT, the baseband signal can be generated digitally by means of an IDFT [10]. 
Figure 4 shows such an OFDM transmitter. This has paved the way for practical use of 
OFDM. Consider the signal 

W-l rp 

*(*) = E sn9(t - - r ) -<* aU r, (14) 
n=0 1 

where 

1 N-i 

s„ = -7= 22 x*e , N n = 0,...,lN-1, (15) 
v N fc=0 

is the oversampled IDFT of the constellation symbols xk, the integer I > 1, and g(t) is 
an interpolating filter. The output signal from the D/A, s(t), can be made very close to 
the ideal signal s(t) as defined in (2). The quality of the approximation depends on, for 
example, the characteristics of the D/A including the interpolation filter and the IDFT. 

A spectrum of an OFDM signal is shown in Figure 2. The spectrum decays with 1 / / 
and spectral leakage into neighboring bands is sometimes too large to meet regulation 
requirements. Several approaches have been taken to combat this out-of-band emission. 
The most straightforward is perhaps to use a large number of subcarriers to narrow the 
spectra, however at the cost of increased complexity, increased sensitivity to Doppler 
effects, and higher demands on the accuracy of synchronization. 

Another approach is to use pulse shaping of the OFDM symbol to change the spectral 
occupancy. Pulse shaping can be done either by applying a time window [4] to the OFDM 
symbol or by passing the OFDM signal through a filter [28], typically combined with the 
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time [samples] normalized frequency 

Figure 5: The OFDM signal shaped with cosine roll-off edges (solid) and with a rectan
gular window (dashed). The edge of the OFDM symbol for both pulses (left) and the 
OFDM power spectrum (right) 

interpolation filter above. Pulse shaping has to be applied with care since orthogonality 
between the subcarriers is rarely maintained. 

An example of using a time-window to shape the symbol is shown in the left half 
of Figure 5. Compared with the rectangular window, the symbol has been cyclically 
extended with a number of extra samples shaped with a raised cosine window [4]. The 
original symbol is left unchanged in the center. The associated power spectra for the two 
signals are shown in the right half of Figure 5. 

Whereas the apphcation of pulse shaping can improve the spectral occupancy of an 
OFDM system, its effect on other system characteristics has also motivated some recent 
studies towards design of suitable pulse shapes [24,25,27]. Much of this work focuses 
on the choice of new sets of basis functions for the modulation of parallel channels and 
on how such pulses improve an OFDM system's robustness to Doppler effects, carrier 
frequency variations, and time synchronization. The application of wavelet theory to 
multicarrier communications and pulse shaping is documented in, e.g., [26]. 

3.2 Techniques to reduce the peak-to-average power ratio 

An OFDM signal has an approximately Gaussian amphtude distribution when the num
ber of subcarriers is large. Therefore, very high peaks in the transmitted signal can 
occur. This property is often measured via the signal's peak-to-average power ratio, 
which for the OFDM signal is high. To be able to transmit and receive these peaks 
without clipping, the A / D and D / A need to be designed with high demands on range 
and precision. 

If the dynamic ranges of the A / D and D/A are increased, the resolution also needs 
to be increased in order to maintain the same quantization noise level. Therefore, an 
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Figure 6: Example of the front end of an OFDM receiver employing one intermediate 
frequency. 

OFDM signal may require expensive A/Ds and D/As compared to many other modula
tion formats, and for some apphcations suitable A/Ds and D/As may not be available at 
all. Also, a large power back-off of the amplifiers is necessary. Intentional or accidental 
clipping of the OFDM signal often occurs in practice. The clipping of a received sample 
affects all subcarriers in the system. The sensitivity to clipping effects is investigated by, 
e.g., Gross and Veeneman [29]. 

At least three concepts for reducing the peak-to-average power ratio have been pro
posed [30-34]. In the first concept one signal with a low peak-to-average power ratio out 
of a set of signals is transmitted. In [31], for instance, it is observed that by appropriately 
choosing the phase of each subcarrier the peak-to-average power ratio can be reduced. 

The second concept reduces the peak-to-average power ratio by coding. Block codes 
can accomplish this, see, e.g., [32], and in [33] i t is shown that complementary codes have 
good properties to combine peak-to-average power reduction and forward error correction. 

FinaUy, in [34] impulse-like time-domain signals are iteratively subtracted from the 
original signal to reduce the peaks. These time-domain signals are generated by a set of 
reserved, unused symbols in the DFT domain. Subcarriers which are not used to transmit 
data symbols are used to transmit symbols, chosen to generate a transmitted signal with 
low peak-to-average power ratio. 

4 O F D M reception 

In Section 2 we have discussed aspects of the demodulation of data in OFDM. Two other 
important parts of the processing of the received OFDM signal are synchronization and 
channel estimation. Here, we address these topics. 

4.1 Synchronization 

At the front-end of the receiver OFDM signals are subject to synchronization errors due to 
oscillator impairments and sample clock differences. The demodulation of the received 
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Table 1: Loss of SNR in OFDM because of various synchronization impairments: 1) 
a carrier frequency offset e, 2) carrier phase noise for oscillator with linewidth ß, 3) a 
sample-clock offset A / s (in ppm) for the nth subcarrier and 4) a symbol-timing offset. 

Impairment SNR-loss (dB) 

Carrier frequency offset1 e in 
AWGN channel [35] 

Carrier frequency offset1 e in 
fading channel [36] 

Phase noise1 of oscillator, 
bandwidth ß [28] 

Sample clock frequency offset2 

A/,, at the nth subcarrier [37]. 

Symbol timing offset3 [38] 

DK 1 0 (Tre)2^-

U 31nl0 ^ n S ) No 

_ , / 1+0.5947^2. S i n 2 m \ 

DN « 101og10 ( l + i f (7rnlO- 6 A/,) 2 ) 

1 normalized to the intercarrier spacing 
2normalized to the sample clock frequency, in ppm 
formal ized to the OFDM symbol length NT + A 

radio signal to baseband, possibly via an intermediate frequency, involves oscillators 
whose frequencies may not be perfectly aligned with the transmitter frequencies. This 
results in a carrier frequency offset. Figure 6 illustrates the front-end of an OFDM receiver 
where these errors can occur. Also, demodulation (in particular the radio frequency 
demodulation) usually introduces phase noise acting as an unwanted phase modulation 
of the carrier wave. Carrier frequency offset and phase noise degrade the performance of 
an OFDM system. 

When the baseband signal is sampled at the A / D , the sample clock frequency at the 
receiver may not be the same as that at the transmitter. Not only may this sample clock 
offset cause errors, i t may also cause the duration of an OFDM symbol at the receiver to 
be different from that at the transmitter. If the symbol clock is derived from the sample 
clock this generates variations in the symbol clock. Since the receiver needs to determine 
when the OFDM symbol begins for proper demodulation with the FFT, usually a symbol 
synchronization algorithm at the receiver is usually necessary. Symbol synchronization 
also compensates for delay changes in the channel. 

The effects of synchronization errors are investigated in, among others, [28], [35-41]. 
Table 1 summarizes some of the important results. 

The most important effect of a frequency offset between transmitter and receiver is 
a loss of orthogonality between the subcarriers resulting in ICL The characteristics of 
this IC l are similar to white Gaussian noise and lead to a degradation of the SNR [35]. 
For both AWGN and fading channels, this degradation increases with the square of the 
number of subcarriers. Table 1 illustrates this degradation as a function of the frequency 
offset normalized to the intercarrier spacing, e. 

Like frequency offsets, phase noise and sample clock offsets cause ICl and thus a 
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Figure 7: SNR-degradation for three operating SNRs versus 1) a frequency offset e, nor
malized to the intercarrier spacing (upper left), 2) phase-noise bandwidth ß, normalized 
to the intercarrier spacing (upper right), 3) a sample clock offset A / s for the nth subcar
rier, normalized to the sample clock frequency (lower left), and 4) a symbol clock offset, 
normalized to the OFDM symbol length A T -I- A (lower right). 

degradation of the SNR. The extent of these degradations is indicated in Table 1. The 
table shows the phase noise degradation for a phase noise bandwidth ß. This bandwidth 
is normahzed to the intercarrier spacing -fø. The degradation due to a sample clock 
frequency offset 6 f s , also normalized to the sample clock frequency and denoted in parts 
per million (ppm), is shown, too. For a DVB-like OFDM system Muschallik [39] concludes 
that phase noise is not performance limiting in properly designed consumer receivers for 
OFDM. Pollet, et al., [37] show that the degradation due to a sample clock frequency 
offset differs from subcarrier to subcarrier, the highest subcarrier experiencing the largest 
SNR-loss. 

Finally, the degradation due to symbol timing errors is not graceful. I f the length 
of the cychc extension exceeds the length of the channel impulse response a receiver 
can capture an OFDM symbol anywhere in a region where the symbol appears cyclic, 
without sacrificing orthogonality. A small error only appears as pure phase-rotations 
of the data symbols and may be compensated by the channel equalizer, still preserving 
the system's orthogonality. A large error resulting in capturing a symbol outside this 
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allowable interval, on the other hand, causes ISI, ICl , and a performance degradation. 

Example 2: For the UMTS system in Example 1 the distortion expres
sions from Table 1 are illustrated by the curves in Figure 7. A typical sample 
clock offset of A / s = 10 ppm results in an SNR degradation of less than 
0.1 dB. A phase noise bandwidth of 50 Hz (ß = 0.01) results in an SNR 
degradation of about 1 dB. In [41] it is shown that a channel equalizer may 
compensate for a part of this degradation. 

The sensitivity to frequency offsets in the UMTS scenario determines the 
performance requirements of a frequency tracking scheme. In order to keep 
the distortion less than 1 dB, the frequency offset may not exceed 2% of the 
subcarrier spacing. Finally, the sensitivity to symbol time offsets determines 
the performance requirements of a time tracking scheme. Due to the pres
ence of the cychc prefix that is 64 samples long, time offsets on the order of 
10 samples do not affect our system's performance. The remaining samples of 
the cychc prefix are needed to keep the system's orthogonality in dispersive 
channels 

Summarizing, oscillator phase noise and sample-clock variations generate I C l but 
seldom limit system performance. Frequency offsets and symbol clock offsets, however, 
generally need to be tracked at the receiver. We now give a brief review of some recently 
proposed frequency and timing estimators for OFDM and then describe one of these 
methods, based on the cyclic prefix, in more detail. 

We model the uncertainty about the start of the baseband OFDM symbol as an 
unknown delay and the uncertainty about the transmitter carrier frequency as a rotation 
of the complex-valued transmitted signal. We ignore the channel dispersion, isolating the 
offset problem. The model for the received signal becomes 

r(ifc) = s(k - 6)j***k'N + n(k), (16) 

where 8 is the unknown integer-valued delay and e is the unknown carrier frequency offset 
relative to the intercarrier spacing. The received signal now contains unknown time and 
frequency offsets and, of course, the unknown data symbols (via s(k)). 

Time and frequency offset estimators have been addressed in a number of publications, 
see [36,40] and [42-53]. We divide these estimators conceptually into two groups. The 
first group [36,42-44] assumes that transmitted data symbols are known at the receiver. 
This can in practice be accomplished by transmitting known pilot symbols according 
to some protocol. The unknown symbol timing and carrier frequency offset may then 
be estimated from the received signal. The insertion of pilot symbols usually implies a 
reduction of the data rate. An example of such a pilot-based algorithm is found in [42], 
joint time and frequency offset estimators based on this concept are described in [43,44], 
and in [36] the repetition of an OFDM symbol supports the estimation of a frequency 
offset. 

A second approach [45-49] uses statistical redundancy in the received signal. The 
transmitted signal s(k) is modeled as a Gaussian process. The offset values are then 
estimated by exploiting the intrinsic redundancy provided by the L samples constituting 
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the cyclic prefix. The basic idea behind these methods is that the cyclic prefix of the 
transmitted signal (5) yields information about where an OFDM symbol is likely to start. 
Moreover, the transmitted signal's redundancy also contains useful information about the 
carrier frequency offset. In [45] the authors recognize that the statistic 

m+L-l 

C(m) A £ \r(k)-r{k + N)\ (17) 
k=m 

contains information about the time offset 9. This statistic, implemented with a sliding 
sum, identifies samples of the cyclic prefix by the sum of L consecutive differences. The 
statistic is likely to become small when the index m is close to the start of the OFDM 
symbol. Therefore, Tourtier, et al, [45] propose the time offset estimator 

0 = argmin{C(0)}. (18) 

Sandell et al. [47], van de Beek et al. [48], and later Lee and Cheon [49] use the 
statistic 

m+L-l 

j(m) £ £ r(k)r*{k + N), (19) 
k=m 

to estimate the time offset. This statistic is the sum of L consecutive correlations and its 
magnitude is likely to become large when the index m is close to the start of the OFDM 
symbol. Furthermore, the phase of the statistic 7 (m) at the time m = 9 is related to the 
frequency offset. In [49], this offset is estimated by 

? = - ^ Z 7 W - ' ( 2 ° ) 

where L denotes the angle of its complex-valued argument. From (16), (19), and (20), 
the frequency estimate is the argument of a sum of complex numbers. Without additive 
noise and correct time estimate 9, each term r(k)r*(k + N) has the same argument: 27re. 

Hence, each term contributes coherently to the sum, while the additive noise contributes 
incoherently. Because of this implicit averaging the variance of the frequency estimator 
is usually low. The concept of using statistics based on the pairwise correlation in the 
received signal r(k) due to the cyclic prefix for the estimation of time and frequency 
offsets is patented in [50]. 

The joint maximum likelihood (ML) estimator of the time and frequency offsets for 
the AWGN channel is derived by van de Beek, et al. [48]. This optimal estimator is 
shown to be based on the sufficient statistic 7 (m) in (19) together with the additional 
statistic 

-i m+L— 1 

* ( m ) é - £ \r{k)\2 + \r{k + N)\2. (21) 
k—m 

The joint ML estimate is 

9ML = a r g m a x { | 7 ( 0 ) l - p $ ( 0 ) } , (22) 

£ M L = - ^ 7 ( # M L ) , (23) 



Figure 8: Statistics for the joint ML-estimation of 9 and s in Example 3. The statistic 
|7(0)|—p$(0), whose maximizing argument points at the start of an OFDM symbol (top) 
and the statistic lj(9), whose value at these instants is proportional to the frequency 
offset (bottom). 

where p = SNR/(SNR+ 1) is the magnitude of the correlation coefficient at the receiver 
between a sample in the tai l of the OFDM symbol and its copy in the cyclic prefix. 

Example 3: Consider the downlink of the UMTS system in Examples 1 
and 2 for the 'Vehicular B' channel for UMTS [20]. Each mobile can track 
its time and frequency offsets with the ML estimator (22) and (23). Figure 8 
shows the !eye-diagram' of the statistics 17(0)1 - p§(9) and l-y(9). The 
indexes at which the upper statistic peak provide the most likely start of the 
OFDM symbols, while the values of the lower statistic at these indexes give 
the most likely frequency offsets. 

The distribution of these estimates is shown in the right half of Figure 8. 
The time offset estimates are within about 10 samples of the true time instant 
and the frequency offset estimates are within about 2% of the true offset. See 
Figure 7 and Example 2 for the consequences of this estimation for the system 
performance. 

Synchronization schemes are discussed in, e.g., [45,51,52]. Figure 9 shows a possible 
receiver structure that compensates for time and frequency offsets. In addition to control
ling a voltage controlled oscillator in the analog receiver front-end, frequency correction 
can also be performed digitally by multiplying the received signal in front of the FFT 
with the estimate-based signal exp(-j27re^). Timing correction is typically performed 
in conjunction with the removal of the cychc prefix and the FFT. 

4.2 Channel estimation 
Some OFDM systems (as, for instance, the DAB standard [1]) modulate the subcar
riers differentially [54]. The information symbols may be encoded differentially from 
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Figure 9: Time/frequency offset correction and channel estimation/equalization in an 
OFDM receiver. 

one OFDM symbol to the next within one subcarrier, or differentially between adjacent 
subcarriers within one OFDM symbol. Even in a fading channel environment, such a 
modulation does not need the tracking of the subcarrier attenuations (tracking of the 
carrier frequencies has still to be done). The performance sacrifice associated with this 
modulation scheme compared to coherent modulation schemes is often motivated by its 
simple receiver structure and its avoidance of pilot symbols. However, if the subcarriers 
are coherently modulated as in the DVB standard [2] estimation of the channel's attenu
ations of each subcarrier is necessary. These estimates are used in the channel equalizer, 
which, in an OFDM receiver, may consist of one complex multiplication for each subcar
rier in an OFDM symbol. Figure 9 shows the receiver structure for a coherent OFDM 
receiver. 

Channel estimation in OFDM is usually performed with the aid of pilot symbols. Since 
each subcarrier is flat fading, techniques from single carrier fiat fading systems are directly 
applicable to OFDM. For such systems pilot-symbol assisted modulation (PSAM) on flat 
fading channels [55,56] involves the sparse insertion of known pilot symbols in a stream 
of data symbols. The attenuation of the pilot symbols is measured and the attenuations 
of the data symbols in between these pilot symbols are typically estimated/interpolated 
using time correlation properties of the fading channel. 

The concept of PSAM in OFDM systems also allows the use of the frequency corre
lation properties of the channel. The time-frequency grid in Figure 10 illustrates three 
ways of inserting pilots symbols among data symbols. The first pilot pattern inserts en
tirely known OFDM symbols in the OFDM signal. The second modulates pilot symbols 
on a particular set of subcarriers. The third pattern uses scattered pilot symbols, as in 
the DVB standard. 

In OFDM systems where Doppler effects are kept small (that is, the OFDM symbol is 
short compared with the coherence time of the channel) the time correlation between the 
channel attenuations of consecutive OFDM symbols is high. Furthermore, in a properly 
designed OFDM system the subcarrier spacing is small compared with the coherence 
bandwidth of the channel (see Section 2). Therefore, there is also a substantial frequency 
correlation between the channel attenuations of adjacent subcarriers. Both of these time 
and frequency correlations can be exploited by a channel estimator. The choice of pilot 
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Figure 10: Time-frequency grid for an OFDM system with three pilot patterns: entirely 
known OFDM symbols (left), pilot subcarriers (middle) and scattered pilots (right). 

pattern determines the form of the channel estimator. 
Most documented channel estimation concepts consist of two steps, one or both of 

which use the correlation of the channel. First, the attenuations at the pilot positions 
are measured and possibly smoothed using the channel correlation. These measurements 
then serve to estimate (interpolate) the complex-valued attenuations of the data symbols 
in the second step. This second step uses the channel correlation properties either with 
interpolation filters or with a decision-directed scheme. Depending on the pilot pattern 
(see Figure 10) the estimation strategies diverge here. 

Höher [57], for instance, proposes a scattered pilot pattern. The interpolation in 
the presented scheme uses the channel measurements with two FIR Wiener filters. The 
first Wiener filter interpolates and smoothes the channel attenuations in frequency. A 
second Wiener filter then interpolates and smoothes the channel attenuations in time. 
This scheme exploits the channel correlation properties in the design of the interpolating 
Wiener filters. In general, the correlation properties and the SNR needed to design the 
estimator are not known. Therefore, Hoeher [57] proposes to design the estimator for 
fixed, assumed values of the channel correlations and SNR. 

Recent publications by Edfors et al. [58,59] and L i et al. [60], focus on the first pilot 
pattern of Figure 10, where completely known OFDM symbols are sparsely inserted in the 
stream of OFDM symbols. The channel attenuations in between these OFDM symbols 
are then either interpolated using the channel time correlation or the estimator is applied 
on consecutive OFDM symbols in a decision-directed scheme [22,61,62]. 

We first adopt a matrix formulation of Equation (8) and collect the channel attenua
tions of one OFDM symbol (the Fourier transform of h(t) evaluated at the frequency fk) 
in the vector h. The observed symbols after the receiver DFT become 

y = X h + n, (24) 

where the diagonal matrix X contains the transmitted symbols on its diagonal (either 
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known pilot symbols or receiver decisions of information symbols which we in the following 
assume are correct), and the vector y contains the observed outputs of the DFT. In this 
matrix notation the least-squares (LS) channel estimate (minimizing ||y - X h | | 2 for all 
possible h) becomes 

fiu-x-v-[5 5 ••• f ^ t P (25) 
This estimator simply divides the received symbol on each subcarrier by the transmitted 
symbol to obtain an estimate of the channel attenuation. From the system property (8), 
this is an estimator that intuitively makes sense. 

The frequency correlation can now be used to smooth and improve the LS channel 
estimate. Various strategies can be adopted to use the frequency correlation. The optimal 
linear minimum mean-squared error (LMMSE) estimate of h (minimizing 2?{j|h — h | | 2 | 

for all possible hnear estimators h) becomes 

hlmmse = Ah; s , (26) 

where 

A = R ^ R j ^ , , = Rhh ( i W + ai ( X X * ) ~ * , (27) 

and Khh — E j h h H } is the channel autocorrelation matrix, that is, the matrix containing 

the correlations of the channel attenuations of the subcarriers, see [58,59]. Similarly, Rfth,s 

denotes the correlation matrix between the channel attenuations and their LS-estimates, 
and Rh, h,, denotes the autocorrelation matrix of the LS-estimates. 

This LMMSE estimator is, for complexity reasons, of little practical value. Not 
only does Equation (26) assume knowledge of the channel correlation and the SNR, it 
also requires N multiplications per estimated attenuation and the dependency on the 
pilots or decisions X may require frequent recalculation of the matrix A. However, 
the LMMSE estimator (or any other high-performance and complex estimator) can be 
used as a basis for the design of more feasible estimators. In [23,58-60] generic low-
complexity approximations of (26) are developed. Theh performances can be made very 
close to that of the optimal LMMSE estimator. They are generic in the sense that they 
use assumed (fixed) channel correlation and SNR for the design of A . They are low-
complexity in the sense that they require significantly less than N multiplications per 
estimated attenuation. 

Example 4: For the UMTS example system developed in Examples 1-3, 
we now adopt a multiple access scheme that separates users both in time and 
in frequency. As a minimal access entity each user modulates 22 adjacent 
subcarriers during one OFDM symbol. Let us consider how we could design 
a channel estimator for one user with a 64 kbit/s downlink. 

This user is assigned 22 adjacent subcarriers every third OFDM symbol. 
Of the 22 subcarriers, four are used for transmission of pilot symbols, as 
shown in Figure 11, The other subcarriers carry QPSK data symbols, yield
ing an uncoded data rate of 165.44 kbit/s. First, we estimate the channel 
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Figure 11: OFDM symbols from the multiple-access example scenario in a time-frequency 
grid. The pilot symbols are black, the data symbols are grey, and unused symbols (by 
this user) are white. 

attenuations on the pilot positions using the LS estimator (25). Because the 
number of pilots is small, we can choose a channel estimator based on (27) 
that assumes a fixed channel correlation. The channel estimation requires 4 
multiplications per transmitted data symbol. 

5 Summary 

This paper reviews the OFDM transmission technique. We have described its key prop
erties, the FFT and the cychc prefix, and we have addressed many of the recent research 
developments associated with OFDM. This paper discusses receiver operations such as 
synchronization, channel estimation and equahzation. It also outlines the problems of 
out-of-band emission, and how to reduce the dynamics of the transmitted signal. For 
further reading, the reference hst below covers many important recent contributions. 
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M L Estimation of Time and Frequency 
Offset in OFDM Systems 

J.J. van de Beek, M. Sandell, and P.O. Börjesson 

Abstract — We present the joint maximum likelihood (ML) symbol-time 
and carrier-frequency offset estimator in orthogonal frequency-division mul
tiplexing ( O F D M ) systems. Redundant information contained within the 
cyclic prefix enables this estimation without additional pilots. Simulations 
show that the frequency estimator may be used in a tracking mode and the 
time estimator in an acquisition mode. 

1 Introduction 

Orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) systems have recently gained in
creased interest. OFDM is used in the European digital broadcast radio system and 
is being investigated for other wireless applications such as digital broadcast television 
and mobile communication systems, as well as for broadband digital communication on 
existing copper networks. See [1] and [2] and the references therein. 

We address two problems in the design of OFDM receivers. One problem is the 
unknown OFDM symbol arrival time. Sensitivity to a time offset is higher in multi-
carrier systems than in single-carrier systems and has been discussed in [3] and [4]. A 
second problem is the mismatch of the oscillators in the transmitter and receiver. The 
demodulation of a signal with an offset in the carrier frequency can cause a high bit error 
rate and may degrade the performance of a symbol synchronizer [3,5]. 

A symbol clock and a frequency offset estimate may be generated at the receiver with 
the aid of pilot symbols known to the receiver [6,7], or, as in [8], by maximizing the 
average log-likelihood function. Redundancy in the transmitted OFDM signal also offers 
the opportunity for synchronization. Such an approach is found in [7,9,10] for a time 
offset and in [10-12] for a frequency offset. We present and evaluate the joint maximum 
likelihood (ML) estimation of the time and carrier-frequency offset in OFDM systems. 
The key element that will rule the discussion is that the OFDM data symbols akeady 
contain sufficient information to perform synchronization. Our novel algorithm exploits 
the cychc prefix preceding the OFDM symbols, thus reducing the need for pilots. 

2 T h e O F D M system model 

Figure 1 illustrates the baseband, discrete-time OFDM system model we investigate. The 
complex data symbols are modulated by means of an inverse discrete Fourier transform 
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Figure 1: The OFDM system, transmitting subsequent blocks of AT complex data. 

(IDFT) on N parallel subcarriers. The resulting OFDM symbol is serially transmitted 
over a discrete-time channel, whose impulse response we assume is shorter than L samples. 
At the receiver, the data are retrieved by means of a discrete Fourier transform (DFT) 

An accepted means of avoiding intersymbol interference (ISI) and preserving orthogo
nality between subcarriers is to copy the last L samples of the body of the OFDM symbol 
(N samples long) and append them as a preamble — the cyclic prefix — to form the 
complete OFDM symbol [1,2]. The effective length of the OFDM symbol as transmitted 
is this cyclic prefix plus the body (L + N samples long). The insertion of a cychc prefix 
can be shown to result in an equivalent parallel orthogonal channel structure that allows 
for simple channel estimation and equalization [13]. In spite of the loss of transmis
sion power and bandwidth associated with the cyclic prefix, these properties generally 
motivate its use [1,2]. 

In the following analysis we assume that the channel is nondispersive and that the 
transmitted signal s(k) is only affected by complex additive white Gaussian noise 
(AWGN) n(k). We will, however, evaluate our estimator's performance for both the 
AWGN channel and a time-dispersive channel. 

Consider two uncertainties in the receiver of this OFDM symbol: the uncertainty in 
the arrival time of the OFDM symbol (such ambiguity gives rise to a rotation of the data 
symbols) and the uncertainty in carrier frequency (a difference in the local oscillators 
in the transmitter and receiver gives rise to a shift of all the subcarriers). The first 
uncertainty is modeled as a delay in the channel impulse response 5(k — 6), where 9 is 
the integer-valued unknown arrival time of a symbol. The latter is modeled as a complex 
multiplicative distortion of the received data in the time domain e i 2 m k , N ' , where e denotes 
the difference in the transmitter and receiver oscillators as a fraction of the inter-carrier 
spacing (1/N in normahzed frequency). Notice that all subcarriers experience the same 
shift e. These two uncertainties and the AWGN thus yield the received signal 

r(jfc) = s{k - ey2™k/N
 + n(k). (1) 

Two other synchronization parameters are not accounted for in this model. First, 
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an offset in the carrier phase may affect the symbol error rate in coherent modulation. 
If the data is differentially encoded, however, this effect is eliminated. An offset in the 
samphng frequency will also affect the system performance. We assume that such an 
offset is negligible. The effect of non-synchronized sampling is investigated in [14]. 

Now consider the transmitted signal s(k). This is the DFT of the data symbols Xk, 
which we assume are independent. Hence, s(k) is a linear combination of independent, 
identically distributed random variables. If the number of subcarriers is sufficiently large, 
we know from the central limit theorem that s(k) approximates a complex Gaussian 
process whose real and imaginary parts are independent. This process, however, is not 
white, since the appearance of a cyclic prefix yields a correlation between some pairs of 
samples, that are spaced N samples apart. Hence, r(k) is not a white process, either, 
but because of its probabilistic structure, it contains information about the time offset 9 

and carrier frequency offset e. This is the crucial observation that offers the opportunity 
for joint estimation of these parameters based on r(k). 

A synchronizer cannot distinguish between phase shifts introduced by the channel 
and those introduced by symbol time delays [4]. Time error requirements may range 
from the order of one sample (wireless applications, where the channel phase is tracked 
and corrected by the channel equalizer) to a fraction of a sample (in, e.g., high bit-rate 
digital subscriber hnes, where the channel is static and essentially estimated only during 
startup). 

Without a frequency offset, the frequency response of each subchannel is zero at all 
other subcarrier frequencies, i.e., the subchannels do not interfere with one other [2]. The 
effect of a frequency offset is a loss of orthogonality between the tones. The resulting 
intercarrier interference (ICl) has been investigated in [11]. The effective signal-to-noise 

ratio (SNR e) due to both additive noise and ICl is shown to be lower bounded by 

onvT-, / x SNR / s i n 7 T £ \ 2 . . . 

S N R * ( £ ) * 1 + 0.5947 SNRshrVe ( ~ ) ( 2 ) 

where SNR = <7 2/<r 2, a2 ä E{\s(k)\2} and a2 ä E{\n(k)\2\. The difference between 
the SNR and the SNR e is a measure of the sensitivity to a frequency offset s. Notice 
that in the absence of additive noise the frequency offset must satisfy |e| < 1.3 • 10 - 2 , in 
order to obtain an SNR e of 30 dB or higher. This result agrees well with the analysis of 
multiuser OFDM systems in [3], which states that a frequency accuracy of 1-2% of the 
intercarrier spacing is necessary. 

3 M L estimation 

Assume that we observe 2N+L consecutive samples of r(k), cf. Figure 2, and that these 
samples contain one complete (N + L) -sample OFDM symbol. 

The position of this symbol within the observed block of samples, however, is unknown 
because the channel delay 9 is unknown to the receiver. Define the index sets 

I £ {9,..., 9 + L - 1} and 

T £ {9 + N,...,9 + N + L - l } , 
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Figure 2: Structure of OFDM signal with cyclicly extended symbols, s(k). The set J 
contains the cyclic prefix, i.e. the copies of the L data samples in T. 

(see Figure 2). The set J ' thus contains the indices of the data samples that are copied 
into the cyclic prefix, and the set T contains the indices of this prefix. Collect the observed 
samples in the (27V + L) x 1 -vector r ä. [ r ( l ) . . . r(2IV + L)]T. Notice that the samples 
in the cyclic prefix and their copies, r(k),k € I U J', are pairwise correlated, i.e., 

while the remaining samples r[k), k £1 U l ' are mutually uncorrelated. 
The log-likelihood function for 9 and e, A(0,e), is the logarithm of the probabihty 

density function / [r\9, e) of the 2N + L observed samples in r given the arrival time 9 
and the carrier frequency offset s. In the following, we will drop all additive and positive 
multiphcative constants that show up in the expression of the log-likelihood function, 
since they do not affect the maximizing argument. Moreover, we drop the conditioning 
on (#,e) for notational clarity. Using the correlation properties of the observations r, the 
log-likelihood function can be written as 

where / (•) denotes the probability density function of the variables in its argument. 
Notice that i t is used for both one- and two-dimensional (1-D and 2-D) distributions. 
The product l~[k f (r(k)) in (4) is independent of 9 (since the product is over all k) and 
£ (since the density f{r(k)) is rotationally invariant). Since the ML estimation of 8 and 

f ( 7 2 + <72 m = 0 
V i c e l : E {r{k)r*{k + m)} = I a2

se^2m m = N 
[ 0 otherwise, 

(3) 

A(9,e) = log / ( r | 0 , e ) 
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tt is the argument maximizing A (0, e), we may omit this factor. Under the assumption 
that r is a jointly Gaussian vector, (4) is shown in the Appendix to be 

A (0, e ) = | 7 (0)| cos (2we + Z7 (0)) - p$ (0), (5) 

where Z denotes the argument of a complex number, 

m+L-l 

7 ( T I ) — £ r(k)r*{k + N), (6) 

k—m 

i m + L - l 

* H ^ E |r(fc)| 2 + |r(Ä + i V ) | a , (7) 

and 

P A. 
£ {r(&)r*(fc + A7')} 

S { | r ( f c ) | 2 } £ { | r ( f c + Ar) | 2 } a 2 + a 2 SNR + 1 
S N R (8) 

is the magnitude of the correlation coefficient between r(k) and r(k + N). The first term 
in (5) is the weighted magnitude of 7(0), a sum of L consecutive correlations between 
pairs of samples spaced N samples apart. The weighting factor depends on the frequency 
offset. The term $ (0) is an energy term, independent of the frequency offset e. Notice 
that its contribution depends on the SNR (by the weighting-factor p). 

The maximization of the log-likelihood function can be performed in two steps: 

max A (0, E ) = max max A (0, e) = max A (0, eM L (0)). (9) 

The maximum with respect to the frequency offset £ is obtained when the cosine term 
in (5) equals one. This yields the ML estimation of e 

e^{8) = ~L1(e)+n, (10) 

where n is an integer. A similar frequency offset estimator has been derived in [11] under 
different assumptions. Notice that by the periodicity of the cosine function, several 
maxima are found. We assume that an acquisition, or rough estimate, of the frequency 
offset has been performed and that |e| < 1/2; thus n = 0. Since cos (27r£ML (0) + Z7 (0)) = 
1, the log-likelihood function of 0 (which is the compressed log-likelihood function with 
respect to e) becomes 

A (0 ,£ M L (0 ) ) = | 7 W | - ^ ( 0 ) (11) 

and the joint ML estimation of 0 and e becomes 

0 M L = a r g m a x { | 7 ( 0 ) | - p $ ( 0 ) } , (12) 

£ M L = - ^ Z 7 ( 0 M L ) . (13) 
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Figure 3: Structure of the estimator. 

Notice that only two quantities affect the log-likelihood function (and thus the perfor
mance of the estimator): the number of samples in the cyclic prefix L and the correlation 
coefficient p given by the SNR. The former is known at the receiver, and the latter can 
be fixed. Basically, the quantity 7 (8) provides the estimates of 8 and e. Its magnitude, 
compensated by an energy term, peaks at time instant 0 M L , while its phase at this time 
instant is proportional to eM L. If tr is a priori known to be zero, the log-likelihood func
tion for 8 becomes A(0) = Re{7(t9)} — p$(8) and 6Mh is its maximizing argument. This 
estimator and a low-complexity variant are analyzed in [9]. 

In an OFDM receiver, the quantity 7(0), which is defined in ( 6 ) , is calculated on-line, 
cf. Figure 3. The signals A(6,iML(8)) (whose maximizing arguments are the time esti
mates # M L ) and — (1/27T)Z7(0) (whose values at the time instants 6ML yield the frequency 
estimates) are shown in Figure 4. Notice that (12) and (13) describe an open-loop struc
ture. Closed-loop implementations based on (5 ) and ( 1 1 ) may also be considered. In 
such structures the signal A(8, eML(8)) is typically fed back in a phase-locked loop (PLL). 
If we can assume that 8 is constant over a certain period, the integration in the PLL can 
significantly improve the performance of the estimators. 

4 Simulations 

We use Monte Carlo simulations to evaluate the performance of the estimators, in which 
we consider an OFDM system with 256 subcarriers. In each simulation 125000 symbols 
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Figure 4: The signals that generate the ML-estimates (N = 1024, L — 128, e = 0.25 and 
SNR= 15 dB): The maximizing indices of A(9,eML(9)) (top) yield the time estimates 
# M L - A t these time instants the arguments of 7 (9) (bottom) yield eML. 

are used. We evaluate the performance of the estimators by means of the estimator 
mean-squared error. 

Performance results for the AWGN channel are shown in Figures 5 and 6. First, the 
estimator mean-squared error as a function of L is estimated. Figure 5 shows the estima
tor performance for SNR values of 4 dB, 10 dB and 16 dB. Notice that the performance 
of the time estimator is asymptotically independent of L, provided that the cyclic prefix 
is longer than a certain threshold value. This threshold value decreases with the SNR. 
Both the time estimator and the frequency estimator exhibit such a performance thresh
old based on L. However, notice that as L increases beyond these respective thresholds, 
only the frequency estimator will show continued improvement. Thus, for the AWGN 
channel and from a time synchronization viewpoint, there is very little advantage in 
increasing the length of the cyclic prefix beyond the time estimator's threshold. 

Second, the estimator variances as a function of SNR for L = 4, L = 8, and L = 15 are 
shown in Figure 6. Notice that even in these plots a threshold phenomenon as in Figure 5 
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Figure 5: Performance of the time (top) and frequency (bottom) estimators for the 
AWGN channel (4 dB, 10 dB, and 16 dB). The dimensionless performance measure is 
expressed in squared units relative to the sample interval (top) and the inter-tone spacing 
(bottom). The number of subcarriers is N = 256. 

occurs. This phenomenon is a property of time delay estimation and is documented in, 
e.g., [15]. 

The above results do not directly apply to a time dispersive channel environment. 
Therefore, we also consider the performance of our estimators in a wireless system oper
ating at 2 GHz with a bandwidth of 5 MHz. An outdoor dispersive, fading environment 
with micro-cell characteristics is chosen: the channel has an exponentially decaying power 
delay profile wi th root mean squared width equal to 0.4 [is (corresponding to 2 samples) 
and a maximum delay spread of 3 LIS (corresponding to 15 samples). I t is modeled to 
consist of 15 independent Rayleigh-fading taps [16] and additive noise. We choose a 
cyclic prefix consisting of 15 samples. This choice avoids ISI, while the loss of power and 
bandwidth due to the cychc prefix (L/(N+L)) is about 5%. This system transmits about 
18,000 OFDM symbols per second, each containing 256 complex information symbols. 
In this dispersive environment the definition of 9 is ambigious. We define the true delay 
as the center-of-gravity of the channel impulse response. Moreover, we define the SNR 
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Figure 6: Performance of the time (top) and frequency (bottom) estimators for the 
AWGN channel (L — 4, L = 8, and L = 15) and the dispersive channel (L = 15). 
The dimensionless performance measure is expressed in squared units relative to the 
sample interval (top) and the inter-tone spacing (bottom). The number of subcarriers is 
N = 256. 

as SNR = ajPh/a
2 where Ph is the sum of the average power in all channel taps. 

The error floor in Figure 6 clearly shows the performance degradation caused by the 
dispersive channel as compared with the corresponding curves for the AWGN channel. 
In the dispersive case, the estimators operate in an environment for which they are not 
designed (they are not optimal). Signals passed through the AWGN channel will have 
the simple, pairwise correlation structure (3), but signals passed through a dispersive 
channel generally have a more complex correlation structure. 

Depending on the application and the presence of a high performance channel estima
tor/equalizer, the performance of the time estimate in Figure 6 (standard deviation of 
1-2 samples) may be good enough to generate a stable clock. In most situations this 
performance wi l l suffice at least in an acquisition mode. The frequency offset estimator 
shows an error standard deviation of less than 2% of the inter-tone spacing (see Figure 6), 
which satisfies the requirements discussed in Section 2. 
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Figure 7: Performance of the frequency estimator for the AWGN channel and the dis
persive channel (L = 15). The number of subcarriers is N = 256. 

Finally, the performance of the frequency estimator is plotted in Figure 7 by means 
of the SNR loss in decibels: SNRe-SNR. The SNR loss is (cf. (2)) a function of e. We 
assume that a frequency offset can be corrected using the estimate eUL and we thus use 
the standard deviation of the estimate as the argument in (2). The SNR loss is plotted 
for the AWGN channel and the dispersive channel. Notice that even for the dispersive 
channel this loss does not exceed 0.5 dB for SNR values between 0 dB and 20 dB. 

5 Discussion 

We have presented the joint M L estimator of time and frequency offset in OFDM systems. 
I t uses the redundant information contained within the cyclic prefix. I t is derived under 
the assumption that the channel distortion only consists of additive noise, but simulations 
show that it can perform well even in a dispersive channel. The ML estimator for the 
latter case may be derived, but it will not have the same simple structure as our proposed 
estimator. 

The frequency estimator performs better than the time estimator because of its im
plicit averaging. From (6) and (10), the estimate is the argument of a sum of complex 
numbers. Without additive noise n(k), each term r(k)r*(k + N) has the same argument, 
—27T£. Hence, they contribute coherently to the sum, while the additive noise contributes 
incoherently. This explains why the performance will improve as the size of the cychc 
prefix increases. 

In wireless systems pilots are needed for channel estimation. These pilots can be used 
by the synchronizer in order to further increase performance. Resulting synchronizers 
may be hybrid structures using both pilots and the redundancy of the cyclic prefix. How 
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to incorporate pilot symbols in such time and frequency estimators is not straightforward 
and needs further research. 

A T h e log-likelihood function 

The log-likelihood function (4) can be written as 

The numerator is a 2-D complex-valued Gaussian distribution, which, using the correla
tion properties (3), becomes 

/ \r(k)\2-2pRe{ei2"cr{k)r-{k+N)}+\r(k+N)\2\ 

/ (r(fc), r ( t + N)) = — A ( s " P ) 1, (15) 
f 2 W + ^ ) ( ! - P 2 ) 

where p is the magnitude of the correlation coefficient between r(k) and r(k + N) as de
fined in (8). The denominator of (14) consists of two 1-D complex Gaussian distributions 

e x p f _ Ä 

and the log-likelihood function (14), after some algebraic manipulations, becomes 

A(0,e) = C l + c 2 ( | 7 ( 0 ) | c o s ( 2 7 r £ + Z 7 ( 0 ) ) - p $ ( 0 ) ) , (17) 

where 7 (m) and $ (m) are defined in (6) and (7), and Ci and C2 are constants, independent 
of 9 and £. Since the maximizing argument of A (9, e) is independent of the constants Ci 

and c2, and c2 > 0, the ML-estimate (9MLtsML^ also maximizes (5). 
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Three Non-Pilot-Based Time and Frequency 
Estimators for OFDM 
J.J. van de Beek, P.O. Börjesson. M.-L. Boucheret, D. Landström, 
J. Martinez Arenas, P. Ödling, and S.K. Wilson 

Abstract — This paper presents time-domain maximum likelihood estima
tors of time and frequency offsets for three orthogonal frequency-division 
multiplexing ( O F D M ) signal models: for a pulse-shaped one-shot O F D M sig
nal, for a stream of multiple O F D M signals and for an O F D M signal in a 
dispersive channel environment. We also develop structures to simplify the 
estimators' implementation. Simulation results indicate the relative perfor
mances and strengths of these three estimators. 

1 Introduction 

In this paper we focus on the estimation of symbol-time and carrier frequency offsets 
for orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) symbols for synchronization pur
poses in wireless environments. The synchronization of an OFDM transmitter and re
ceiver is important because OFDM systems are in general more sensitive to frequency 
offsets than single carrier systems [1] and symbol-time synchronization is conceptually 
different [2]. Not only may synchronization errors cause intersymbol interference (ISI), 
they also can cause the loss of orthogonality between the subcarriers resulting in inter
carrier interference (ICl). The sensitivity of OFDM systems to synchronization errors 
has been documented in, e.g., [1-4]. Some documented time and frequency offset estima
tors for OFDM require pilot symbols, see for example [5-7]. However, insertion of many 
pilot symbols lower the overall information rate. Hence, methods that do not use pilots 
axe desirable. Such methods have been investigated in [8-12] and patented in [13]. The 
method described in [11] differs from the other methods in that it describes the time-
domain maximum likelihood (ML) estimator for OFDM systems with a cyclic-prefix [14] 
in an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel. This estimator exploits the redun
dancy in the cyclic prefix to determine both the time and frequency offset of a received 
OFDM symbol. One of the main contributions of [11] is the knowledge that the estimator 
is optimal in the ML sense and as such gives an upper bound on the performance of a 
time and frequency estimator. 

However, the estimator in [11] was derived for an AWGN channel and, as such, it 
is not optimal in practical wireless OFDM channels. In this paper we describe three 
signal models for wireless OFDM systems and derive the ML time and frequency offset 
estimator associated with each of the models. We focus on the role of the signal model, 
rather than on a particular application. Each model incorporates some of the properties 
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of either the transmitted signal or the radio channel. One purpose of this paper is to 
provide a toolbox of techniques that can be used to improve the performance of the 
estimator from [11]. We derive these techniques by adapting the signal model to more 
accurately model the system. A second purpose is to build knowledge about the structure 
of ML estimators for OFDM systems which can be used to design a specific system. 

The three cases are as follows. First, pulse-shaping is used in many wireless OFDM 
systems to reduce the out-of-band emission and for reasons of robustness against Doppler 
spread and frequency offsets [15-17]. Here, we focus on the kind of pulse-shaping accom
plished by windowing the transmitted signal. Pulse-shaping by filtering transmitted 
signals is beyond the scope of this paper. Because the ML estimator in [11] was derived 
for OFDM systems without pulse-shaping, its performance will suffer when it is applied 
to a pulse-shaped OFDM signal. We present an estimator for pulse-shaped systems, see 
also [18,19]. 

Secondly, the M L estimator's performance suffers below a given SNR threshold [11]. 
For example, for bandlimited signals, proposed for multiuser communication systems [20], 
this threshold may reduce the applicability of the estimation concept. In many practical 
systems the time and frequency variations in the channel vary only slowly. We present an 
ML estimator designed for a stream of OFDM symbols that exploits this system property 
and can help compensate for the above performance degradation. 

Finally, wireless OFDM systems often operate in a multipath environment, and thus 
under a dispersive channel [21]. Applying the estimator derived in [11,13] will result in 
a error floor in the performance of the time and frequency offset estimator. We develop 
an ML estimator that is based on knowledge of the channel dispersion. 

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we discuss general properties of the 
OFDM system that an estimator may take into account and exploit. In Section 3 we 
present three signal models and the associated ML estimators. First, we present the 
ML estimator for time and frequency offsets for systems using pulse-shaping. Secondly, 
we present the M L estimator of time and frequency offsets for systems in which these 
parameters vary slowly. Finally, we present the ML estimator of a time offset for systems 
with channel dispersion. The paper does not target a particular apphcation. Instead, we 
will be working with signal models for a class of estimators and show how different system 
properties can be incorporated in the model. In Section 4 we illustrate the performance 
of the estimators with simulation results and we discuss these in Section 5. We show that 
by incorporating system properties as pulse-shaping or knowledge about the stability of 
the clocks and oscillators the estimator performance can significantly be improved. 

2 O F D M systems and synchronization 

Figure 1 shows the structure of the OFDM system where om signal models are based 
on. The transmitter modulates complex data symbols on a large number of subcarriers 
by means of an inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT). Each block of samples is 
cyclically extended with a prefix before it is transmitted over the channel [14]. In the 
receiver the cyclic prefix is removed and the data are demodulated by means of a discrete 
Fourier transform (DFT). If the cyclic prefix is longer than the length of the channel 
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Figure 1: The OFDM system model. 

impulse response i t avoids ISI and ICl [14]. For the synchronization concept described in 
this paper the number of subcarriers N and the length of the cyclic prefix L (in samples) 
are important parameters. They describe the amount of redundancy in the signal that 
the estimator can exploit. Reference [11] investigates the estimator's performance in 
relation to N and L. 

The sensitivity to a symbol-time offset of 8 (in samples) has been investigated in [4]. 
The performance degradation is not graceful and an analysis must differ between small 
and large time offsets. If the length of the cyclic prefix exceeds the length of the channel 
impulse response, the system is robust against small time offsets. As long as the time 
delay 8 and the length of the channel impulse response together do not exceed the length 
of the cychc prefix L, ISI and IC l are avoided. The time offset will then appear as a 
hnear phase distortion of the demodulated data symbols across the subcarriers but not in 
ISI and ICL A channel estimator can not distinguish these rotations from channel phase 
distortions. Depending on the quality of the channel estimator, parts of the phase offsets 
will therefore in a coherent system be compensated for by the channel equalizer. In a 
differential system the system performance depends on how fast the channel is varying. 

For large delays 8 ISI and IC l occur [4]. Therefore, symbol timing requirements 
are relaxed by increasing the length of the cychc prefix. Alternatively, good time syn
chronization allows for a tight design of the cyclic prefix leading to spectrally efficient 
systems. 

The sensitivity to frequency offsets for the AWGN channel has analytically been 
investigated in, among others, [1]. A frequency offset e (normahzed to the intercarrier 
spacing) results in ICL The amount of ICl is proportional to e2 and the signal-to-noise 
ratio (SNR). In [1] the IC l is interpreted as a degradation of the SNR and quantitatively 
investigated. For example, a frequency offset which is 4% of the intercarrier spacing 
results in interference that decreases the SNR with approximately 0.2 dB, if the original 
SNR is 10 dB, for an AWGN channel. 

In the next section we discuss three models of the received OFDM signal. Information 
about the unknown offsets is found in the correlation of the received signal. A few model 
assumptions are crucial and similar for all the three models: in each model we assume that 
the transmitted discrete-time signal is Gaussian [22], Because of the cyclic prefix this 
signal is not white. Each transmitted OFDM symbol contains L consecutive samples 
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that are pairwise correlated with L other consecutive samples N samples ahead. By 
observing this correlation we can tell where the OFDM symbol is likely to start. As we 
will see in the rest of the paper, the frequency offset can also be estimated exploiting this 
redundancy. 

As a reference model we assume that the transmitted signal s(k) is Gaussian with 
covariance function 

if ki = k2, 
T 2 if fci = k2 + N and 0 < k2 < L, 

Cs{kuk2) i f k 2 = ki + N and 0 < h < L, ^ 
0, otherwise. 

Notice that this model only reflects the appearance of one OFDM symbol (one cyclic 
prefix) in the transmitted signal. In a real system the transmitted signal typically consists 
of a stream of OFDM symbols, each containing such a redundancy. 

Based on the above assumptions our reference model of the received signal r(k) is as 
in [11], 

r(k) = s(k - 0)ej2™k/N + n{k) - oo < k < oo, (2) 

where s(k) is a sample of the Gaussian process with covariance function (1), and n(k) 
is complex AWGN with variance cr2. We will compare the signal models developed in 
this paper with our reference model (2). We focus on the estimation of the unknown 
offset parameters 9 and e from the received data r(k). It is possible to estimate 6 and 
e from r(k), because much of the statistical structure of the transmitted signal s(k) is 
transferred to the received signal r(k). 

The ML estimator based on (2) yields a fast one-shot estimator of 9 and e [11], which 
we repeat here for later reference (we slightly change notations for reasons of comparison 
with later results in this paper) 

ÖAWGN = argmax{|7^(ö)|+7o(0)} ! (3) 

ÉAWGN = — 2^7JV(^AWGN), 

where #AWGN is the symbol-time offset, §AWGN is the frequency offset, and 
e+L-i 

7 J V ( 0 ) = £ r(ky(k + N), (4) 

e+L-i 
7o(0) = - | E | r ( * ) | 2 + | r ( f c + A 0 | 2 . 

z k=e 
In these equations p is defined as 

= - j = S N R (5) 
9 crj + al S N R + 1 ' [ ' 

and SNR = a2/a2. This estimator extracts the information carried by the cychc prefix 
by correlating the received signal and a delayed copy. The term 7jv(m.) collects this 
correlation. The term 70 (rn) compensates for high contributions due to large sample 
values rather than a large correlation. 
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Figure 2: Structure of the estimator designed for an AWGN channel. 

3 Est imators of time and frequency offsets 

In this section we generalize model (2) and estimator (3) to include pulse-shaping, mul
tiple symbols, and channel dispersion. We introduce the vector r for the received signal, 
with covariance matrix Cr. Then, the covariance function of the received signal contains 
the information due to (multiple) cyclic prefixes, pulse-shaping or channel dispersion and 
noise. The joint ML estimate [d, e ) M L of 0 and s, given the received Gaussian data vector 
r with known covariance matrix C r becomes 

(M)ML = argmax { - r ^ C ; 1 (9, s) r } . (6) 

For the signal models described in this section, the quadratic form can be put in explicit 
expressions that lead to implementable structures. 

3.1 Offset estimators for pulse-shaped systems 
Some OFDM systems require pulse-shaping in order to suppress the system's sidelobes 
and out-of-band emission. Other systems become more robust against Doppler effects and 
frequency offsets. The use of pulse-shaping is suggested in, e.g., [4,15-17,23]. Two ways 
of pulse-shaping are addressed in hterature: pulse-shaping by filtering and pulse-shaping 
by windowing. In this paper we address the latter group. Examples of pulse-shapes 
found in existing systems or system proposals are (see Figure 3) the pulse shapes given 
by the raised cosine shaped, 

f A ( l - cos ( ^ ) ) , 0<k<P, 

P r ( * ) = J !> P<k<N + L-P, (7) 

[ l ( l + c o s ( * - ( ^ - P ) 7 r ) ) , N + L-P<k<N + L, 
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time [samples] normalized frequency 

Figure 3: The OFDM signal shaped with cosine roll-off edges (solid) and with a rect
angular window (dashed). The edge of the OFDM symbol for both pulses (left) and 
the OFDM power spectrum (right) Rectangular pulse (dashed) and raised cosine pulse 
(solid). 

in [23], which as a special case becomes the Hanning window which is investigated in 
[4, 23]. For some pulse-shapes and parameter choices, the subcarriers in the OFDM 
symbol lose their orthogonality. The choice of pulse-shapes is beyond the scope of this 
paper. 

For a general pulse-shape we model the received signal as 

r(k) = g(k-6)s(k-9)ej2vck/N+ n(k), -oo < < oo, (8) 

where 9, e, r(k), s(k), and n(k) are defined as in (2), and 

where p(k) is the pulse-shape, for instance (7). The choice of unit power outside the 
interval { 0 , . . . , N + L} models our assumption that there actually are a preceding and 
next OFDM symbols, which is not obvious in, for instance, a system with time-division 
multiple access. We do, however, not rely on any correlation property of these symbols. 
As in the reference model (2), we model correlation properties (and now also the shape) 
of one OFDM symbol only (N + L consecutive samples) in the transmitted signal. Equa
tion (8) models adjacent OFDM symbols as white Gaussian with time-invariant average 
power. For the choice p(k) = 1, k = 0<k<N + L, model (8) reduces to (2). 

Pulse-shaping affects the performance of an estimator in two ways, one negative and 
one positive. First, i t changes the amplitude in some parts of the signal. For most 
practical pulses it reduces the amplitude in the parts of the signal that are cychcally 
repeated. This reduces the correlation in the signal, and thus also the performance of 
the estimator. Secondly, the pulse-shape introduces a time-varying signal power that 
also carries information about the symbol-time offset. This information may improve 
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the performance of an estimator. For some systems the net effect of the pulse-shaping is 
positive as simulations wil l show. 

To derive the ML estimator for the pulse-shaped OFDM system, we find the pair [9, e) 
that maximizes the log-likelihood function A (9, e) = —r^C'1 (9, e) r. In Appendix A it 
is shown that this function becomes 

A {9, e) = \jN(9)\cos {2ne + L~iN(9)} + 7 O ( 0 ) , 

where 

oo 

lN{9) = £ hN(k-9)r(k)r*(k + N), 

7o(0) 

and where 

hN(k) 

(10) 

( 1 1 ) 

£ h0(k-9)\r(k)\2, 
k=—co 

2SNRg(k)g{k+N) 

h0{k) = 

c-2 SNR{g2(k)+g2(k+N))+l 

0 

1 SNRo 2(fc+AQ+l 
a2 SKR{g2(k)+g2{k+N))+l 
1 SNRg2(k-N)+l 

a2 SNR(g2(k)+g2(k-N))+l 

~ a j SNRg 2 (fc)+l 

0 < k < L 

otherwise ' 

0 < k < L 

N < k < N + L 

otherwise 

(12) 

(13) 

The SNR is the ratio of the average signal energy to the average noise energy (SNR = 
a^/cr2,). The ML estimator maximizes the log-hkehhood function and becomes 

ffpuise = arg max {\JN(9)\ + 7o [9)} , 
6 

l 

(14) 

£pulse 
2TT 

^7w(^pulse)-

The filter h$(k) has infinite length. In order to make the filter length finite, we 
7*SNR+1 £*^-cc k r ø l 2 t o log-likelihood function A(9,e). Since this term does not 

depend on 9 i t will not change the maximizing argument 9\ (thus, there is no performance 
loss). Because we have chosen g(l) = 1 outside 0 < k < N + L (see (9 ) ) , this yields, the 
same structure A (9,e) as in (10) where now ho{k) is reddefined as 

ho(fc) 

( 1 S N R 3

2 ( f c + ^ ) + l -9 2 ( fe) n < . r 

I Po2 SNR{g2(k)+g2(k+N))+l — 

L < k < N 

N < k<N + L 

otherwise 

Pal S N R S

2 ( 
1 SNRg2(k-N)+l-g2{k) 

Pal SNR(g2(k)+g2(k-N))+l 

0 

(15) 

where p is as in estimator (3 ) . This filter now has finite length and is thus implementable. 
When p(k) = 1, the signal model (8 ) reduces to (2) and the estimates öpuise and epuise 
coincide with ÖAWGN and §AWGN- A similar estimator performing one-shot estimation 
in a time-division multiuser systems is investigated in [18 ,19 , 24] . Figure 4 shows the 
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Figure 4: Structure of the estimator designed for the AWGN channel and pulse-shaping. 

estimator structure. Note the similarity of the estimator structures for the AWGN model 
(2) and the pulse shaping model (8); the estimator only replaces shding sums by filters. 

Estimator (14) exploits two types of information. First, the correlation between the 
samples in the cyclic prefix is used, and collected by the filter h^(k). Moreover, the 
time-varying signal power contains information about 9. The estimator extracts this 
information by means of the filter h0(k). This filter ho(k) works much like a matched 
filter to |r(fc)| 2 . 

3.2 Offset estimators for systems with serial transmission of 
OFDM symbols 

The signal models (2) and (8) incorporate a priori knowledge about one transmitted 
OFDM symbol in the transmitted signal and use only N + L samples in the estimation 
procedure. Estimators based on these models are one-shot estimators in the sense that 
they generate estimates of the time and frequency offset for each symbol by exploiting 
the information carried by only that symbol. In this section we describe a signal model 
that incorporates multiple OFDM symbols to improve the estimator performance. I t 
benefits from the statistical structure of M consecutive OFDM symbols. 

We model the received signal r(fc) as 

r(k) = s(k - 9)ej2irek/N + n{k) - oo < fc < oo, (16) 

where 9, e, and n(k) are defined as before. Now, we assume that the transmitted signal 
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Figure 5: Structure of the estimator designed for serial transmission. 

s(k) has covariance function 

C cf if fcj = k2 

ki = k2 + Nand 
m(N + L) <k2< m(N+L)+L and m = 0 . . . M 
k2 = kj + Nand 
m(N + L) < fci < m{N+L)+L and m = 0 . . . M 

0 otherwise 

a? if 

a? if 

The purpose of this model is to increase the information available to the estimator and 
to generate a stable symbol clock and oscillator. In practical applications there may be a 
drift in the transmitter symbol clock relative to the receiver clock. In particular, when M 
is large, not all of the received symbols obey the perfect clock we assume. For instance, in 
systems with a multiple access scheme based on time-division, the drift from one symbol 
to the next may be large. In most applications, however, clock drifts are such that for 
moderate M the assumption holds. 

In Appendix B, we derive the log-likelihood function of 9 and £, yielding 

A(9,e) = \rN{9)\cos{2ire + irN{9)} + T0{e), (18) 

where 

M-1 
FN(9) = £ 7 * ( 0 + m(iV + L)), (19) 

m=0 

M - 1 

rO(0) = £ 7 o ( 0 + m(N + L)), 
m=0 
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and where jN(-) and 7 0(-) are as defined in (4). The optimal estimator for model (16) 
now becomes 

Serial = argmax {|r,v(0)| + r o ( 0 ) } , (20) 

ŝerial = _ T^^IV^serial)-

Thus, the optimal way (in a maximum likelihood sense) to process the M consecutive 
symbols is to average M statistics 7JV(-) and 7o(-) defined in (4) to create the log-likelihood 
function. The estimator (20) can, in a straightforward way, be extended to incorporate 
pulse-shaping, as well. 

3.3 Offset estimators for systems with channel dispersion 

In many applications, for instance the European digital audio broadcasting (DAB) net
work [25] and the digital video broadcasting (DVB) [26] system, channel dispersion will 
affect the correlation properties of the received OFDM signal. For the purpose of data 
detection in an OFDM receiver, this channel dispersion appears as a multiplicative dis
tortion of the data symbols and correction is straightforward. However, the time and 
frequency synchronization concept targeted by this paper works on the received signal 
r(k) before the DFT. In this section we state a signal model incorporating r(fc)'s cor
relation due to the channel dispersion. As we will see though, optimal synchronization 
which is conceptually straightforward, is not as tractable as in the previous cases and 
some approximations are necessary to reach an implementable estimator. 

Given a channel impulse response, h(k), we model the received signal r(k) as 

r(k) = (h*s){k-9) +n(k) - oo < fc < oo, (21) 

where 9, s(k) and n(fc) are as defined earlier. We assume that the length H of ft(fc) is 
smaller than the length of the cychc prefix L. Note that we model the radio channel by a 
discrete-time sample-spaced h(k). Because of the dispersive channel h(k) the correlation 
structure of s(k) is not transferred so directly to the received signal r(k). Although the 
channel colors the received signal we wil l show that estimation is possible. 

In om derivation we present only an estimation of 9, ignoring the estimation of e. 
Our motivation for this is twofold. First, from previous applied work [11] we have seen 
that the performance of frequency estimators based on models (2) and (8) is sufficient in 
a dispersive channel, whereas the performance of the time estimators, sometiimes, is not. 
Secondly, in this paper, we aim for a tractable estimator structure that gives an indication 
of likely performance in a dispersive environment so that we can gain an understanding 
of what synchronization information is contained in r(fc). For a model with a frequency 
offset and channel disersion we have not found such a tractable structure for the general 
statistic — rHC~l (9, e) r in (6). Thus, we focus on estimation of 9. 

We assume that we know the channel impulse response. While this assumption holds 
for some applications (such as copper wire channels), the receiver will have to track a 
time-varying channel in others (such as DAB, DVB). However, this assumption and the 
foUowing derivation will give an upper bound on the performance of an estimator that 
does not use pilots and is therefore useful when evaluating other estimators' performances. 
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As with the previous models, the ML estimator depends on the covariance matrix C r 

of the received data vector r. Because of the channel dispersion and the cyclic prefix this 
matrix has the following structure. We can write C r as 

Cr = H C S H H + a 2 I , (22) 

where the matrix C 5 is the correlation matrix of the transmitted OFDM signal s(k) and 
whose (ki,k2)

th entries are Cs{ki,k2) as in (1), and H is a matrix whose entries on the 
i t h row and the columns with indexes {i,..., i + H - 1} are {h(0), h(l),..., h(H — 1)}. 
We can rewrite C r as the sum of three separate matrices, 

C r = Co + a2I + (9). (23) 

where 

C 0 = a2HHH, (24) 

0^(9) = o-2m(9)nH, 

and 

[ 1 if i G [9,9 + L - 1] and j = i + N 
I{6)ij=l 1 if j G [9,9 + L — 1] and i = j + N . (25) 

[ 0 otherwise 

In (23), the first term C 0 is a band matrix representing the channel correlation. The 
second term <J2I is a matrix representing the noise correlation. The third term, (9), is 
a matrix representing the total correlation of samples located in the repeated parts, i.e., 
the cyclic prefix. Note that only Cq, (9) depends on the unknown 9. The only non-zero 
elements of (9) are concentrated in a (TV + L + H) x (N + L + H) submatrix, and 
the dependency of 9 appears only in the position of this submatrix. 

The ML estimator for model (21) is 

^dispersion = argmax { - r ^ C , : 1 (0) r } . (26) 

This estimator has good performance, but as the size of C r increases, so does the com
plexity. A simplified estimator that approximates this performance exploits the structure 
of CT and becomes (see Appendix C) 

^dispersion = arg max I £ 7i (9) \ , (27) 

where 

7 i ( m ) = ] p hi(k-m)r{k)r*(k + i), (28) 
k=—oo 

and where hi(k) is defined in Appendix C. This result is important because one can 
now implement the estimator with filters hi(k). Filter hi(k) has finite support of length 
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Figure 6: Structure of the estimator designed for a dispersive channel. 

(N + L + H) — Estimator (27) suggests the implementation structure shown in Fig
ure 6. Fust the products r(k)r*(k + i) are formed. These are fed into the nlterbank 
containing filters with impulse responses hi(k) . 

Low-complexity approximations of (27) can be obtained by disregarding filters with a 
relatively small contribution to the quadratic form. Typically, for a channel with a short 
impulse response, the filters hi(k) with i equal or close to —N, 0 and N contribute most. 
In general, the complexity and the approximation error relative to the optimal estimator 
can be varied by varying the number of filters. 

This estimator structure is similar to the structure (3). Without channel dispersion, 
only the terms 7o("i.), 7_jv(m) and 7jv(m) contain non-zero values and estimator (27) 
reduces to (3) for e = 0. The estimate ^dispersion then coincides with #AWGN- Also, the 
estimator (27) can, in a straightforward way be extended to incorporate pulse-shaping 
as well. The pulse-shape appears in the covariance matrix C r and in the filters hi (k). 

4 Simulations 

4.1 Performance in a system with pulse-shaping 

We illustrate the estimator concepts described in the previous sections with the following 
system. Consider an OFDM system with 64 subcarriers. In order to reduce ISI and IC l 
in a dispersive channel environment the system employs a cyclic prefix of 16 samples. 
Also, we assume that the transmitter shapes 8 samples of an OFDM symbol (4 samples 
at each side) with the raised cosine pulse-shape. 

We first investigate how the pulse-shape in this system affects the estimator perfor
mance. Figure 7 shows the variance of the time-offset estimators (3), designed for no 
pulse-shaping, and (14), designed for pulse-shaping. Thus, one estimator does not take 
the pulse-shape into account and one does. 
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SNR (dB) 

Figure 7: Variance of the time offset estimator in a system with pulse-shaping. The esti
mator designed without pulse-shaping with (solid) and without (dash-dotted) averaging 
over 10 symbols. The estimator designed for pulse-shaping with (dotted) and without 
(dashed) averaging over 10 symbols. 

SNR (dB) 

Figure 8: Variance of the frequency offset estimator in a system with pulse-shaping. 
The estimator designed without pulse-shaping with (sohd) and without (dash-dotted) 
averaging over 10 symbols. The estimator designed for pulse-shaping with (dotted) and 
without (dashed) averaging over 10 symbols. 
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Figure 9: Variance of the time offset estimator for a system with pulse-shaping and 
channel dispersion. The estimator designed for the AWGN channel (solid), the estimator 
designed with only the knowledge about the channel dispersion (dash-dotted), and the 
estimator designed with only the knowledge about the pulse-shape (dashed). 

Both estimators are then extended with the averaging concept (20) ( M = 10), yielding 
another two estimators (see Figme 7). Ignoring the pulse-shape in the design of the 
estimator results in a performance error floor. This error floor can be decreased by 
averaging but consideration of the pulse-shape in the estimator design removes this error 
floor. Figure 8 shows the estimator variance for the frequency estimators designed as 
described above. In our system scenario the inclusion of the pulse-shape in the model 
does not significantly improve the performance of the frequency estimator. 

4.2 Performance in a dispersive environment 

We now assume that the system operates in a dispersive environment. The channel 
length of the channel impulse response is 8 samples. We model the channel with the 
following static discrete-time exponentially decaying channel impulse response 

/ l ( r ) = E - R / 3 , T = 0 , . . . ,7 . 

As above, the transmitter employs the raised cosine pulse-shape. Figure 9 shows the per
formance of the time offset estimators (3), designed with no knowledge of the pulse-shape 
nor the channel dispersion, (14), designed with no knowledge of the channel dispersion 
but incorporating the pulse-shape, and (26) for e = 0, designed without knowledge of 
the pulse-shape but incorporating the channel dispersion. Thus, one estimator takes nei
ther pulse-shaping nor dispersion into account (reference estimator), one estimator takes 
only the pulse-shape into account, and one estimator recognizes the channel dispersion 
only. The latter estimator evaluates — r^C^ 1 (#) r, that is, without the suggested ap
proximations. In this scenario, the performance of each estimator experiences an error 
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Figure 10: Variance of the time offset estimator in a system with pulse-shaping and chan
nel dispersion. The estimator designed for the AWGN channel with (sohd) and without 
(dash-dotted) averaging over 10 symbols. The estimator designed for pulse-shaping with 
(dotted) and without (dashed) averaging over 10 symbols. 

Figure 11: Variance of the frequency offset estimator for a system with pulse-shaping 
and channel dispersion. The estimator designed for the AWGN channel with (sohd) 
and without (dash-dotted) averaging over 10 symbols. The estimator designed for pulse-
shaping with (dotted) and without (dashed) averaging over 10 symbols. 
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floor because none of the estimators is perfectly matched to the true signal properties. 
Using knowledge of the pulse-shape property improves the performance more than using 
knowledge of the channel dispersion alone. 

Figures 10 and 11 show the performance of the joint estimators (3) (the reference 
estimator) and (14) (the pulse-shaping estimator). Both estimators are also extended 
with the averaging concept (20). In our dispersive environment the use of estimator (14) 
combined with averaging decreases the error floor. 

The simulation results in this section suggest that in systems with pulse-shaping, 
estimator performance is increased by incorporating the pulse-shape in the signal model. 
Moreover, in systems with channel dispersion, where time and frequency offsets vary 
slowly, averaging decreases the error floor. 

5 S u m m a r y 

We have presented three signal models and their respective ML estimators of time and 
frequency offsets for OFDM systems. Each of the models addresses an aspect of an OFDM 
system which affects the estimation of the time and frequency offsets in a wireless OFDM 
system based on the cyclic prefix redundancy. When apphed to a wireless system, all 
of the estimators can improve on the performance of the ML estimator designed for the 
AWGN channel [11]. We have presented the ML estimator based on a signal model that 
considers the pulse-shape. Simulations show that the use of this estimator in systems 
with pulse-shaping is beneficial in both AWGN and dispersive environments. We have 
also found that when the clock drift is small, averaging can significantly improve the 
error floor of the estimator. The estimator designed for a dispersive channel can be quite 
complex, but is useful since i t gives a bound on the achievable performance. 

A T h e M L estimator for pulse-shaping 

For model (8) the log-likelihood function A (9, e) can be written as 

A (0 , £ ) = log) f j f(r(k),r(k + N)). Y[ f (r(k))) , 

where / (r(k),r(k + N)) is the joint Gaussian probabihty density function for the pair 
(r(k),r(k + N)), k € [8,9 + L - 1] (samples coupled through the cyclic extension), 
and / (r(k)) denotes the Gaussian density function for other values of k. Now, define 

r = [ r(k) r(k + N) ] . By calculating the densities f [r(k)) and / (r) we find the 

log-likelihood function A (9, e). First, r(k) is a complex Gaussian variable with density 
/ (r(fc)) and 

log/(r(fc)) = - j l M ± ^ - + \ o g C l _ o o < f c < o o , 

where of = E {|s(rc)| 2}, o\ = E | | n ( fc ) | 2 } , and ci is a constant independent of 9. Sec

ondly, r is a complex Gaussian vector with joint density function / (r), where 

log / ( r ) = - r J ? C - 1 r + logc 2, 
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C its covariance matrix, and c2 is a constant independent of 9. C becomes 

C = E{THT} 

2 [ SNRg2(k - 9) + 1 SNRg{k - 9)g(k + N - 9)e~j2™ ' 
° N [ SNR#(/D + N - 9)g(k - 9)ei2™ SNRg2(k + N - 9) + 1 

Thus, 

l o g / ( r ) = -±(SNRg2(k + N-9) + l)\r(k)\2  

— (Smg2{k - 0) + l ) \r{k + /V)I 2  

+- |sNRö(fc - 9)g(k + N - 9)Re {e-^er\k)r(k + N)} , 

where D is the discriminant of C , 

D = a2 (SNR [g2(k -9)+ g2(k + N - 9 ) ) + l ) . 

Straightforward calculations now yield 

A(9,e) = £ log f(r(k),r(k + N))+ £ log/(r(fc)) 
ke[e,9+L-l] k<t[6,6+L-l]u[8+N,e+N+L-l] 

oo oo 

= £ hN{k-9)Re{e-j2™r*{k)r{k + N)}+ £ h0(k - 9) \r{k)\2, 
fc=—oo fc=—oc 

where h^ik) and ho(k) defined in (12). Equation (10) now follows readily 

B T h e M L estimator for M consecutive symbols 

Assume that the observation interval contains M complete OFDM symbols. The arrival 
time 9 is, as before, the index of the first sample of the first complete symbol, modelhng 
the unknown channel delay. Consider the cychc prefixes Xm and their copies l'm for each 
symbol m = 0 , . . . , M — 1: 

Xm = {m(N + L) + 8,...,m(N + L)+9 + L - l } , 

X'm = {m(N + L) + 9 + N,...,m(N + L)+9 + N + L - l } , 

and define the union of all these indexes 

M - 1 

1 = [Jim, 
m=0 
M - 1 

i' = U 4 
m=0 

The observation samples r(k) can now be divided into the samples r(k), k € J U I ' , 
which are pairwise dependent, and the remaining samples r{k), k £ XU X' which are 
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independent. Using these properties, the probability density function of the observation 
can be written as 

f(r\9,e) = Uf(r(k),r(k + N))Tlf(r(k)) = 
kex k$x 

f(r(k),r(k + N))  

t å f ( r ( k ) ) f ( r ( k + N ) ) t t f { r { k ) ) -

The last factor is independent of 9 and e and can thus be omitted. The remaining part 
can be rewritten as 

n f(r(k),r(k + N)) _ J T - J 1 ( T T f(r(k),r(k + N)) 

fceI / ( r (* ) ) / (r(fc + AO) * i 0 \ k

L J m f (r(k)) f (r(k + N)) 

Using the statistical properties of r(k) and following the derivation in and [11] and in 
Appendix A the log-likelihood function given the observation of M symbols now becomes 

M-ie+L-i 

A(9,e) = £ £ Re{e-j2™r*(k + m(N + L))r(k + m(N + L) + N)} 
m=0 k=6 M-ie+L-i 

"5 E E + m(iV + L)) | 2 + |r(fc + m(JV + L) + JV)f 
^ m=0 fc=f) 

C Approximate estimators for channel dispersion 

To simplify the time offset estimator in a dispersive channel, we first define the matrix 

A (0 ) = C r -
1 (c?)-(Co + < 7 2 l ) " 1 . (29) 

Then, combining (26) and (29) we get 

d̂ispersion = arg max j - r " A (9) r - rH (c0 + <r2l) 1 r j = argmax { - r f f A (9) r } , 

since the maximizing argument does not depend on TH (C 0 + o ^ I ) - 1 r. Variations in 6 
shift the elements of A (9) along the diagonals. The addition of rH (C 0 + c r 2 I ) - 1 r to the 
loglikelihood function is the equivalent of the addition of ^ - g N ^ + 1 J2T=-oo \r{k)\2 in the 

derivation of the estimator for pulse-shaping (14). 

The complexity of the ML estimator is now determined by the properties of matrix 
A (9) for different communication scenarios. We have observed that information about 
9 is largely concentrated in a_relatively small section of A (9). Therefore, we wil l ap
proximate A (9) by a matrix A (9) whose entries are zero outside the submatrix of size 
(N + H + L) x (N + H + L). Although the difference between the matrices may often be 
quite small, this does not necessarily mean that the estimator performance degradation 
is negligible. Rather, this is a means of getting a more practical estimator. 
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We can further simplify our time-offset estimator by noting that 

argmax {A (#)} sa argmax | - r H A (6) r } 

= arg max j - £ 2~2 R*+EAI,I+I (0) TI+E+I j , 

where A (0) is the ^-independent matrix A (#)| 9_ 0- Since all non-zero elements of A (0) 

are concentrated in an (N+L+H) x (N+L+H) submatrix there are only 2(N+L+H)-l 
diagonals of A (0) that contain non-zero elements. Denoting the negative of the ith 
diagonal of A (0) by fti(fc), (27) follows directly. 
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A Time and Frequency Synchronization 
Scheme for Multiuser OFDM 
J.J. van de Beek, P.O. Börjesson, M.-L. Boucheret, D. Landström, 
J. Martinez Arenas, P. Ödling, C. Östberg, M. Wahlqvist, 
and S.K. Wilson 

Abstract — We present a multiuser synchronization scheme tracking the 
mobile's uplink time and frequency offsets. It is based on a recently de
veloped estimation concept which uses the redundancy introduced by the 
cyclic prefix. We give performance results of an OFDM-based radio interface 
based on universal mobile telecommunication system ( U M T S ) parameters. 
For a UMTS-typical mobile channel environment the performance of a coher
ent system employing the novel scheme is virtually indistinguishable from the 
performance of a perfectly synchronized system. In a differentially modulated 
system synchronization errors decrease the system performance by about 0.7 
dB compared to a perfectly synchronized system. 

1 Introduct ion 

Orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) has been proposed for multiuser 
systems such as the universal mobile telecommunication system (UMTS) [1] and wireless 
local area networks (WLANs) [2]. In multiuser OFDM the orthogonality of the subcarri
ers facihtates a subcarrier-division of different users, where one OFDM symbol contains 
many users. In the uplink of such systems users must be aligned in time and frequency 
to maintain the orthogonality of the subcarriers. How to synchronize different users in 
the uplink of such a multiuser OFDM-based systems has been unclear so far and is a 
frequently-raised question. 

Multiuser OFDM uplink synchronization is more difficult than synchronization in 
a broadcast or downlink scenario for a couple of reasons. First, because one OFDM 
symbol contains many users, the corrections of one user's time and frequency offsets 
can not be accomplished at the base station receiver, as the correction to one user would 
misalign other, initially aligned, users. Secondly, estimation of time and frequency offsets 
is more difficult in such a multiuser system. The performance of the estimator in [3], for 
example, decreases as the number of subcarriers assigned to each user decreases. The 
receiver signal-to-noise ratios also vary for different users. Proper synchronization is, 
however, necessary to keep the orthogonality of the users, which is essential for reliable 
transmission. This paper describes a novel synchronization scheme for tracking in the 
uplink of multiuser OFDM systems. Acquisition of the symbol clock and carrier frequency 
is discussed in [4]. Our scheme is generally applicable to OFDM-based systems where 
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users axe separated in bands of adjacent subcarriers. The work presented in this paper 
was motivated by the UMTS proposal [1]. We evaluate the scheme for a target system 
similar to this proposal. 

Symbol time and carrier frequency offset estimation methods for OFDM transmission 
systems have been presented in a number of contributions, see, e.g., [3,5,6]. Most of these 
offset estimators are explicitly evaluated for a broadcast or downlink scenario. Multiuser 
synchronization provides some extra challenges for the estimators not addressed in these 
papers. Om synchronization scheme contains an implementable time- and frequency 
offset estimator structure based on results in [3]. This estimator uses the redundancy in 
the received signal due to the cychc prefix. We adapt this estimator to properties of the 
multiuser system and the fading channel. The estimates of the users' offsets are returned 
on a downlink control channel to the mobile transmitters which adapt their clocks and 
oscillators to the free-running reference clocks and oscillators at the base station. 

Whereas frequency requirements on the estimator performance are tight (see, e.g., [7]), 
the time offset requirements are relaxed by an additional extension of the cyclic prefix. If 
a time offset error is within the range of this extension, a channel estimation algorithm, 
required for coherent detection, acts as a fine time synchronizer. In differential systems 
which do not employ channel estimation and equahzation this extra extension provides 
some robustness, too. The absence of a channel equalizer with its fine synchronizing 
capabilities in these systems, however, causes a small performance degradation compared 
to coherent systems. We show by simulation that the time and frequency offset estimator 
satisfies both the tight frequency requirements and the coarse time requirements. 

This paper is organized as follows. We first describe the multiuser OFDM scenario 
in Section 2. In particular we focus on the multiple access schemes OFDM offers. In 
Section 3 we focus on a multiple access scheme where users are divided across the sub-
carriers. We discuss the system sensitivity to time and frequency offsets and present 
the novel synchronization scheme including the offset estimator at the base station. In 
Section 4 we then present simulation results illustrating the performance of the offset 
estimation algorithm and the system performance in terms of symbol error-rate and we 
conclude this paper with Section 5 summarizing the main results. 

2 Mult iuser O F D M 

2.1 OFDM transmission and multiple access 

In an OFDM transmission system the available spectrum is accessed by a large number 
of subcarriers. Data symbols are efficiently modulated on these carriers by means of a 
fast Fourier transform (FFT) [8], both in the uphnk and the downlink. We assume a 
frequency division duplex scheme and concentrate on the uplink frequency band. In a 
multiuser mobile environment an OFDM scheme has two main advantages. First, the 
receiver does not require an adaptive time-domain equalizer if a cychc prefix is properly 
used and the channel does not change much during one OFDM symbol [9]. Secondly, 
dynamic channel assignment across the spectrum is straightforward as each user can 
conveniently access all subcarriers by the FFT-implemented modulation. 
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Figure 1: An OFDM system. 

Figure 1 illustrates the OFDM transmission technique. The complex data symbols 
Xk are coherently modulated on N subcarriers by an inverse discrete Fomier transform 
(IDFT) and the last L samples are copied and put as a preamble (cyclic prefix) to form 
the OFDM symbol. This data vector is serially transmitted over a discrete-time channel, 
whose impulse response is shorter than L samples. At the receiver, the cyclic prefix 
is removed and the signal rk is demodulated with a discrete Fourier transform (DFT). 
In OFDM systems employing this cyclic prefix the frequency-selective channel distortion 
appears as a multiphcative distortion of the transmitted data symbols [8] and the received 
data symbol during the nth OFDM symbol at the kth subcarrier becomes 

Vk,n = hk,„Xk,n + nk,n k — 0, . . . , JV — 1, 7 1 = - O O , . . . , 0 0 , (1) 

where hki7l is the channel attenuation at the kth. subcarrier during the nth OFDM symbol 
and nkiTl is the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). 

Data symbols can modulate the subcarriers coherently or differentially. Proposal [1] 
suggests a differential scheme across the subcarriers in an OFDM symbol (a coherent 
extension is suggested for future extensions). In Section 4 we evaluate our synchronization 
scheme for both such a differential and a coherent modulation scheme. For coherent 
modulation, the base station receiver must estimate and compensate for the channel 
attenuations. For this purpose pilot symbols are transmitted. Om simulations confirm 
that channel equalization can act as a fine-tuning synchronizer [10,11]. This property 
makes coherent systems less sensitive to synchronization errors than differential systems. 

Because OFDM separates symbols in both time and frequency, it allows for a number 
of multiple access schemes. First, in a time-division multiple access (TDMA) structure 
users are assigned entire OFDM symbols, and they share the channel by a time-slot 
structure. Secondly, the large number of subcarriers allows for a frequency-division mul
tiple access (FDMA) -like multiple access scheme where different users are assigned dif
ferent subcarriers. Since OFDM subcarriers spectrally overlap this scheme is not true 
FDMA. However, for convenience we will use FDMA for OFDM-subcarrier divided access 
schemes. Finally, in [12] OFDM is combined with a code-division multiple access scheme. 
A TDMA scheme is proposed for the European W L A N standard and an FDMA scheme 
combined with a time slot structure and a frequency-hopping scheme was proposed for 
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Figure 2: Time-frequency grid for the UMTS scenario. The users are assigned transmis
sion blocks consisting of 22 adjacent subcarriers and 3 adjacent OFDM symbols. Each 
transmission block contains pilot symbols supporting the channel estimation. 

the UMTS radio interface. In Section 4 we evaluate om synchronization scheme for such 
a hybrid T D M A / F D M A multiple access scheme. 

Figure 2 illustrates this access scheme. The available spectrum is subdivided in bands 
of adjacent subcarriers (FDMA). Within each of these bands a TDMA scheme is applied. 
Users are thus separated both in frequency (each user is allocated to a particular subband) 
and in time (each user is to allocated a particular time slot). In om target system the 
minimum access entity is 22 adjacent subcarriers during 3 consecutive OFDM symbols, 
see Figure 2, as wil l be explained in Section 4. 

2.2 Synchronization Requirements 

Accurate demodulation and detection of an OFDM signal requires subcarrier orthogo
nality. Variations of the carrier oscillator, the sample clock or the symbol clock affect 
the orthogonality of the system, see [7,13,14]. Whereas sample clock variations below 50 
ppm have little effect on the system performance [13], symbol time and frequency offsets 
may cause intersymbol interference (ISI) and intercarrier interference (ICl) [7,14] and 
must usually be counteracted. Therefore, we assume that the sample clocks of the users 
and the basestation are identical (no offset effects) and we focus on a frequency offset and 
a symbol time offset. We separately consider their effects on the system performance. 
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Figure 3: How one user being misaligned in time with the other users affects the receiver 
demodulation. 

The effect of a symbol time offset is the following (assume first perfect carrier fre
quency synchronization). The demodulator FFT at the base station processes blocks of 
N samples in the FFT. If different users' transmitted signals are not time-aligned, ISI 
and I C l (or in a multiuser system: interuser interference) appear at the FFT outputs. 
Figure 3 illustrates this interference caused by one user being misaligned with the others. 
Note first that since we assume perfect sample clocks, such an offset is modeled by an 
integer-valued number of samples. Note also that the receiver at the base station may 
identify (and as we will see estimate) one user's time offset, but has no simple means 
to counteract this offset without becoming misaligned with other users. This is the par
ticular synchronization problem distinguishing broadcast and multiuser synchronization. 
We focus on the unknown integer-valued time offset 0 of a user's symbol clock: that is, 
how much this user is misaligned with the block of N samples the receiver processes in 
the FFT. 

Consider a system in which the cyclic prefix is longer than the length of the channel 
impulse response. Such extra overhead provides robustness against symbol time offsets: 
as long as a symbol time offset is shorter than the difference between the length of the 
cyclic prefix and the length of the channel impulse response, the cyclic appearance of the 
OFDM symbol is preserved and the offset appears as a hnear phase across the subcarrier 
FFT outputs [15]. In a coherent system this effect is identified by the channel estimator, 
which does not distinguish between phase shifts introduced by the radio channel and 
those introduced by symbol timing delays [14]. Therefore, the channel equalizer provides 
the fine synchronization, see also [10]. The requirements on the coarse synchronizer in a 
coherent system are thus determined by the number of samples the cychc prefix exceeds 
the length of the channel impulse response. This provides a system designer with a 
trade-off tool: by sacrificing data rate a longer cychc prefix relaxes the requirements of 
the symbol synchronizer. 

A carrier frequency offset (assuming perfect symbol synchronization) causes a loss of 
orthogonality between the subcarriers resulting in ICl [7,16]. Since the system bandwidth 

user 1 

user 2 

user 3 
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is small compared to the carrier frequency, we assume that each subcarrier is equally 
affected by a carrier frequency offset. In [16] it is shown that the effect of a frequency 
offset is threefold. First, the amplitudes of the FFT outputs are reduced. Secondly, as 
with symbol time offsets, one user's frequency misalignment with the base station causes 
the subcarriers to loose their orthogonality resulting in ICL These first two effects cause 
a loss of the effective SNR and are hard to counteract. 

A third effect of a frequency offset is a common rotation of the subcarriers [11]. This 
effect will be recognized by a channel estimator, which does not distinguish between phase 
offsets caused by the channel and those caused by a frequency offset. Thus a channel 
equahzer appears also to have fine frequency synchronization capabilities, see also [11]. 
The analysis of multiuser OFDM systems in [7] shows that a frequency accuracy of l%-
2% of the inter-carrier spacing is necessary to obtain a signal-to-interference ratio of 
30 dB or higher. A frequency offset may be estimated at the receiver. However, as for 
symbol time offsets, an adjustment of the receiver base station oscillator would cause the 
misalignment in frequency with other users. 

3 A multiuser synchronization scheme 

Synchronization in broadcast OFDM systems has been investigated in for instance [3, 
5] and is in most cases identified with the actual estimation of the offsets. Although 
synchronization in the downlink yields some difficulties, the uplink in a multiuser system 
is a more challenging task. In this Section we propose a tracking scheme based on a 
multiuser time and frequency offset estimator and a downlink control channel on which 
estimates are fed back to the mobiles. 

3.1 Base station receiver structure and control channel 

In Figure 4 the receiver structure of the base station is shown. It consists of two parts. 
In one part the cyclic prefix is removed and the data are demodulated by means of an 
FFT. In om target system, the demodulated symbols are equalized by a 1-tap channel 
equalizer and fed the detector. The channel equalizer also compensates for small time 
offsets and some of the effects of a frequency offset as discussed above. In systems 
employing convolutional coding the channel estimates may also be used by the decoder 
for metric calculation. The second part of the base station receiver serves to track the 
users' time and frequency offsets. The received sampled baseband signal is fed into, a 
bank of filters, each selecting the frequencies of one band of adjacent subcarriers. This 
filterbank may be efficiently implemented by means of polyphase filters. Depending on 
the filter characteristics a guardcarrier may be used between adjacent frequency bands. 
Each filter output roughly represents one user's signal from which time- and frequency 
offsets can be estimated. 

The important difference between the broadcast and multiuser synchronization is 
how symbol and frequency synchronization is accomplished. In a broadcast or downlink 
scenario offsets are estimated by the mobile receiver. These offset estimates then control 
the adjustments of the local symbol clock and demodulation oscillator. Synchronization 
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Figure 4: The structure of the receiver at the base station. One path serves the detection 
of the data, while other paths estimate the time and frequency offsets for each user. 

thus takes place at the receiver. In the uplink, on the other hand, time and frequency 
offset estimation is performed in the base station but the clock and oscillator adjustments 
are made in the user's transmitter. Since all users must arrive at the base station aligned 
in time and frequency in order to maintain the orthogonality between the subcarriers, all 
users adapt to the base station's receiver clock and oscillator. 

Therefore, in om scheme for every connected user a control channel is embedded in the 
downlink on which control information based on the offset estimates is transmitted back 
to the user. With the aid of these control parameters the user aligns its transmitted signal 
to the receiver reference symbol clock and to the receiver osciUator. The control channel is 
embedded in the downlink frequency band, which may have a similar multiuser structme 
as the uplink band and is set up during the initial phase of the connection. Apart from 
offset estimates other control parameters for one user include, for instance, which time 
slots and subband must be used for the uplink transmission, and which transmission 
power must be applied. Successful tracking synchronization of the user thus relies on the 
control channel. 

3.2 Time and frequency offset estimation 

The estimation of time and frequency offsets is addressed in a number of contributions, 
e.g., [3,5,6,16]. As a key part of our synchronization scheme, we propose an estimator 
based on the concept in [3] which works without the aid of pilot symbols and which is 
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independent of the modulation of the carriers. In this concept statistical redundancy in 
the received signal, introduced by the cyclic prefix, provides the information about the 
offsets. Om estimator modifies this concept to suit the multiuser and fading channel 
environment. 

Consider one OFDM symbol received by the base station. Assume that the N sub-
carriers constituting this symbol are subdivided in M bands of subcarriers, the indexes 
of which we collect in the set Mm- One transmitted OFDM symbol in the rath band of 
subcarriers is 

sm{t)= £ x k ^ k t ' N T , -Tg <t < NT, (2) 
keMm 

where NT is the duration of the OFDM symbol without the cyclic prefix and Tg is the 
length of the cyclic prefix. We associate with the rath transmitted signal a time offset 
9m relative to the receiver symbol clock and a frequency offset e m relative to the receiver 
demodulation frequency. We consider at the base station the sampled received OFDM 
signal and model the received signal as 

M-1 

r(k) = E sm(k - e m ) e ^ k ' N + n(k), (3) 
m=0 

where the sm(k) is the transmitted signal (2). The above model focuses on the frequency-
or subband division property of the multiple-access scheme as this property significantly 
affects the offset estimation. The receiver offset estimator addresses the time-division 
property of om target system by applying one estimator to every time slot. 

The bank of bandpass filters in the receiver, discussed in Section 3.1 separates the 
users' signals. Note that the signals rm(k) spectrally overlap and that even the use of 
ideal brickwall filters in the filterbank does not perfectly separate these bands. Perfect 
separation of the users typically is accomplished by the removal of the cyclic prefix 
and the demodulation by the FFT. Such separation, however, removes the redundancy 
which is needed by the offset estimation in om synchronization scheme. Therefore, we 
use bandpass filters to separate the subcarriers groupings. We wil l see that the filters 
separate different users' signals sufficiently for om estimation purpose. 

We apply the following estimator to the outputs of the mth filter (dropping the 
subscript m) [3]: 

0 = a r g m a x { | 7 ( 0 ) | - p * ( 0 ) } > (4) 

where 

e+L-i 

7(0) = E r*{k)r(k + N), (5) 
k=e 

i e+L-i 

m = 5 E |r(fc)| 2 + |r(A; + Ar) | 2 , (6) 
z k=e 
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Figure 5: The effect the number of the number of subcarriers in one subband on the 
mean-squared error of the time offset estimator (top) and the frequency offset estimator 
(bottom). The target system consists of 1024 subcarriers and the subbands consist of 22 
subcarriers (solid), 44 subcarriers (dashed), and 88 subcarriers (dash-dotted). 

and where p = §M+i • Estimator (4) exploits the correlation introduced by the cyclic 
prefix to estimate the offsets, see [3]. Its strength is that it is independent of the mod
ulation and that it does not need pilot symbols. It is a one-shot estimator in the sense 
that the estimates are based on the observation of one OFDM symbol. 

This estimator is shown to be the joint Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimate of 6 and 
£ [3] if the output of each filter can be written as 

r(k) = s(k - 9 ) e j 2 m k / N + n(Jfe), (7) 

where the samples s(k) are Gaussian distributed and uncorrelated except for the pairs 
of identical samples contained in the cyclic prefix. In om multiuser scenario the mth 
transmitted signal is, however, a narrowband signal and thus does not have this simple 
correlation property. Moreover, the filters do not perfectly separate the various users, 
and the filter outputs contain contributions from other subbands with other time and 
frequency offsets. The performance of estimator (4) in om scenario is shown in Figure 5. 
This figure shows the mean-squared error of the estimates (4) for our target system with 
three different sizes of the subbands: 22, 44, an 88 adjacent subcarriers per subband. 
Note that the estimator's performance is very sensitive to the number of subcarriers 
in one subband. Typically in a pure time-division multiple access scenario (only one 
subband consisting of all subcarriers) the estimator (4) can be applied directly. However, 
in a system with many narrow subbands the performance of the estimator does not meet 
the requirements. 
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Figure 6: The structure of the time and frequency offset estimator 

We now assume that time and frequency offsets do not change very much between 
two clock or oscillator updates. The characteristics of the clocks and oscillators may 
affect the choice of the update frequency in a system. We generalize estimator (4) and 
consider the statistics 

7t(0) = aöw (0) + (1 - aMO), (8) 

*t(0) = o * t _ i (6) + (1 - o )* t ( f l ) , 

where 0 < a < 1 is a forgetting factor and 7 t(t9) and 3>t.(#) are the one-shot statistics 
(5). For a = 0 this estimator is identical to (5), but for other a i t exploits information 
about the offsets carried by past redundancies. In the rest of this paper we show results 
for a = 0.75. Based on this statistic and following estimator structme (4) we use the 
estimator 

0t = argmax { f t (0)| +p5 t(fl)}, (9) 

The exponential weighting is suitable in environments where 0 and e vary slowly. Figure 
6 shows the structme of the estimator. Estimator (10) weights the one-symbol statistics 
7t(f9) and $t(0) exponentially. Such an IIR implementation of the averaging requhes the 
receiver to store only the joint statistic 7t(0) and $t(0). 

4 Simulation results 

4.1 Multiuser scenario 

Table 1 specifies the transmission parameters of our target multiuser system based on [1], 
which we will use to evaluate om synchronization scheme. UMTS has been assigned fre
quencies in the 2.2 GHz band. The uplink and downlink use different frequency bands, 
each 4.27 MHz wide, containing 1024 subcarriers. The intercarrier spacing is thus 4.17 
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Center frequency 2.2 GHz 
Uplink / Downlink bandwidth 4.27 MHz / 4.27 MHz 
Intercarrier spacing 4.17 kHz 
Symbol length 240 /zsec (1024 samples) 
Cyclic prefix 48 usee (205 samples) 

Table 1: Transmission characteristics of the system [1] 

Transmission block 22 subcarriers x 3 symbols 
Data rate multiples of 5.7 kbits/second 
Minimum data rate (Speech service) 17.1 kbits/second 
Maximum data rate 5 Mbits/second 

Table 2: Multiple access characteristics of the system [1] 

kHz and the symbol length (without cyclic prefix) is 240 /zsec. In this system the require
ment of a maximum frequency offset of 1-2% of the intercarrier spacing becomes about 
50 Hz. Each symbol is cyclically extended by 48 /zsec (205 samples), such that the total 
symbol length becomes 288 /zsec. The length of the cyclic prefix is sufficiently long to 
provide immunity against channel dispersion. 

The prefix accommodates both delay spread of the channel and offsets of the symbol 
clock. As long as the accumulated effect of a symbol clock offset and a far echo in the 
channel impulse response does not exceed 48 /zsec, the system performance is equal to 
a system with a perfect symbol clock. As discussed in Section 2.2 the cyclic prefix thus 
provides robustness to small symbol time offsets. For example, if the channel impulse 
response contains echoes up to 34 /zsec, the symbol synchronizer must provide synchro
nization to within the remaining 14 /zsec (60 samples). In Section 4 we will see that om 
synchronization scheme rarely exceeds these 14 /zsec (60 samples). Therefore, the system 
accommodates channel impulse responses with echoes up to 34 /zsec. 

Table 2 specifies and Figure 2 illustrates the multiple access characteristics of om 
target system [1], already briefly discussed in Section 2. As a minimal access entity, 
every user is assigned 22 adjacent subcarriers during 3 consecutive OFDM symbols. We 
will refer to such an entity as a transmission block. In between two subbands are two 
guard carriers which are not modulated. 

For a typical low-rate circuit service, such as a speech service, 3 such transmission 
blocks are transmitted every 18.47 msec. For higher data rates, users would typically 
request more transmission blocks. The proposal [1] provides more frequency diversity 
via a slow frequency-hopping system which we in om simulations do not regard. The 
proposed synchronization scheme would benefit from this hopping scheme. 

We evaluate the synchronization scheme for two types of modulation. First, a dif
ferential QPSK system modulates the data symbols differentially across the subcarriers. 
Therefore 21 information symbols are transmitted in each OFDM symbol in a transmis
sion block. Secondly, a coherent QPSK system is simulated, in which the base station 
uses a channel estimator and a channel equalizer to correct for the multiplicative channel 
distortion of the data symbols. The pilot positions for channel estimation are shown in 
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tap 
relative delay 

(nsec) 
average power 

(dB) 

1 0 0 
2 310 -1.0 
3 710 -9.0 
4 1090 -10.0 
5 1730 -15.0 
6 2510 -20.0 

Table 3: Characteristics of the ETSI 'Vehicular A' channel environment 

Figure 2. Each OFDM symbol in a transmission block contains 22 QPSK symbols, 4 of 
which are known pilot symbols. This modulation system differs from the proposal [1] 
which employs DQPSK. 

For the coherent system simulations the base station channel estimator hk is the 
following. We base om estimator on the 4 received data symbols at the pilot positions 
which we collect in the 4 x 1 vector y>. The base station then estimates the channel 
attenuations with the hnear estimator 

h = I W R - ^ y p (10) 

where R h y p is the cross-correlation matrix between the channel h and the received data 
yp, and Ry P ! / p is the auto-correlation matrix of the received pilot data. Since we do 
not know these channel correlations, we design generic matrices based on the following 
correlation properties: The assumed channel delay spread is exponentially decaying with 
an rms-value of 10 samples. The channel correlation matrices for this channel are given 
in [17]. The correlation matrix is designed for an assumed SNR of 20 dB, see [17]. 

4.2 Channel model 

We have evaluated the synchronization scheme in one of the channel environments defined 
by ETSI for the evaluation of radio interface proposals. The time-varying channel impulse 
response for these models can be described by 

/ l(T,t) = E « i W ^ - 7 " i ) - ( U ) 
i 

This equation defines the channel impulse response at time i as a function of the lag r . 
In this paper we will evaluate our synchronization algorithm for the choices of a* and n 
associated with the Vehicular-A channel environment [18]. The channel taps a,(t) are 
complex independent stochastic variables, fading with a Jakes' Doppler spectrum [19], 
with a maximum Doppler frequency of 240 Hz, reflecting a mobile speed of approximately 
120 km/h (and scatterers uniformly distributed around the mobile). The real-valued r, 
and the variance of the complex-valued oti are given in [18] and repeated in Table 3. 
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Figure 7: Timing offsets versus time. The true timing offset (solid) and the estimated 
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Figure 8: Frequency offsets versus time. The true frequency offset (sohd) and the esti
mated frequency offset (dashed). 

4.3 Estimator performance 

In om synchronization scheme we assume that the users' signals arrive at the base station 
with equal power, that is, we assume ideal power control. The characteristics of the filters 
determine the sensitivity of om estimator in systems with large power variations between 
users. The estimates 9t and et are fed back to the transmitter 10 times per second. 
The system performance is determined by both the performance of the estimator and 
the characteristics of the feedback scheme. We first investigate the performance of the 
joint time and frequency offset estimator (10) employed in the base station and then 
we present simulation results for the system performance in Section 4. We consider the 
low-rate service with 3 transmission blocks each 18.47 ms. 

We evaluate the tracking performance of the estimators. Figures 7 and 8 show the 
estimates versus time. The time axis in the figures shows the index of the transmitted 
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Figure 9: The distribution of the time and frequency offset estimates. 

SNR = 10 dB 

H . - i f } 6.41 

e-e > 20 samples 0.98 % 

6-6 > 30 samples 0.08 % 

6-6 > 40 samples 0.01 % 

1.17 % 

\e - i\ > 1 % 35.22 % 
\e - £) > 2 % 8.32 % 

e - §1 > 3 % 1.96 % 

Table 4: Performance of the time and frequency offset estimates 

OFDM symbol for one user. The true time offset follows a sinusoid with 30 samples 
amplitude and a period of 96 OFDM symbols. Such time offset variations exceed practical 
offset variations a base station in om UMTS scenario would experience. The purpose of 
these curves is to show the tracking ability of the estimator. The true frequency offsets 
also foUow a sinusoid with an amplitude of 5% of the intercarrier spacing. As for the 
time offsets, such frequency drifts exceed practical drifts and show here the frequency 
estimator's tracking ability. 

The distribution of the estimation error for this run is shown in Figure 9 while Table 4, 
shows the estimator standard deviations. Of special interest is the percentage of the time 
offset estimates which fall outside a particular interval. This percentage together with 
the length of the channel dispersion shows how often ISI will occur. 
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Figure 10: The uncoded symbol error rate of the UMTS scenario with QPSK modulated 
subcarriers and channel estimation/equalization. System performance without synchro
nization errors and known channel (dotted); system performance without synchronization 
errors but with channel estimation (sohd); system performance for the proposed synchro
nization scheme (dash-dotted). In the simulations none of the time offset estimates that 
were fed back to the mobile caused ISI. 

4.4 System performance 

In Section 3 we have proposed a synchronization scheme and in Section 3 we have pro
posed an estimator of the user's time and frequency offset to the base station. Here we 
evaluate the uplink synchronization performance of the UMTS proposal employing the 
proposed synchronization scheme in the UMTS scenario. 

Figure 10 shows the uncoded symbol error rate (SER) of the system (employing QPSK 
on each subcarrier) for a system with perfect synchronization and ideal channel knowledge 
in the receiver equalizer as well as the SER for a system employing the channel estimator 
(10) in the base station receiver and fed back estimates of the time and frequency offsets 
(using (10)) in the transmitter. In the latter case we have assumed a clock drif t of 10 
ppm and estimates are fed back to the mobile 10 times per second. A loss with respect to 
the perfectly synchronized system with channel estimation is indistinguishable because 
the channel estimator compensates for parts of the time and frequency offsets. In the 
simulations none of the time offset estimates that were fed back to the mobile caused ISI. 
For long runs there may be instances when the time offset and the length of the channel 
impulse response exceed the cyclic prefix and ISI will occur. 

Figure 11 shows the same curves for a system employing differential PSK across the 
tones. In this scenario no channel estimation is performed. Besides the 3 dB loss in 
SNR compared to the coherent QPSK modulation with perfect channel knowledge, the 
tracking loop now results in a performance decrease because of time offsets. In this case 
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Figure 11: The uncoded symbol error rate of the UMTS scenario with DPSK modulated 
subcarriers. System performance without synchronization errors (sohd); system perfor
mance for the proposed synchronization scheme (dash-dotted); system performance for 
the system with QPSK modulated subcarriers without synchronization errors and known 
channel (dotted). In the simulations none of the time offset estimates that were fed back 
to the mobile caused ISI. 

the effects of a time offset, which appears as a linear phase distortion across the tones, 
are not compensated for by a channel estimator. 

5 S u m m a r y a n d conclusions 

We have shown a way to track different users in the multiuser uplink of an OFDM-
based system. Time and frequency offsets are estimated at the base station. Control 
information, based on these estimates, is returned on a downhnk control channel to the 
user, who adjusts its symbol clock and its local oscillator accordingly. The estimation is 
done by exploiting statistical redundancy due to the presence of the cychc prefix. 

We have illustrated the synchronization scheme with parameter choices and simulation 
results for the proposal [1] and show that the synchronization requirements are satisfied. 
Simulations show that the performance of a coherently modulated system employing 
om synchronization scheme is not visibly decreased compared to the performance of a 
system without time and frequency offsets. In a differentially modulated system the 
effect of the time errors on the system performance decreases the performance by about 
0.7 dB compared to a system without time and frequency offsets. 
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Analysis of DFT-Based Channel Estimators 
for OFDM 
O. Edfors, M. Sandell, J.J. van de Beek, S.K. Wilson, 
and P.O. Börjesson 

Abstract - In this paper we analyze the performance of three low-complexi
ty channel estimators, based on the discrete Fourier-transform ( D F T ) , for 
orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing ( O F D M ) systems. Estimators 
of this type have been analyzed for discrete-time channels, and we extend 
this analysis to continuous-time channels. We present analytical expressions 
for their mean-squared error ( M S E ) and evaluate their complexity versus 
symbol-error rate ( S E R ) for 16-QAM. The analysis shows that this type of 
estimators may experience an irreducible error floor at high SNRs. However, 
in one of the three estimators the error floor can be eliminated while the 
complexity stays low and the performance is maximized. 

1 Introduction 

Wireless digital communication systems using coherent signaling schemes, such as a 
quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM), require estimation and tracking of the fading 
channel. In general, this means a more complex receiver than for differential modula
tion schemes, such as differential phase-shift keying (DPSK), where the receivers operate 
without a channel estimate [1]. In orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) 
systems [2,3], DPSK is appropriate for relatively low data rates, such as in the European 
digital-audio broadcast (DAB) system [4]. However, for more spectrally-efficient OFDM 
systems, coherent modulation is more appropriate. 

We address linear estimators for OFDM where all channel attenuations in a received 
symbol are estimated simultaneously. Using the linear minimum mean-squared error 
(LMMSE) estimator, which takes advantage of the correlation between all N subcarri
ers, requires an N x N matrix multiplication. This complexity can be large depending 
on the number of subcarriers in the system. This paper presents and analyzes three 
low-complexity, suboptimal, approximations of the LMMSE channel estimator. These 
estimators all share the property that they use the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) to 
estimate the channel in the time domain, where the channel energy is more concentrated. 
Estimators of this type have been proposed [5-8], but only analyzed for discrete-time 
channels [6]. We focus on a DFT's suitability as part of an efficient channel attenuation 
estimator for OFDM systems. We compare the performance and complexity for different 
estimator designs using DFT's, assuming perfect knowledge of channel statistics. This is 
to see what is the best possible performance of each of these estimators. The techniques 
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described in this paper could use either decision-directed data [9] or pilot symbols [10]. 
Fmthermore, time correlation can be used for channel estimation and in some slow fading 
cases, see, e.g., [11], estimation in only the time direction provides sufficient performance. 
Both the choice of decision-directed versus pilot symbols and the use of time correlation 
are beyond the scope of this paper. 

The addressed estimators take the N noisy frequency-domain observations and trans
form them to the time domain by an inverse DFT (IDFT). The linear estimation is then 
performed in the time-domain, and the result transformed back to the frequency domain 
by a DFT. The transforms can be implemented with fast algorithms requiring only a 
few multiphcations per estimated attenuation, but there are still N coefficients to esti
mate simultaneously in the time-domain. However, an OFDM symbol time is, by design, 
much larger than the length of the channel. The time-domain estimation takes advan
tage of the fact that this concentrates the channel power to a relatively small number 
of time-domain samples. Three of the strategies for doing time-domain approximations 
are: approximating time-domain samples with low channel power as zero, ignoring cross 
correlations and ignoring differences in variance. The three estimators analyzed here use 
these three strategies cumulatively. 

After presenting the OFDM system model in Section 2, we introduce the three DFT-
based estimators in Section 3. In Section 4 we present an analysis of the average mean-
squared error (MSE) and show that there is an irreducible MSE-floor inherent in DFT-
based low-complexity estimators. We also illustrate their performance by presenting the 
uncoded 16-QAM symbol error rate for a 64 tone OFDM system. A complexity versus 
performance comparison is done, which singles out the second of the three estimators as 
a good trade-off. A summary and concluding remarks appear in Section 5. 

2 Sys tem model 

Figure 1 displays the OFDM base-band system used in this paper. We assume that the 
use of a cyclic prefix (CP) both preserves the orthogonality of the subcarriers and elim
inates intersymbol interference (ISI) between consecutive OFDM symbols [12]. Further, 
the channel g(r; t) is assumed to be slowly Rayleigh-fading and considered constant dur
ing one OFDM symbol. The number of tones in the system is N, and the length of the 
cychc prefix is L samples. 

Under these assumptions we can describe the system as a set of parallel Gaussian 
channels [2], shown in Figure 2, with correlated attenuations 

where h(-) is the frequency response1 of the channel g(r;t) during the OFDM symbol, 
and Ts is the sampling period of the system. In matrix notation we describe the OFDM 

'To obtain a clear linear algebra notation we represent matrices with bold upper-case and vectors 
with bold lower-case. Consequently, the time and frequency representations of the channel are chosen 
as g and h, respectively. 

(1) 
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Figure 1: Base band OFDM system. The cyclic prefix is not shown in this figure. 
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Figure 2: The OFDM system, described as a set of parallel Gaussian channels with 
correlated attenuations. 

system as 

y = X h + n, (2) 

where y is the received vector, X is a diagonal matrix containing the transmitted signal 
points, h is a channel attenuation vector, and n is a vector of independent and identically 
distributed complex, zero-mean, Gaussian noise variables with variance a\. Without loss 
of generality, we assume that E { | ^ | 2 } = 1. 

3 D F T - b a s e d estimators 

The task of the channel estimator is to estimate the channel attenuations h from the 
observations y, given the transmitted symbols X . For the sake of a tractable analysis we 
assume the xks to be known at the receiver. 

Since OFDM systems are designed such that the symbol time is significantly longer 
than the duration of the channel impulse response, the inverse DFT of the channel 
attenuation vector h has most of its power concentrated to relatively few samples. As 
an illustration of this power concentration, Figure 3 shows the channel power in the 
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Figme 3: Schematic pictures of the energy distribution of the channel after the transform 
IDFT (h). A 64 tone system with an 8 sample cyclic prefix is used in this example. 

time domain (IDFT (h)) for two channel types, sample-spaced and non-sample-spaced. 
Sample-spaced channels are channels that have all fading impulses at integer multiples of 
the system samphng rate, and for which the DFT gives optimal power concentration [6]. 
Given a non-sampled spaced continuous-time channel, the IDFT of h is no longer confined 
to the cychc prefix. This is because h is the sampled version of the continuous Fomier 
transform of the channel g(r;t). In general, the IDFT of a sampled continuous-time 
Fomier transform is not equal to the sampled original time signal. This, however does 
not mean that the system orthogonality is compromised when the channel is non-sample-
spaced. The only requirement for orthogonality is that the continuous time channel has 
a length that is less than the cyclic prefix [12]. 

DFT-based estimation of sample-spaced channels is addressed in [6], and the three 
estimators we present and analyze are generalizations thereof for non-sample-spaced chan
nels. For clarity, we first calculate the linear minimum mean-squared error (LMMSE) 
estimate of h. 

We base om estimates on the least squares (LS) estimate (the backrotated observa
tions) 

fin-X^y = h + fi, (3) 

where fi = X _ 1 n is a vector of independent Gaussian noise variables with covariance 

matrix R— = a\ ( X X * ' ) . The LS estimate h; s constitutes a sufficient statistic since 
X is non-singular. The LS estimate is a noisy observation of the channel attenuations 
and can be smoothed using correlation properties of the channel. The optimal linear 
estimator in terms of mean-squared error (MSE) is [8,13] 

h = W x h , s , (4) 

where 

W x A R h h ( K h h + al ( X X H ) ~ X \ \ (5) 

and Whh = £ { h h H ) is the auto-covariance matrix of the channel vector h. 
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Figure 4: Structure of DFT-based channel estimators, where the hnear transformation 
consists of a matrix multiplication g = Q & s . 

At this point we recognize that the weighting matrix W x is of size NxN and depends 
on the transmitted data X . As a first step towards low-complexity estimators we want 
to find a weighting matrix that is independent of the transmitted data. This can be 
obtained by considering h; s to be our observation and derive an LMMSE estimator that 
considers X to be stochastic with independent and uniformly distributed constellation 
points. In that case, the auto-covariance matrix of the noise becomes R— = g |^I> 

where ß E {\xk\
2} E {\xk\~

2) is a constellation factor (ß = 17/9 for 16-QAM) and 

SNR é. E jVfcl2} fer2 is the per-symbol signal-to-noise ratio. 

The LMMSE estimate of h from h; s now becomes 

h i m m s e = W h ; s , (6) 

where the fixed weighting matrix is given by 

ß W A R ^ + ^ l j . (7) 

This LMMSE estimator still requires TV multiplications per estimated attenuation and 
we use it both as a reference and as a starting point in the derivation of the DFT-based 
low-complexity estimators. 

We now use the property of OFDM systems identified above and in [6-8]: h is the 
sampled frequency response of a channel with short time duration compared to the OFDM 
symbol length and, hence, its associated cyclic impulse response g = IDFT (h) has only 
a few taps with significant power. If we perform the estimation in the time-domain, we 
can reduce the complexity of the estimation by using this power concentration. 

This prompts the estimator structure in Figure 4, where the LS estimate is trans
formed into its time-domain equivalent gls = IDFT (hts). The smoothing is then per
formed by a linear transformation 

g = QgZs (8) 
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and the result is transformed back to the frequency-domain, h = DFT (g J s ) . The impor
tant benefit of this estimator structme in terms of complexity is the low complexity of the 
DFT/IDFT (implemented as fast transforms) and the time-domain power concentration. 
This offers a simphfication of (8) without sacrificing too much in performance. 

Our approach is to find sparse approximations of the LMMSE estimator's equivalent 
time-domain smoothing matrix 

Q = F H W F , (9) 

where F is the N x N unitary DFT matrix and W is defined in (7). This will reduce the 
number of required multiplications, and thus the estimator complexity. A straightforward 
way is to simply ignore the coefficients in g; s that contain more noise than channel power 
and only transform the remaining elements back to the frequency domain. For sample-
spaced channels, this is a f ru i t fu l approach [5,6] since the major part of the coefficients 
only contain noise and no channel power. If the channel is not sample-spaced, however, 
the channel power is still concentrated but distributed over all coefficients. Due to the 
lost channel power in the ignored coefficients the simplification causes an irreducible error 
floor [8]. 

We now move through three simplification steps and obtain three different low-
complexity estimators, of which the last is the straightforward approach described above. 
The general concept is based on reducing the number of non-zero elements in the time-
domain matrix multiplication (8), with the aim of reducing the computational complexity 
and preserving the performance. The three estimators are selected as follows: (See Ap
pendix A for a detailed derivation.) 

• Estimator A 

By choosing the M coefficients in g; s that have the highest channel power, we 
restrict the hnear transform in the time-domain to a fixed matrix of size M x M. 
If M is chosen much smaller than N, the complexity reduction compared to the 
LMMSE is considerable. The complexity of the time-domain processing in this 
case is M2/N multiplications per estimated attenuation. This estimator converges 
to the LMMSE when M —• N. We have presented a related estimator previously 
in [8]. 

• Estimator B 

Further reductions in complexity can be done by ignoring cross-correlation between 
the M chosen taps in gis and only weighting them individually. This essentially 
means that we restrict the time-domain processing to be a diagonal M x M matrix 
multiplication. Since this matrix only has M non-zero elements, the complexity of 
this processing is M/N multiplications per estimated attenuation. To the authors' 
knowledge, this estimator has not been presented before. 

• Estimator C 

In this last estimator, we further restrict the time-domain processing to only use 
the M chosen coefficients directly as input to the DFT. This means restricting the 
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Table 1: Analyzed DFT-based estimators. See Appendix A for details. 
Esti
mator 

Restriction 
(cumulative) 

Linear 
transformation 

Effective 
matrix size 

Required 
mult. / 
attenuation 

LMMSE N.A. N.A. NxN N + 1 

A Use M coefficients QA = 
QMXM 0 

0 0 
MxM log2N + M^ + l 

B Diagonal matrix QB = 
D M X M 0 

0 0 
MxM (diag.) log 2 A + f + 1 

C Identity matrix Qc = 
I M X M 0 

0 0 
MxM (ident.) log 2 A + l 

LS N.A. N.A. N.A. 1 

matrix to an M x M identity matrix, which does not require any multiplications 
at all. When M —* N this estimator converges to the LS estimator. This estimator 
is similar to the estimator designed for sample-spaced channels in [5,6]. 

The outhned estimators (A-C) are summarized in Table 1, where we have also included 
the LMMSE and LS estimators as references. The table shows the total computational 
complexity, including the IDFT and DFT 2 for estimators A-C. In general, unless M is 
close to N, the complexity decreases in Table 1 from the LMMSE to the LS. 

4 Performance analysis 

The estimators presented in the previous section all have different computational com
plexities, and the design variations give them different performances as well. To illustrate 
the performance of these estimators, we calculate the MSE and use formulae from [15] 
to obtain the uncoded 16-QAM symbol-error rate (SER). 

The parameters we have chosen for the OFDM system are N = 64 subcarriers and a 
cyclic prefix of length L = 8 samples. The impulse response of the physical channel 

9 (T; t)=J2 am(t)6 (T - TM) 
m 

consists of independent Rayleigh-fading (am) impulses, uniformly distributed ( r m ) over 
the length of the cyclic prefix and with a constant power delay profile. From this channel 
model we calculate the auto-covariance matrix of the channel attenuations h [16]. 
The cyclic impulse response g = F H h has a corresponding auto-covariance matrix R 5 9 = 
F-^RfchF. In the analysis, we reorder the time-domain indices so that the variances, -y^ = 
E{\9k\2}, are in decreasing order, i.e. 7o > 7i • • • > 1N-\- This simplifies the indexing 
in the analysis. In a more practical system, the designer could reorder the indices based 
on a generic channel model. Though this may result in a mismatch, this consideration 

2To obtain a complexity measure we have assumed that N is a power of two and that the DFT and 
the IDFT requires |iVlog 2 N complex multiplications each [14]. 
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Estimator Average MSE 

LMMSE 1 3 V *k,N 

A 
1 . M - 1 A 

ivSNE £ x k , M + ' ^ 1 M S E 

B 

C f g ^ + MSE 

LS SNE 

^k,M ~ eigenvalues of R3 S,AC . 

7fc - diagonal elements of Hgg in decreasing order. 

MSE = jf 7* (MSE floor) 
k=M 

Table 2: Average MSE for the investigated estimators. R 9 5 , M denotes the covariance 
matrix of the M dominating taps in g. Note that the \k,NS are eigenvalues of Rgg. 

is beyond the scope of this paper. After index reordering, the auto-covariance matrix of 
the M used transform coefficients, R 9 9 , M , is the upper left MxM corner of Rgg. 

Through direct calculation of the auto-covariance matrix of the estimation error 

R E Q E Q = £ { ( h - h ) ( h - h ) * } (10) 

for all estimators, we obtain their respective average MSEs 

MSE = -^TVace (neQeQ) . (11) 

Note that the diagonal elements of R e Q e e are the individual error variances for each chan
nel attenuation. The calculations are derived in Appendix A. The final MSE expressions 
for the LMMSE estimator, the low-complexity estimators (A-C) and the LS estimator 
are displayed in Table 2. Appendix A also contains a note on sample-spaced channels 
that is of interest when comparing this analysis with the analysis in [6]. As displayed in 
the table, estimators A, B, and C experience an error floor (MSE) due to the channel 
power in the N—Af excluded channel taps. This error floor is the same for all DFT-based 
low-complexity estimators. The individual ranking of the low-complexity estimators in 
terms of MSE, for a fixed M, is MSE^ < MSE B < MSE C . 

Using the formulae from [15], we display 16-QAM SER curves for two different num
bers of included transform coefficients ( M = 10 and M = 40) in Figme 5. The 16-QAM 
SER of the ful l LMMSE estimator and the LS estimator are also included in the figme, 
as references. The LMMSE, which is the best estimator, is about 1 dB away from known 
channel at all SNRs.Note that for M = 10 there is no visible difference in SER between 
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Figure 5: Uncoded 16-QAM SER for three systems using the low-complexity estimators 
A, B, and C, respectively. (Note: Estimators A, B and C have the same SER for M = 10.) 
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Figme 6: SER versus estimator complexity at SNR = 15 dB. Note the discontinuities of 
the abscissa. 

the three low-complexity estimators and that the SER levels off at high SNRs, due to 
the error floor. I t is only for higher values of M that a difference in SER is noticeable 
between the low-complexity estimators. I t is also noteworthy that even at M = 40 (out 
of a possible N = 64) the error floor is visible, and the low-complexity estimators perform 
worse than the LS estimator above a certain SNR. For M = 40, the figme also shows 
that the performance of the estimators is decreasing from A to C. 
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Figure 7: Uncoded 16-QAM SER for estimator B where all 64 taps are used (M = N). 
Curves for the LMMSE and LS estimators are included as references. 

The performance of the low-complexity estimators, especially for high SNRs, depends 
strongly on the number of included taps. An analysis of this behavior shows that the three 
low-complexity estimators are quite different in terms of complexity versus performance. 
This is illustrated in Figure 6, which shows that the complexity needs to be high to make 
estimator A the best in terms of SER. In general, estimators B and C are more efficient 
per required multiplication. For a 64 subcarrier system, the complexity of estimator C is 
always 7 multiplications per attenuation while estimator B has a complexity of between 
7 and 8 multiplications per attenuation, depending on the number of taps used. 

If we want to eliminate the error floor entirely, we have to use aU taps (M = N) 
in estimators A-C. Effectively, this turns estimator A into the high-complexity LMMSE 
estimator and estimator C into the low-performance LS estimator. However, estimator 
B which has lower complexity than estimator A and better performance than estimator 
C is a good compromise between the two. Estimator A does not have a complexity low 
enough to compete with the other two and the approximations in estimator C seem to 
be too crude to provide a good estimate. This enables us to single out estimator B as the 
best trade-off between complexity and performance among the three estimators analyzed. 

As a final comparison, we present the 16-QAM SER performance of estimator B (with 
all taps included), the LMMSE estimator, and the LS estimator in Figure 7. The SER 
performance of estimator B is good for low SNRs where it resembles that of the LMMSE 
estimator, and this at less than 1/8 of the complexity (number of multiplications) of the 
LMMSE. At high SNRs it converges to the SER of the LS estimator, but there is no error 
floor and the performance never becomes worse than that of the LS estimator. Estimator 
B has more than a 2 dB gain over the LS estimate for SNRs less than 15 dB and a 3 dB 
gain for SNRs below 5 dB. 
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5 Conclusions 

In this paper we have presented the MSE and SER performances of three low-complexity 
DFT-based estimators (A-C). Using M of the N time-domain coefficients yields estima
tors with complexity (excluding the DFT/IDFT) of M2/N, M/N and 0 multiplications 
per estimated channel attenuation, respectively. Only the first of these estimators is po
tentially of high complexity since M < N. We have provided analytical expressions for 
the mean-squared error of all three estimators and shown that, if the number of included 
taps is less than N, they suffer from an irreducible error floor. 

The error-floor can be removed if all taps are used in the hnear transform, but only 
estimator B maintains both its performance and its low complexity in this case. The 
other two designs either experience a drastically increased complexity (estimator A) 
or converge to the poor performance of the LS estimator (estimator C). Estimator B 
maintains good performance with low complexity by ignoring the relatively small cross-
correlation between the time-domain channel coefficients. So, we consider estimator B 
using all N coefficients to be the most suitable of the DFT-based channel estimators. At 
low SNRs in the investigated system it has almost the same performance as the LMMSE 
estimator, which in turn is only about 1 dB away from known channel, and this at less 
than 1/8 of the complexity.Further, in terms of symbol-error rate, this estimator has 
more than a 2 dB gain over the LS estimator for SNRs less than 15 dB. 

A E s t i m a t o r expressions 

In this appendix we provide expressions for the linear transformations of the three low-
complexity estimators and the MSE for each estimator. At the end we have also included 
a note on sample-spaced channels, which is of interest when comparing om analysis to 
the one in [6]. 

To simplify the matrix notation we assume that the coefficients in the cyclic im
pulse response g;s are ordered according to decreasing channel power. This is justified 
since permutations of the DFT/IDFT coefficients do not change the estimators - i t only 
changes the order in which the coefficients are indexed. The channel power in coefficient 
giSik is denoted % — E {|flfe| 2 | , which are the diagonal elements of R 5 9 . 

Before we start the derivation, we write the estimator structme, Figure 4, in matrix 
notation 

where Q is the matrix representing the Hnear transformation in the time domain and F is 
the NxN unitary DFT matrix (Note: F _ 1 = FH). Further, we need the auto-covariance 
matrix of g which is 

We are minimizing the MSE, and thus need an explicit expression for the auto-
covariance matrix of the estimation error (10) 

h Q = F Q F X _ 1 y = F Q F H h , (12) 

(13) 

R, (14) 
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= F Q F H ^Rhh + g ^ p ^ j FQHFH -

R ^ F O / F " - F Q F ^ R * + R M , 

which gives the MSE according to (11). 
To save space, the calculations below are not presented in detail. However, the 

respective Q matrices of the estimators are substituted in (14) and the following equalities 
are applied: 

• Trace ( U R U H ) = Trace (R), when U is a unitary matrix. 

• Trace ( D i R D 2 ) = Trace ( D i D 2 R ) , when D i and D 2 are diagonal matrices. 

• Rrø.M = U ^ R / ^ U M , where F - [ UM VN-M ] and UM contains the first M 
columns of F . 

• UMVM = 0, where U M and VN-M are defined above. 

To simplify the MSE expressions we also use that the trace of a matrix is equivalent 
to the sum of its eigenvalues [17]. Further, relation (13) imphes that Whh and Rgg share 
the same eigenvalues [17], which is used to avoid separate notations. 

• L S estimator 

The LS estimate (3) is used as input to the IDFT in Figme 4, and its MSE is 

MSE SNR' 

This estimate only requires one multiphcation per estimated attenuation. Since it 
is the input to the rest of the estimators, this one multiphcation will show up in 
the following complexity expressions. 

• L M M S E estimator 

The LMMSE estimator is given in (6) and (7) and its MSE becomes 

-^Trace ( R h h (l - (l\hh + J - l ) Rhh 

N — y u t y~ v SNR' 

where the A ^ s are eigenvalues of Rhh (and Rgg). 

Implementing this estimator as a matrix multiphcation as in (6) requires N+1 
multiplications per estimated attenuation. 
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• Estimator A 

Imposing the first restriction on the linear transformation, 

QMXM 0 

0 0 

the minimal M S E is obtained if 

where R 9 S , M is the upper left MxM corner of R R Ø . 

The M S E of this estimator is 

1 

1 ß 

ß 
M S E = -Trace R g g M I - R S 9 , w + + M S E 

SNR' 

N SNR ^ XKM + ^ 
+ M S E 

SNR 

where the A fc iM-s are eigenvalues of R S 9 , M and 

AT-1 

M S E = Trace ( V ^ R ^ V ^ - M ) = £ Tk, (15) 
ifc=M 

where VJV-M contains the last N - M columns of F. We call MSE the MSE floor, 
since it only depends on the number of excluded taps (N — M) and lower bounds 
the MSE. 

Implementing this estimator according to Figure 4 requires log 2 N + + 1 multi
plications per estimated attenuation. 

• Estimator B 

Applying the second restriction on the linear transformation, 

0 0 

where D M = d iag (<5 0 ,S i , . . . , 6M-I ) , we obtain a minimal MSE if 

, 7fc 
Ok = ; — • 

7 F C + B N R 

The M S E of this estimator is 
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where MSE is given by (15). 

Implementing this estimator accordmg to Figme 4 requires log 2 JV + ^ + 1 multi
plications per estimated attenuation. 

Estimator C 

Applying the last restriction on the linear transformation, 

0 0 

we do not have any choice in the design, except for M, and the MSE becomes 

M 0 
MSE: 

TV SNR 
+ MSE 

where, again, MSE is given by (15). 

Implementing this estimator according to Figure 4 requires log 2 N + 1 multiplica
tions per estimated attenuation. 

A note on sample-spaced channels 
The above expressions are derived for a general case, but they have some interesting 

properties for sample-spaced channels that are worth noting. Consider a channel impulse 
response 

9 ( r ; t) = am (*) S(T- mTs), 
m=0 

where the fading amplitudes am(t), of the sample-spaced impulses, are independent. 
Then F diagonalizes Khh, and R 9 9 becomes diagonal with only L non-zero elements. 
The channel power in the fcth. coefficient of g;s is therefore equivalent to the fcth largest 
eigenvalue Xk,N of R M (and R 9 9 ) , and the eigenvalues of R 9 9 ,AT becomes XkiM = Xk,N = 
7fc, of which only the first L are non-zero. Hence, the MSEs for the estimators become: 

Estimator Average M S E 

LMMSE 

A 

B ^ f c 5 0 ^ + M S E 

C #5rtR- + M S E 

LS ß 
SNR 
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First of all, estimator A is now equivalent to estimator B and, since yk = 0 for k > L, 
both estimator A and B are equivalent to the LMMSE estimator for M > L. Further, 
since MSE = 0 for M > L, we can choose M = L in estimator C which reduces the noise, 
compared to the LS estimator, to a fraction L/N. This last observation was also done 
in [6], where the use of a standard (non-unitary) DFT results in a different notation for 
Ik-
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O F D M Channel Estimation by Singular 
Value Decomposition 

O. Edfors, M. Sandell, J.J. van de Beek, S.K. Wilson, 
and P.O. Börjesson 

Abstract - In this paper we present and analyze low-rank channel estima
tors for orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing ( O F D M ) systems using 
the frequency correlation of the channel. Low-rank approximations based on 
the discrete Fourier transform ( D F T ) have been proposed but these suffer 
from poor performance when the channel is not sample-spaced. We apply 
the theory of optimal rank-reduction to linear minimum mean-squared er
ror ( L M M S E ) estimators and show that these estimators, when using a fixed 
design, are robust to changes in channel correlation and signal-to-noise ratio 
( S N R ) . The performance is presented in terms of uncoded symbol-error rate 
( S E R ) for a system using 16-quadrature amplitude modulation ( Q A M ) . 

1 Introduction 

Wireless digital communication systems using multiamplitude modulation schemes, such 
as quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM), generally require estimation and tracking of 
the fading channel. In general, this means a more complex receiver than for differential 
modulation schemes, such as differential phase-shift keying (DPSK), where the receivers 
operate without a channel estimate [1]. 

In orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) systems, DPSK is appropriate 
for relatively low data rates, such as in the European digital-audio broadcast (DAB) 
system [2]. However, for more spectrally-efficient OFDM systems, coherent modulation 
is more appropriate. 

The structure of OFDM signalling allows a channel estimator to use both time and 
frequency correlation. Such a two-dimensional estimator structme is generally too com
plex for a practical implementation. To reduce the complexity, separating the use of 
time and frequency correlation has been proposed [3]. This combined scheme uses two 
separate finite-impulse response (FIR) Wiener filters, one in the frequency direction and 
the other in the time direction. 

In this paper we present and analyze a class of block-oriented channel estimators for 
OFDM, where only the frequency correlation of the channel is used in the estimation. 
Whatever their level of performance, they may be improved with the addition of a second 
filter using the time correlation [3,4]. 

Though the linear minimum mean-squared error (LMMSE) estimator using only fre
quency correlation has lower complexity than one using both time and frequency cor-
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Figure 1: Base-band model of an OFDM system. CP denotes the cyclic prefix. 

relation, i t still requires a large number of operations. We introduce a low-complexity 
approximation to the frequency-based LMMSE estimator that uses the theory of optimal 
rank reduction [5]. Other types of low-rank approximations, based on the discrete-time 
Fourier transform (DFT), have been proposed for OFDM systems before [6-8]. The work 
presented in this paper was inspired by the observations in [8], where it is shown that 
DFT-based low-rank channel estimators have limited performance for nonsample-spaced 
channels and high signal-to-noise ratios (SNR's). 

After presenting the OFDM system model and om scenario in Section 2, we introduce 
the estimators and derive their complexities in Section 3. We analyze the symbol-error 
rate (SER) performance in Section 4, where we also discuss design considerations. The 
proposed low-rank estimator is compared to other estimators in Section 5 and a summary 
and concluding remarks appear in Section 6. 

2 Sys tem description 

2.1 System model 

Figme 1 displays the OFDM baseband model used in this paper. We assume that the use 
of a cyclic prefix (CP) [9] both preserves the orthogonality of the tones and eliminates 
intersymbol interference (ISI) between consecutive OFDM symbols. Further, the channel 
is assumed to be slowly fading, so it is considered to be constant dming one OFDM 
symbol. The number of tones in the system is N, and the length of the cychc prefix is L 
samples. 

Under these assumptions we can describe the system as a set of parallel Gaussian 
channels, shown in Figure 2, with correlated attenuations hk. The attenuations on each 
tone are given by 

where G (•) is the frequency response of the channel g ( T ) dming the OFDM symbol, 
and Ts is the sampling period of the system. In matrix notation we describe the OFDM 
system as 

y = X h + n, (1) 
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Figure 2: The OFDM system, described as a set of parallel Gaussian channels with 
correlated attenuations. 

where y is the received vector, X is a diagonal matrix containing the transmitted sig
nalling points, h is a channel attenuation vector, and n is a vector of i.i.d. complex, 
zero-mean, Gaussian noise with variance a\. The noise n is assumed to be uncorrelated 
with the channel h. 

2.2 Channel model 

We consider a fading multipath channel model [1], consisting of M impulses 

M - 1 

9(T) = £ ak6(r-TkTs), 
k=0 

(2) 

where ak are zero-mean, complex Gaussian, random variables with a power-delay profile 
ö(xfc). In this paper we use M = 5 impulses, an exponentially decaying power-delay 
profile 6 (rk) = Ct~TklTrms and delays rk that are uniformly and independently distributed 
over the length of the CP. For correlation properties of this channel model, see Appendix 
A. 

2.3 Scenario 

Om scenario consists of a wireless 16-QAM OFDM system, designed for an outdoor 
environment, that is capable of carrying digital video. The system operates with a 500 
kHz bandwidth and is divided into 64 tones with a total symbol period of 136 us, of which 
8 us constitute the CP. One OFDM symbol thus consists of 68 samples (N + L = 68), 
four of which constitute the cyclic prefix (L = 4). The uncoded data rate of the system 
is 1.9 Mbit/sec. We assume that the root-mean square (rms) width is r r m s = 1 sample 
(2 ßs) for the power-delay profile. 
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3 L i n e a r estimation across tones 

In the following section we present a reduced-complexity LMMSE estimate of the chan
nel attenuations h from the received vector y and the transmitted data X . We assume 
that the received OFDM symbol contains data known to the estimator - either training 
data or receiver decisions [10]. The proposed estimator can also be used in pilot-symbol 
assisted modulation (PSAM) [3], where known symbols (pilots) are multiplexed into the 
transmitted data stream and channel estimation is performed by interpolation, see Sec
tion 5.2. However, to analyze the properties of the estimator, it is more enhghtening to 
assume that the receiver knows the transmitted data X . 

The complexity reduction of the LMMSE estimator consists of two separate steps. In 
the first step we modify the LMMSE by averaging over the transmitted data, obtaining a 
simphfied estimator. In the second step we reduce the number of multiplications required 
by applying the theory of optimal rank reduction [5]. 

3.1 LMMSE estimation 
The LMMSE estimate of the channel attenuations h in (1), given the received data y 
and the transmitted symbols X is [8] 

hlmmse = Rhh (^Rhh + 0~n ( X X H ) \ h i s , (3) 

where 

h u - X - V - I * £ 22=*]* (4) 

is the least-squares (LS) estimate of h, a2, is the variance of the additive channel noise and 

Rhh = E j h h H | is the channel autocorrelation matrix. The superscript ( - ) H denotes 
Hermitian transpose. In the following we assume, without loss of generality, that the 
variances of the channel attenuations in h are normalized to unity, i.e., E | | / i f c | 2 | = 1. 

The LMMSE estimator (3) is of considerable complexity since a matrix inversion is 
needed every time the data in X changes. We reduce the complexity of this estimator by 
averaging over the transmitted data [1], i.e., we replace the term ( X X H ) _ 1 in (3) with 
its expectation E | ( X X H ) - 1 | . Simulations indicate that the performance degradation is 
negligible. Assuming the same signal constellation on all tones and equal probability on 
all constellation points, we have £ ' { ( X X H ) _ 1 } = £{ | l /x j fc | 2 }I , where I is the identity 

matrix. Defining the average SNR as E {\xk\
2} we obtain the simplified estimator 

h = Rhh (Rhh + g | ^ l ) h i s , (5) 

where 

ß = E{\xk\
2}E{\l/xk\

2} 

is a constant depending on the signal constellation. In the case of 16-QAM transmission, 
ß = 17/9. Because X is no longer a factor in the matrix calculation, the inversion of 
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^ h h + ^ o e s n o t n e e c * t o ^ e calculated e a c ^ t i m e t n e transmitted data in X changes. 
Furthermore, if TLhh and SNR are known beforehand or are set to fixed nominal values, 
the matrix Rhh(Rhh + x^rrjT)~l needs to be calculated only once. Under these conditions 
the estimation requires A* multiplications per tone. To further reduce the complexity of 
the estimator, we proceed with the low-rank approximations below. 

3.2 Optimal low-rank approximations 

Optimal rank reduction is achieved by using the singular value decomposition (SVD) [5]. 
The SVD of the channel autocovariance matrix is 

Rhh = U A T j " , (6) 

where U is a unitary matrix containing the singular vectors and A is a diagonal matrix, 
containing the singular values Ai > A 2 > . . . > Ajv on its diagonal1. In Appendix B it is 
shown that the optimal rank-p estimator is 

h p = U A p U H h ; s , (7) 

where A p is a diagonal matrix with entries 

k = l , 2 , . . . , p 
6k = A f c + 5 N R . (8) 

{ 0 fc = p + l , . . . , i V 

Interpreting the matrix U H as a transform2, the singular value Xk of Rhh is the 
channel power (variance) contained in the kth transform coefficient after transforming 
the LS estimate h i s . Since U is unitary, this transformation can be viewed as rotating 
the vector h; s so that all of its components are uncorrelated [5]. The dimension of the 
space of essentially time- and band-limited signals leads us to the rank needed in the 
low-rank estimator. In [11] it is shown that this dimension is about 2BT + 1, where B 
is the one-sided bandwidth and T is the time interval of the signal. Accordingly, the 
magnitude of the singular values of R/,/, should become small after about L + 1 values, 
where L is the length of the CP (25 = 1/TS, T = LTS and 2BT + 1 = 1 + 1). This is 
illustrated in Figme 3, where the singular values of the channel are shown. The system 
and channel parameters are chosen according to Section 2.3. A block diagram of the 
rank—p estimator in (7) is shown in Figme 4, where the LS estimate is calculated from 
y by multiplying by X - 1 . The low-rank estimator can be interpreted as first projecting 
the LS-estimates onto a subspace and then performing the estimation. If the subspace 
has a small dimension and can describe the channel well, the complexity of the estimator 
will be low while showing a good performance. 

'Since we are dealing with Hermitian matrices the kks are also eigenvalues. However, we use the 
terminology of the SVD since it is more general and can be used in optimal rank reduction of nonsquare 
matrices. 

2The transform in this special case of low-rank approximation is the Karhunen-Loeve (a.k.a. Hotelling) 
transform of h. 
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Figure 3: Relative channel power Xk/E { |A* | 2 } , of the transform coefficients. The system 
uses 64 tones and the channel parameters are L = 4 and r r m s = 1; see Sections 2.2 and 
2.3 
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Figure 4: Block diagram of the rank-p channel estimator. 

3.3 Estimator complexity 

The low-rank estimators will have an irreducible error floor due to the part of the channel 
that does not belong to the subspace. To eliminate this error floor up to a given SNR 
we need to make sure om estimator rank is sufficiently large. This prompts an analysis 
of the computational complexity of the rank— p estimator. In Appendix C the low-
rank estimator is shown to require 2p multiplications per tone. In comparison with the 
estimator (5), we have managed to reduce the number of multiplications from N to 2p 
per tone. The smaller p is, the lower the computational complexity, but the larger the 
approximation error becomes. Following the analysis in Section 3.2, we can expect a 
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good approximation when p is in the range of the number of samples in the CP, which is 
usually much smaller than the number of tones, N. 

3.4 Partitioning into subsystems 

A legitimate question at this point is: what happens for a system with many tones and 
many samples in the CP. The number of calculations per tone can be considerable if a 
rank—p estimator is used directly on all tones in the system. One solution to this problem 
is to partition the tones into reasonably sized blocks and, at a certain performance loss, 
perform the estimation independently in these blocks. By dividing the channel attenua
tions into K equally sized blocks, the bandwidth in each block is reduced by a factor K. 
Referring again to the dimension of the space of essentially time- and band-limited sig
nals [11], the expected number of essential base vectors is reduced from L+l to L/K + l. 
Hence the complexity of the estimator decreases accordingly. 

To illustrate the idea, let us assume a system with N = 1024 tones and an L = 64 
sample CP. The uniform channel correlation between the attenuations hm and hn in this 
system is, see Appendix A, 

if m = n 

if m^n 

1 
l-e 

This only depends on the distance between the tones m — n and the ratio between the 
length of the cyclic prefix and the number of tones, L/N. The 1024 tone system can be 
described by 

" yd) -

. y ( 1 6 ) . 

X ( i ) • h « ' - n ( l ) -

+ 

. h ( 1 6 ) . . n ( 1 6 ) . 

that is, as 16 parallel 64-tone systems, 

y{« = x ( f c ) h ( f c ) + n w , k = 1,2,... 16. 

We have the same channel correlation in each subsystem as we have in the 64-tone 
scenario in this paper (L/N = 4/64 = 64/1024). By estimating the channel attenuations 
b/fc' in each subsystem independently, we neglect the correlation between tones in different 
subsystems, but obtain the same mean-squared error (MSE) performance as in om 64-
tone scenario. The advantage is a significant reduction of complexity. 

4 Es t imator performance and design 

To further simplify this estimator, we propose a generic low-rank frequency-based channel 
estimator, i.e., an estimator which is designed for fixed, nominal values of SNR and 
channel correlation. Hence, we need to study the choice of the rank, channel correlation 
and SNR for this estimator so that it is robust to variations in the channel statistics. As 
a performance measure, we use uncoded SER for 16-QAM signaling. The SER in this 
case can be calculated from the mean-squared error with the formulas in [12]. 
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Figure 5: Effects of SNR design mismatch. The channel estimator is designed for a 
uniform power-delay profile and evaluated for an exponentially decaying power-delay 
profile. 

4.1 S E R performance under mismatch 
In practice, the true channel correlation and SNR are not known. To get a general ex
pression for the estimator SER, we derive it under the assumption that the estimator 
is designed for correlation R / j , and SNR, while the true values are R ^ and SNR, re

spectively, where h denotes a channel with different statistics than h . This allows us to 
analyze this estimator's sensitivity to design errors. Under these assumptions, the MSE 
(relative to the channel power) of the rank— p estimate (7) becomes, see Appendix D, 

1 p 

mse (p) = — £ 
J V it=i 

Lik (1 - Sk)
2 + JLsl 

M V ; SNR k 4 E * (9) 
JV k=p+l 

where 6k is defined in (8) and \ik is the kth diagonal element of U ^ R ^ U , cf. (6). Since 

£ { ( U * h ) ( u * h ) H } = U » R ^ U , 

ßk can be interpreted as the variance of the transformed channel, U H h , under correlation 
mismatch. I t should be noted that the elements of U H h are no longer uncorrelated. 
However, due to the fact that the power-delay profile is short compared to the OFDM 
symbol, the first p elements can be expected to contain most of the power. This property 
will ensure only a small performance loss when the estimator is designed for wrong channel 
statistics. 
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Figme 6: SER floor as a function of estimator rank. 

Fixed FIR estimators have been investigated in [3] and [13] where it is shown that 
a design for the worst correlation is robust to mismatch. This design rule turns out to 
hold for low-rank estimators as well. Hence we will design the estimator for a uniform 
power-delay profile [3]. As for mismatch in SNR, a design for a high SNR is preferable. 
This can intuitively be explained by the fact that a channel estimation error is concealed 
in noise for low SNR, whereas it tends to dominate for high SNR where the noise is 
low. Hence, it is important to keep the channel estimation error low at high SNR, which 
justifies a design for high SNR. This interpretation is confirmed in Figme 5 where the 
SER curves for a design SNR of 0, 10 and 20 dB are shown. 

4.2 Rank reduction 

The MSE of the rank—p estimator is mainly determined by the channel power contained 
in the transform coefficients and can be expressed as (9). The MSE is a monotonically 
decreasing function of SNR and can be bounded from below by the last term, 

1 N 

mse(p) = — J2 Mm < mse (p), (10) 
* m=p+l 

which is the sum of the channel power in the transform coefficients not used in the 
estimate. This MSE-floor mse(p) will cause an irreducible error floor in the SER's. 

The irreducible error floor is the main limitation on the complexity reduction achieved 
by optimal rank, reduction. The SER floors are shown as a function of the rank in Figure 
6. I f the rank is too low, the irreducible error floor will become visible for the SNR of 
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Figure 7: SER for the low-rank estimator, the LS estimator and perfect channel knowl
edge. 

interest. By choosing the appropriate rank on the estimator, we can essentially avoid 
the impact from the SER floor up to a given SNR. For a ful l rank estimator p = N, no 
SER floor exists. From Figme 6, it can be seen that the irreducible error floor decreases 
rapidly for rank p > L + 1 = 5. We are therefore able to obtain a good estimator 
approximation with a relatively low rank. 

5 Gener ic low-rank estimator 

I f we want a robust generic channel estimator design for OFDM systems, of the low-
rank type, the analysis in the previous section suggests the use of the uniform channel 
correlation and a relatively high SNR as nominal design parameters. The design of such 
an estimator only requires knowledge about the length of the CP, the number of tones 
in the system and the target range of SNR's for the application. I f the receiver cannot 
afford an estimator that includes tracking of channel correlation and SNR, this channel 
estimator works reasonably well for fixed SNR and channel correlation. 

5.1 Performance evaluation 

For the scenario used in this paper we choose a rank-8 estimator and a design for a uniform 
power-delay profile and SNR = 20 dB. The performance of this estimator is presented in 
Figure 7, where the SER for the LS estimate (4) and perfect channel knowledge are also 
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Figure 8: The MSE of the low-rank estimator (rank p = 8) and the FIR Wiener filter 
estimator (16 taps). The two estimators have the same computational complexity. 

shown. The low-rank estimator is 3.5 dB better than the LS-estimator and about 0.8 dB 
from perfect channel knowledge. 

An alternative to using low-rank estimators is to use FIR Wiener filters. Their use in 
OFDM has been investigated in [3]. To make a comparison, we design the FIR Wiener 
filters for the same channel correlation and SNR as for the low-rank estimator and use the 
same complexity. For a rank 8 estimator we have 16 multiplications per tone and hence 
we can use 16 taps in the FIR Wiener filter. In Figme 8, the mean-squared estimation 
error is shown for both estimators. As can be seen, the MSE of the low-rank estimator is 
about 1.5 times smaller than the MSE of the FIR Wiener filter estimator for all evaluated 
SNR values. 

5.2 PSAM 

A proposed scheme for coherent OFDM is PSAM [3,14]. In this case known symbols 
(pilots) are multiplexed into the transmitted data stream and channel estimation is per
formed by interpolation between these pilots. This interpolation can be performed by 
FIR Wiener filters [3], but om proposed low-rank estimator is also apphcable. In this 
case, om proposed channel estimator is similar to the all-pilots case. The difference is 
that only those tones on which pilots are transmitted are used for channel estimation, 
not all tones. The optimal rank reduction is shown in Appendix B and the structure of 
the estimator is depicted in Figme 9 , (cf Figure 4). 

The expression for the MSE for this low-rank interpolator will consist of matrix ex
pressions, and, so, is more complex than (9). However, the interpolator has similar 
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Figure 9: Low-rank estimator for the PSAM case. For each OFDM symbol, P pilots are 
used to estimate N tones. 

properties as the estimator (7) and the same design considerations hold. The irreducible 
error floor is mainly determined by the power of the unused transform coefficients as in 
(10). 

To compare the low-rank estimator with an FIR Wiener filter, we consider a sce
nario similar to digital video broadcast (DVB) [14]. The system has a bandwidth of 
8 MHz and uses 8192 subcarriers with pilot symbols on every twelfth subcarrier. Ev
ery OFDM symbol is partitioned into subsymbols consisting of 384 subcarriers, each 
containing 384/12 = 32 pilots. The power delay profile is exponentially decaying with 
Trms = 2.5 LIS (20 samples) and a maximum delay spread of 10 ßs (L = 80 samples). The 
number of coefficients used for the low-rank estimator is seven, resulting in an average 
complexity of 7.6 multiplications per tone, see Appendix C, and the number of taps for 
the FIR estimator is eight. As can be seen from the curves in Figme 10, the MSE of the 
low-rank estimator is about 1.3 times smaller than the MSE of the FIR estimator for all 
evaluated SNR values. 

5.3 The use of time correlation 

The low-rank estimator presented in this paper is based on frequency correlation only, 
but the time correlation of the channel can also be used. The two-dimensional LMMSE 
estimator can be simplified using the same technique with rank reduction as described 
here. However, in [15] it is shown that such an estimator gives an inferior performance 
for a fixed complexity. Hence, it seems that separating the use of frequency correlation 
and time correlation is the most efficient way of estimating the channel, as was pointed 
out in [3]. 

Other approaches to exploit the time correlation is, e.g., to use a decision-directed 
scheme [12] or FIR filters [3,13]. The former can be used in a slow-fading environment, 
where it offers good performance for a small complexity, whereas the latter is preferred 
in a fast-fading environment. 
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Figure 10: The MSE of the low-rank estimator and the FIR Wiener filter estimator 
for the PSAM case. The two estimators have the same computational complexity (8 
multiphcations per tone) 

6 Conclusions 

We have investigated low-complexity low-rank approximations of the LMMSE channel 
estimator for nonsample-spaced channels. The investigation shows that an estimator 
error-floor, inherent in the low-rank approximation, is the significant limitation to the 
achieved complexity reduction. Its performance degradation can be limited by choosing 
a sufficient rank. We showed that a generic low-rank estimator design, based on the 
uniform channel correlation and a nominal SNR, can be used in om 64-tone scenario. 
Compared with the full LMMSE (5) there is only a small loss in performance, up to an 
SNR of 25 dB, but a reduction in complexity with a factor N/2p = 4. For systems with 
more subchannels, this gain is even larger. The generic estimator design only requires 
knowledge of the length of the CP, the number of tones in the system and the target 
range of SNR's for the application. 

We compared a low-rank estimator to FIR filters across the tones. I t was shown 
that the MSE of the low-rank estimator is about 1.5 times smaller than that of the 
FIR Wiener filter estimator of equal complexity. Since low-rank estimators are based on 
subspace projection, it is an advantage if the dimension of the subspace is small. This 
means that they will improve their performance as the channel length becomes smaller. 

The proposed estimator can also be used in PSAM. The principle is the same - the 
observed channel attenuations are projected onto a (much smaller) subspace where esti
mation is performed. The final channel estimates are then found by linear combinations 
of the basis vectors of the subspace. Here the MSE of the low-rank estimator is about 
1.3 times smaller than the FIR Wiener filter estimator of equal complexity. 
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A Channel-correlat ion matrices 

Using the channel model in (2), the attenuation on tone k becomes 

M - 1 

hk = £ a * - * * * * . 
i=0 

The correlation matrix for the attenuation vector h 

Rhh = E{hhH} = [rm,n] 

can be expressed as (T^'S independent) 

M - 1 M - 1 

£ ö ( n ) < 
i=0 

dr0 ... drM-i rm,n = / • • • / I I fn (T*) 
J J k=0 

M - 1 . 

= £ f n i ^ e ^ e - ^ ^ d n , (11) 
t=0 J 

where 6{T) is the multipath intensity profile and fTk (r f c) is the probabihty density function 
of TK. 

The probability distributions for the delays are 

A M - { o V £ Ä q . * - * V . . . - - i . 

and the power-delay profile is 9(T) = Ce~T/Trms. Substituting in (11), and normahzing 
r^fc to unity, gives us 

1 _ e -
i ( ^ + 2 ^ ' J a 5 2 ) 

m ' " r r m s ( l - e - ^ b ) ( - L - + j 2 7 r ^ ) -

A uniform power-delay profile can be obtained by letting rTms —» oo, resulting in 

1 _ e-^jLop. 
rm,n = —^JTmp—-

B O p t i m a l rank reduction 

The optimal rank reduction is found from the correlation matrices 

% Ä = E { ^ } 

and the SVD 
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where Q i and Q2 are unitary matrices and D is a diagonal matrix with the singular 
values di > d2 > • • • > djv on its diagonal. The best rank-p estimator [5] is then 

h p = Q i 
D p 0 
0 0 Q " S s h 2 l s h , S ! 

(13) 

where D p is the pxp upper left corner of D , i.e., we exclude all but the p largest singular 
vectors. For the PSAM case we have Qi ^ Q 2 , so it is difficult to further reduce (13). 
However, in the case of all pilots we have = and ^ = Rhh + g r f j [ I - We 

note that they share the same singular vectors, i.e., the ones of Rhh = U A U H . Thus, 
we may express (12) as 

R^RZ'L2 = U A U " [ u f A + ^ l l T j " 
hhls huhu 

UA A + 

SNR' 

-1/2 

SNR' 

-1/2 

U H = Q i D Q f , 

where 

Qi = Q 2 = u 

D = A A + 
SNR" 

-1/2 

The rank-p estimator (13) now becomes 

hp = U 

= U 

Dp 0 
0 0 

Dp 0 
0 0 

U U A + 

A + 
SNR' 

J L 
SNR' 
-1/2 

I U 
-1/2 

U % 5 = U 
Ap 0 
0 0 

where AP is the pxp upper left corner of 

A A + ß 
SNR 

- 1 

I ] = 
A! 

Ai + SNR SNR/ 

U H h , ( 

C Es t imator complexity 

For the all-pilot case, the implementation we have chosen is based on writing (7) as a 
sum of rank-1 matrices, 

fc=i 
hp = ( £ 4ufcuf j h i s = £ Qfc (nk, h J s ) , 

fc=i 

(14) 

where q f c = <5fcUfc and ^uj, ,h; s ^ = u{7h; s are the Euchdian inner products, requiring 
pN multiplications. The linear combination of p vectors of length N also requires pN 
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multiplications. The estimation thus requires 2pN multiplications and the total number 
of multiphcations per tone becomes 2p. 

Similarly, the rank-p PSAM estimator can be formulated as 

where h ; s p j i 0 t s contains the least-squares channel estimates of the A l l o t s P " o t P°~ 
sitions and g* and g\ are vectors of length N and Np^Q^s, respectively. The inner 

products ( i f c I h , s p j i o t s ) require i V p y o t s multiplications each, i.e., a total of p N ^ o i s 

multiplications. The linear combination is over p vectors of length N, i.e., requires 
pN multiplications. Since N attenuations are simultaneously estimated, the number of 
multiplications per attenuation becomes 

P ^ p i l o t s + P ^ L ^ ^pilots \ 

D Est imator mean-squared error 

In this appendix we derive the MSE of the rank—p estimator in (7) for the case of all 
pilots (the data is known to the receiver). We also present the MSE floor, which bounds 
the achievable MSE from below in low-rank approximations of the LMMSE estimator. 
To get a general expression for the MSE for the rank— p approximation of the LMMSE 
estimator, we assume that the estimator has been designed for channel correlation Whh 
and SNR, but the real channel h has the correlation and the real SNR is SNR. From 

(1) and (4), we have h; s = h + n, where the noise term n = X _ 1 n has the autocovariance 
matrix R — = -JL~-I. The estimation error e„ = h — i L of the rank—p estimator (7) is 

U H f i , (15) 

and the average MSE is 

mse(p) = jjTraceE { e p e ^ } . (16) 

To simplify the expression we use the facts that: 

• h and n are uncorrelated, hence the cross terms are canceled in the expectation. 

• Trace ( U A U ^ ) = TraceA if U is a unitary matrix. 

• Trace (A + B) = TraceA + TraceB. 

• Trace ( D A D ) = J2k Ofc.fĉ l when D is a diagonal matrix with the elements dk on its 
diagonal and A (not necessarily a diagonal matrix) has diagonal elements â *,. 

ep = U I -
AP 0 
0 0 

U H h - U 
A p 0 
0 0 
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Using (15) in (16), the mean-squared error becomes 

mse {p) = — Trace TV 

U 

U | 

0 

A p 0 
0 0 

U H R S U | I -
Ap 0 
0 0 

H 
U " + 

0 0 

P 

U " R - U 
Ap 0 
0 0 

U H 

= £ | £ / * ( i - f c ) a + £ M + £ £ 
\k=l 

k=l 

k=p+l 

ß 

N SNR 
St 

= ^ £ ( M i - 4 ) 2 + ̂ ) + ^ e »k SNR N 
(17) 

k=p+l 

where u.k is the channel power in the kth transform coefficient, i.e., the kth diagonal 
element of the matrix U H R ^ U . The MSE can be lower-bounded, mse(p) > mse(p), by 
what we call the MSE-floor 

1 N 

a§s(p) = T7 E fc 
i V k=p+l 

I f there is no mismatch in SNR or channel correlation, we have u.k = diagonal elements 
of U H R t f t U = Afc and SNR = SNR, and the MSE becomes 

k=l 

ß A 2 

SNR + E 
k=p+l 
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